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STRAWBERRY HILL.

CHAPTER I.

THE ROBIN HOOD CLUB.

" Now Horace, my boy, away with your

melancholy," exclaimed the cheerful voice

of Colonel Conway, as he burst into his

cousin's study. The young Member was

surrounded, not only with books, the ordi-

nary ammunition of scholars, but with quaint

relics, illegible MSS., grotesque pictures, and

a vast number of other memorials of a time
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2 STRAWBERRY HILL.

long since past, much in favour with those

who profess the study of antiquities.

Our hero was not satisfied with the repu-

tation of a man of letters—he aspired to be a

man of black letters. Books were hardly

thought to deserve the title, unless they

were editiones principes—coins, medals, and

engravings, were valued, not in proportion to

their beauty, but to their rarity. A bronze

disfigured by verdigris, or a fragment of

marble weather-stained and time-worn, out

of all resemblance to what it was originally

intended to represent, was sure to excite the

most profound raptures; and an elaborate

specimen of carved furniture, in which

nothing was so clear as that something of

the same kind, infinitely more convenient,

could have been made at half the cost,

created the most extravagant ecstasies.

A hundred years ago the knowledge of

antiquities was extremely limited, and many

of its professors made themselves ridiculous

by laborious trifling, and by affecting en-
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thusiasm for what was scarcely worthy of a

sensible man's attention. Though he after-

wards despised such follies, Horace Walpole

at this time seemed pretty far gone in the

antiquary mania. He had abandoned ro-

mance writing, as a pursuit scarcely credit-

able to a scholar; and earnestly took to the

study of mediaeval objects, and the collection

of works illustrative of the fine arts, from

the same period.

But though he had on the table before

him a rare missal, whose bright illumina-

tions might have been a tolerable apology

for his looking so far back for objects of ad-

miration, it was plain enough he was not

examining it; nor did the strange stiff oil

painting, on very worm-eaten panel, of

sacred personages—each having his head

surrounded with its appropriate nimbus of

gilding—which stood on a chair beside him,

any more attract his observation.

His thoughts had been given up to the

melancholy termination of his ambitious

b2
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aspirations. In the disgrace of his father,

his occupation was gone. Ambitious as he

had been—deeply as he had yearned for

power and distinction, it was that he might

be associated with his parent in the greatness

that seemed inseparable from the position of

so influential a statesman. All that goodly

edifice of anticipation he had reared with so

much affection, had crumbled into dust at

the downfall of Sir Eobert, and could never

be built up again.

It was not this reflection alone, that had

caused him the uneasiness that was impressed

on his features. His father had been hurled

from the eminence which had so long excited

the malevolence of his enemies ; but this, in

their opinion, was far from being sufficient

punishment, and the rank which he had

gained by his retirement still further exaspe-

rated them against him. He could not be

allowed so to escape the long-hoarded malice

of the most vindictive of his foes. An im-

peachment was threatened; and there was
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every reason to dread, from the majority in

the House that could now be obtained by

his triumphant opponents, that they were

likely to put their threats into execution.

" Rouse yourself, my dear fellow!" con-

tinued Colonel Conway, " I have rare sport

in store for you. Zounds, what should

make you so dismal? Look at the bright

side of things, as I often tell you. Your

father, to be sure, is not Prime Minister

—

but then he 's Earl of Orford ! An earldom,

in my humble thinking, is a capital position

to fall back upon after a defeat. They can't

force him from that, as they did from the

other. So cheer up, my boy, and come

with me to the Eobin Hood Club, where I

am told mighty pretty amusement is going

forward."

Horace tried at first to be excused, but

his lively cousin would not listen to any-

thing of the kind. He repeated a jest of

Charles Townshend, which somewhat les-

sened the remarkable gravity of his friend's
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visage. He followed up his advantage with

the last witticism of the torpid Selwyn on

the new Ministry, which caused a very

obvious smile. The Colonel, like the good

campaigner he was, continued to advance,

gaining ground with his melancholy kins-

man at every speech. Finally, he brought

out of his pocket, and read, a humorous

ballad, by Sir Charles Hanbury Williams,

upon the Prince of Wales, so full of point,

that the dull man laughed outright. In a

very short time afterwards they were seen

walking together in the direction the Colonel

had proposed proceeding.

The Robin Hood Club, in Essex Street,

was an early example of a debating society,

in which questions admitting of two lines

of argument are given out for discussion,

and it is at the option of any would-be

orator to take which side he pleases. He

may shew that Oliver Cromwell was a bene-

factor to his country, or he may shew exactly

the reverse—he may prove that Queen
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Elizabeth was justified in her execution of

Mary Queen of Scots, or he may prove that

measure to be arbitrary and cruel—if he can

find arguments sufficiently convincing for

his purpose.

At this period there was a great deal of

political debating going on. Politicians

were not satisfied with the kind of audi-

ences they obtained at coffee and chocolate-

houses; even the privileged few who had

been in the habit of delivering their opinions

on the state of the nation in public-house

parlours, panted for a more public arena.

Then the small orators of select vestries,

and the would-be statesmen of Common

Councils and Parish Boards, eagerly sought

the Robin Hood Club, as a preparatory

school for civic Demosthenes and parochial

Ciceros.

It will therefore easily be believed, that

when Colonel Conway and Horace Walpole

entered the large room in Essex Street

in which the Club assembled, they found a
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pretty numerous audience. There was a

raised platform at one end of the room, in

the centre of which stood an immense black

leather chair studded with brass nails, with

a little table before it bearing a tumbler of

gin-and-water—a glass bottle containing

spirit—a jug of hot water—two halves of a

lemon—and a blue-rimmed delft basin of

suo-ar. There was also a silver watch con-

spicuously displayed there—of a size that

made it appear as though, upon an emer-

gency, it could have done duty as a drip-

ping-pan.

A little man with a large wig and a very

mealy complexion, whose flour-powdered

coarse cloth coat with hu^re metal buttons

pointed him out as a baker, sat behind the

table, with an auctioneer's hammer in one

hand, the other being employed in stirring

the contents of the tumbler, or lifting it to

his lips. He was the President of the Eobin

Hood Club ; and he it was who arranged the

order of the debate—called upon the speakers
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—allowed each a certain time—and, when

their arguments were exhausted, made a

brief recapitulation of what had been said,

and gave his opinion as to which orator was

most in the right.

He was a very eccentric character; and

had his own notions of eloquence, and his

own system of logic—a style of language as

strange as it was emphatic—and a method

of performing his duties, as President of the

Club, it was not likely he had learned from

any other assembly. On one side of him

sat those who intended to advocate the ques-

tion of the clay—on the other, those who

were to oppose it. They were not many in

number, nor were they very select in appear-

ance ; but some of the best speakers had not

arrived.

When Horace and his cousin had suffi-

ciently scanned, from a back row of benches

that filled the room to the platform, the

curious scene before them, they began to

turn their attention to their fellow-specta-

b3
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tors, whom they found to consist chiefly of

tradesmen or clerks, with here and there a

fellow of more dashing exterior, of whom it

was difficult to say with certainty, whether

he was thief-taker or thief.

Close to them was a man of an immense

round vulgar face, who had taken off his

wig to wipe his shaven crown with a large

cotton handkerchief; and, observing the re-

spectable apparel of his companions, ad-

dressed them with the usual prefatory re-

marks of persons of a communicative

turn. This familiarity young Walpole did

not seem to approve of; but the Colonel

—who was intensely fond of a practical

joke—there was no doubt, enjoyed it ex-

tremely, and encouraged his new acquaint-

ance to continue his observations, by appear-

ing to take a monstrous interest in them.

The President rose, took a good gulp of

his beverage, and then knocked sharply on

the table with his hammer. This was an

infallible signal that his duties had com-
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menced. The buzz of conversation, that had

been going on pretty briskly on all sides,

ceased at once.

" Gemmen! " said he, with a very husky

voice, that sounded as though it came from

a very deep cellar, "It is my pleasant duty,

as President of this here honourable Society,

to announce to you, that the question for

discussion is "—here he took up a written

paper, which he looked at, in one hand

—

with the other he raised his glass to his lips

;

then putting down the glass, and drawing

his enormous cuff hastily across his mouth,

he continued

:

" The question is, Whether Caasar or

Pompey was the greatest general? Now, it

an't my duty to prejucfe the question, by

taking one side or t'other. My biznez is to

hear every member say what he has to say,

in the exact time and order he is obligated

to say it in. For the Robin Hood Club has

particklar reggleations, which, like the laws

of the Mids and Pursers, altereth not. And,
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when both sides of the question has been

heard, and there an r

t no more to say, I sums

up the hargument, and declares which has

the best on't.

" This here batch on my right," continued

the baker, pointing to the orators on that

side of him, "is the Caesars: them there

on my left," he added, pointing in the oppo-

site direction, " is the Pompeys. Now, Mr.

Scroggins, I calls on you to hopen the

debate."

A little man in a snuff-coloured suit, and

a snuffy nose to correspond, rose on his

right. " You stands up for Caasar ? " inquired

the President. The orator nodded. " Then

mind you keeps to the question, speaks up,

and remembers the reggleations."

Mr. Scroggins began his speech. It was

soon evident that his knowledge of Roman

history was extremely limited—possibly all

he knew of Caesar and Pompey came from a

representation of Shakspeare's play, added

to a recent reference to a biography of half-a-
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dozen lines in a classical dictionary. He

appeared to know nothing of their general-

ship ; he had learned that one had been the

more fortunate of the two, and he thought

that a very good proof of his being the

greater man. Having, in a few magniloquent

sentences, expressed his sentiments on this

point, he sat down amid considerable applause.

" Mr. Blossom !

'

:

cried the President, di-

recting his attention to a red-nosed member

on his left, " You stands up for Pompey, I

know. Keep to the question, speak up, and

remember the re^srleations."(DO

Mr. Blossom did speak up. He had a voice

that would have been a fortune to a showman.

It would have saved him in speaking-

trumpets enough to keep him in clean linen

—of which, to tell the truth, the orator

stood sadly in need. Gulliver addressing the

Lilliputians, might have spoken with such a

voice . But itwas painfully apparent that there

was more sound than sense in his eloquence.

He abused Mr. CaBsar in good set terms,
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very much in the style an indignant creditor

would speak of a person rather deep in his

books, who lived in the rules of the Bench,

and set him at defiance. He made it appeal'

that Mr. Pompey was quite another sort of

character, that he paid his way like a gen-

tleman, and belonged to a highly respectable

family. Mr. Blossom was not a more pro-

found historical scholar than Mr. Scroggins.

How much he knew of Roman history, was

not very clear—and to state how much he

he did not know, was still more difficult.

"Mr. Blossom is an eminent drysalter,

and Mr. Scroggins is a wholesale leather-

seller," was the reply Colonel Conway re-

ceived from his communicative neighbour,

to a question of his as to the calling of those

two worthies. " May be you 'd like to know

who I am, Sir?" he added; "my name's

Blakeston—very much at your service, Sir.

Blakeston, grocer, in the Strand. Families

supplied on the shortest notice, and on the

most reasonable terms."
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The Colonel courteously thanked him for

his information, and as if to humour him,

asked the price of sugar.

" Sugars is riz, Sir," replied he, " Mus-

covados are looking up, and—" Here the

threatened exposition of the state of the

sugar trade was cut short by the com-

mencement of another attempt at oratory.

Horace Walpole entertained an impression

that he had already made the acquaintance

of the orator, but he could not recall to his

mind under what circumstances.

The new speaker was smartly though

somewhat vulgarly dressed, and held a blue

cotton handkerchief in his hand, which he

used with a degree of energy that denoted

a very inconvenient catarrh.

" Friends and fellow-countrymen !
" ex-

claimed he. " Free and enlightened English-

men! Men worthy of the glorious name

of free-born Britons !

"

" Surely I have heard this before !
" said

Horace to his cousin.
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" A thousand times at least !
" replied the

Colonel. " I never yet knew a speech at a

public meeting that did not begin exactly in

that way."

" The eyes of the whole country are upon

you," continued the orator; "fail not to

shew that you are worthy of the high opinion

the world has of your public spirit, and ever

bear in mind the glorious cause for which

we are stru^glino;—the cause for which

Russell died on the field and Hampden

perished on the scaffold."

" Zounds, it 's my old opponent from Corn-

wall," exclaimed Horace Walpole in extreme

surprise.

" Brisks, as I live !
" cried Colonel Con-CO '

way with a laugh, " with his old speech

revived for a London audience. Dost know

anything of this fellow, Mr. Blakeston?"

he inquired of his neighbour. His neigh-

bour knew very little of him, only that he

was a strange gentleman from the countrv,

who had lately joined the meetings of the
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club; invariably began an oration in the

same words, till the President called him

to the question, when he endeavoured to

say something more pertinent, and rambled

on in a confused manner, till he had ex-

hausted his ideas—which did not appear to

be a very extensive stock.

The same fate now attended him: the

President loudly called " Question !
" which

stopped any further utterance of his cut-

and-dried sentences. He then attempted to

say something in relation to the subject of

debate, but Caasar and Pompey were not

so well known in Cornwall as Hampden and

Russell ; and it so happened, let him try as

much as he could to confine himself to the

generalship of the Roman heroes, and fill

up his pauses as dexterously as he pleased

with the assistance of his handkerchief, he

invariably got back to his perverted

reading of the well known passage concern-

ing the English patriots.

" I don't call him one of our best orators,
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Sir," observed the communicative grocer.

" In short, he an't fit to hold a candle to

a gentleman as comes here sometimes. A
monstrous fine scholar, Sir—educated at

college, Sir. Has been in foreign parts, too,

and speaks their languages as plain as can

be. He 's our great speaker, Sir; and some

folks do say he 's a great parliament man in

disguise."

Here the party were interrupted by two

females, who pressed passed them to a seat

a little beyond.

" Mrs. Jenny, my dear! " cried one. " I

am positively quite enraptured with the

idea of coming here. I hope, child, you and

I are perfectly inconsistent with each other."

"Yes,my dearest Mrs. Susan, 'tis pleasant,

I can't but own," replied the other, languidly.

" But Punch's Theatre, in the little Piazza,

is to me a vast deal more pleasanter."

" Tush, child ! you have no soul for the

Belly''s Letters! " exclaimed her elder com-

panion, indignantly. " But I forgot, your
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education, my dear, did not afford you the

advantages of which we, as is better bred,

may lawfully make concession."

" I an't quite sure of that, Mem," said

the abigail, tartly. " I knows what I knows,

and I don't pretend to know what I

doesn't."

The attention of the two gentlemen was

diverted from this dialogue by the ap-

pearance of another orator. As soon as

they beheld him, one nudged the other;

then they exchanged looks, in which it was

impossible to say whether astonishment or

mirth predominated.

The new speaker was smartly clad in a

puce-coloured coat, and waistcoat of a very

lively pattern, with the rest of his apparel

in keeping—even to smart ruffles and a

dress sword. He carried a three-cornered

cocked hat under his arm, and held a roll

of paper in one hand, which he flourished

about in a manner extremely oratorical.

" There 's our great gun, Sir !
" exclaimed
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the Strand grocer, with considerable ex-

ultation, " and he '11 soon let you know

how prodigious clever he is. For my part,

I don 't suppose there 's a man in parliament

as can come up to him."

The new orator threw himself into a very

imposing attitude, and began to address his

audience. It soon became manifest that

he was an advocate for the conqueror of

Britain, whose martial abilities he extolled

to the skies : he had recently been making-

acquaintance with the Roman historians,

and had obtained a tolerably correct know-

ledge of the relative merits of these cele-

brated classic rivals. He spoke with fluency,

with a choice of words extravagantly im-

posing, larded with quotations in more than

one foreign language.

He was evidently a favourite with the

club, and like most favourites, was a little

spoilt. He received a great deal of hand-

clapping, and stick-thumping ; and the more

extravagant he was in his attitudes, and
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the more obscure in his phrases, the greater

was the applause awarded (o him.

" There is no doubt, gentlemen," said

the orator, " that both Caesar and Pompey

were great men. Par nobile fratrum, as we

said at Eton."

" Confound his impudence !" whispered

Horace.

There could be no question that the dis-

tinguished speaker was his lively valet.

" But then, gentlemen," he continued,

" there are various gradations of greatness.

What would form a great coat for a small

man, would scarcely make a jacket for a

giant. There is much of this in the com-

parative greatness of Pompey and Csesar.

As we said at Cambridge, Palmam qui

meruit ferat The palm was due to Caesar.

He was successful in the struggle of the two

for superiority. Pompey went to the wall,

where he remained like a ballad out of date.

Cresar was a grand homme, as we say in

France, a very grand homme indeed; and if
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he hadn't had the honour of getting stabbed

by several of his most particular friends

—

a kind of distinction conferred only on very

great men—he would have been a greater

man among the Romans than the Pope."

" I never knew him in greater force,"

said the communicative grocer to his much

amused companions. " Wonderful speaker,

Sir ! talks of Italy and France as familiarly

as I should of Hackney and Homerton.

Astonishing clever speaker, Sir!"

"In conclusion, gentlemen," said the

great orator, after a discourse that had lasted

several minutes, u Caesar was uppermost in

all things : if Pompey was a good general,

Caesar was a better ; if Pompey was a good

citizen, Caesar was a better; if Pompey was

a good man, Caesar was a better ;—in short,

in whatever one was good, the other was supe-

rior; one was eccellentissimo, the other

grandissimo—as we said in Italy. I can

give you a remarkable proof of Caesar's ex -

celling his famous rival. On one occasion,"

—
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" Time 's up !
" cried the President, in a

load voice, as he pointed with outstretched

finger to the dial of his large watch, and

stirred his fresh-made beverage with marked

vigour with the other hand. " No gemman

can be allowed to speak longer than seven

minutes; that 's one of the reggleations, that,

like the laws of the Mids and Pursers,

altereth not. Mr. Fidcllefaddle, it 's now

your turn. There 's only two or three more

to speak, and then I shall sum up."

" Deary me, Mrs. Jenny," cried Mrs.

Susan, in an apparent ecstasy, " Would any

one have supposed that Mr. Pibbs had stu-

died the Belly's Letters as he has done ! He

really speaks like a printed book ; what he

says is vastly learned, yet quite ineligible to

the plainest apprehension."

" Oh, I dare say it 's all prodigious fine !

"

replied the abigail, who thought her elderly

friend's ecstasies monstrous affectation, " but

for my part, I prefers a very different kind

of speech from Mr. Pibbs. I don't think
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Mr. Pompey, or Mr. Caesar either, will do

him much good. I '11 be bound neither on

'em would give him a character, if he was

out of place ever so long."

Mrs. Susan tossed her head, and looked

ineffable scorn. She would not cast away

another word upon a creature so ignorant of

the " Belly's Letters " as to imagine that two

such great men as formed the subject of the

evening's discussion, had nothing better to do

than to give recommendations to servants in

want of a situation.

Mr. Fiddlefaddle now made his appear-

ance. He was a fashionable tailor, with a

taste for politics, who dressed in the extreme

of the mode, and affected to be prodigiously

patriotic. He denounced Caesar as a tyrant,

in language that would have frightened his

apprentice into convulsions; and defended

his assassination, as an action as meritorious

as paying a bill immediately after it had

been sent in. Then he alluded to Pompey,

eulogizing his military services in a strain
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appropriate to the extensive orders of an

excellent customer ; and defending him from

the accusations of those who favoured his

illustrious rival, as zealously as though he

was speaking of a bankrupt relation who

had paid twenty shillings in the pound.

He had just wound himself, to the vast

amusement of Horace Walpole and the

Colonel, into a most patriotic fervour, when

the impatient announcement of the Presi-

dent, that time was up, brought his oration

to an abrupt conclusion.

The other orators were soon disposed of.

One uttered his first sentence, and then

stuck fast. He hemmed and hawed with

great vigour, but not a word more could he

bring to bear upon the subject, and then

made a hasty retreat from the place ; and

the other was so disconcerted at the failure

of his associate, that his memory proved

equally treacherous, and after making two

or three rather amusing blunders, and utter-

ing several sentences, the meaning of which

vol. in. c
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neither he nor any one else could have dis-

covered, he also retired.

The worthy President now began to stir

the contents of his glass with remarkable

vigour, and to look as overflowing with

eloquence as it was possible for such a func-

tionary to look, after so liberal an allowance

of gin-and-water. He took an earnest pull

at the glass, and then wiping his mouth, after

the picturesque fashion already described,

rose to address his audience.

" Gemmen !

" said he, " I've no doubt

you've paid proper attention to this here

discussion. If so be you have, you must be

very well aware it related to two individuals

as flourished at Rome, a monstrous long

time ago, as rivals in the general line. I

don't mean to say they kept little shops,

such as may be seen in any back street, as

contained everything from a sugar-plum to

a side of bacon. They dealt in victories,

not in small beer—they looked for their

profit from battle fields, not from ha'portbs

of snuff.
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" Howsomever, as two of a trade can

never agree, it so happened that these two

Romans chose to quarrel, and then to ruin

themselves in the way of business. One,

assisted by his friends, tried to undersell the

other, and run him down ; and his opponent,

with two or three associates, did all in his

power to take away t'other's custom. In

the end, Caesar and Co. carried all before

them, and the rival firm went to smash.

" Now the point in dispute is, Which of

the two was the best man. You all know

that two loaves may come out of the oven at

the same time, both made from the same

dough, yet there shall be a vast deal of dif-

ference atween 'em ; and many people as shall

like one, won't have the other at no price.

So it was with Pompey and Cassar. By all

accounts they was the primest loaves of the

batch—only Pompey was a crumby one,

and Caesar was uncommon crusty, and the

Romans took a fancy just then to what was

high-baked. Pompey was left on the

c 2
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shelf, and everybody wanted to have

Caesar."

Here the orator took another prodigious

pull at the friendly glass at his elbow, and

after the usual cleanly application of his

hand, he proceeded.

" It appears to me, in this here debate,

that the Pompeyites haven't quite proved

their case. It is one thing for a man to

command soldiers, and another to make them

win a battle. General Pompey was a mighty

clever fellow in his way, I haven't the slightest

doubt. He marched and countermarched,

and drilled and manoeuvred his troops in

high-price style; but then, you know, the

proof of the pudding's in the eating. General

Caesar marched against him, and it was soon

found to be a peck loaf to a half-penny

buster.

" Therefore," concluded the President, as

he drained his glass, after a similarly cha-

racteristic recapitulation of the arguments

on both sides, "there can't be no question
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that the Csesarites have the best of it in this

matter; and accordingly I adjudge and de-

cide that Caasar has proved himself the best

general, and that they who advocated his

cause have proved themselves the best

speakers."

A round of applause, mingled with a good

deal of stamping, testified that the President's

verdict was considered a proper one—all

which the great functionary received with

the air of one who looked for such favours

as a matter of course.

The young Member and his friend ap-

peared very much to enjoy these eloquent

demonstrations. Indeed the Colonel recom-

mended their immediate enrolment as mem-

bers of the Robin Hood Club; pointing to

the great examples that had been set be-

fore them of the advantage of such a school

of elocution—particularly instancing those of

his former opponent at the election, and his

Ciceronian valet.

This last citation brought to the recollec-
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tion of both, the individual they had recog-

nized as the most popular orator of the Club,

just as they observed him, with a vast deal

of condescension to different persons among

the audience, who ventured to congratulate

him on his successful speech, moving towards

them, evidently with the intention of passing

to a seat kept vacant for him between Mrs.

Susan and Mrs. Jenny, who regarded his

approach with rather an ostentatious display

of interest.

" Werry fine speech of yourn, Sir," ex-

claimed a fat Common Councilman.

" Prodigious fine speech," added an-

other.

" I never heard a better one in Parlia-

ment, Sir," observed the grocer from the

Strand, very seriously, " and I've said as

much to my friends here."

Mr. Fibbs turned to make his acknow-

ledgments to the new acquaintances so

obligingly pointed out to him, and started

back with a look of the utmost bewilder-
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ment and confusion, as he noticed who they

were.

" Stupendous fine speech, Sir," observed

the Colonel, with a heartiness of approval

that far exceeded that of any compliment

that had yet been addressed to him.

" Monstrous fine speech, indeed, Sir,"

said his master, in exactly the same man-

ner, ' c and this coat is a monstrous fine

coat, and this sword is a monstrous fine

sword."

" An amazing fine waistcoat you have

too, Sir," added Colonel Conway, now re-

cognizing the borrowed plumage in which

the orator had thought proper to appear.

" And that pair of breeches is really

prodigious fine," continued Horace Wal-

pole.

" In short, I am bound to say you are a

prodigious fine fellow altogether, Sir."

" Positively one of the finest fellows I ever

beheld," rejoined his master, enjoying the

signs of confusion the detected daw in pea-
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cock's feathers betrayed ; "but I hope you will

pardon the liberty Iam takingwhen I say, that

as soon as you have quite done with your pre-

sent superlatively fine character, and quite

done with the fine costume belonging to it, I

should like to try the experiment how far

they may be made to suit me. I beg to

wish you a good day, Mr. Fibbs."

" Your most obedient, Mr. Fibbs, " added

the Colonel, with the same ceremoniousness,

as he rose with his cousin to leave the place

;

" I shall be delighted to resume your

acquaintance under circumstances more con-

genial to a mind of your classical attain-

ments. Your very humble servant, Sir."

" Well to be sure !
" exclaimed Mrs. Susan,

as soon as the two gentlemen had retired.

"It 's monstrous strange they should

have been sitting here ever since we came

in, and we not know it," observed Mrs.

Jenny :
" How uncommon aggravating, to

be sure !"

" To find his master in this dietical spot !

"
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cried the Housekeeper, " after he 'd just

made himself so perspicuous, too. I quite

feels for him."

" I can't but confess I feels for him, too.

Poor Mr. Fibbs !
" cried the sensitive abi-

gail, putting her hand in her pocket, to

search for her usual restorative. Mrs. Susan

looked offended. It seemed to her that it

was quite superfluous—and not a little pre-

sumptuous—for a lady's-maid to feel for any

one more than she thought proper to do.

The abashed valet had taken advantage

of a move in a part of the audience near

him to slip out of the room as quickly as he

could; leaving his two female friends, whom

he had persuaded to go to the Kobin Hood

Club to hear his elocution, to find their way

home again unattended.

"It 's very plain he don't intend to come

back," said the youngest of the two, after

sufficiently indulging in her sensibility. " If

I 'd left a young woman in a public place,

I 'd have seen all the masters in the world at

c 3
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Jericho, afore they should have prevented

me seeing her home."

" Mrs. Jenny !
" cried the Housekeeper,

in a stern voice.

u Yes, Mrs. Susan !
" replied the Lady's-

maid, with a proud lifting up of her head.

u Was it not by my invitation you came

here?"

" Yes, Mem. But Mr. Fibbs had axed

me fust, Mem."

The Housekeeper rose from her seat with

an air of offended dignity, that would have

looked well even with ermine and point

lace. She had been deceived. She thought

she had been conferring a favour on the

Lady's-maid by requesting her company—as

the presence of a companion would render

the attentions of Mr. Fibbs less open to

scandal. Shemade the humiliating discoverv,

that she it was who had been made a conve-

nience of.

" Mrs. Jenny !
" again exclaimed the

senior.
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" Yes, Mrs. Susan !
" replied tlie other,

evidently with a spirit not to be put down.

" Henceforth, young woman, our paths is

diamedically opposite
.

"

" If you please, Mem."

Mrs. Susan swept indignantly by her

bosom friend, muttering something that

sounded very much like the word " viper !

"

to which Mrs. Jenny responded by an excla-

mation equally cordial, that as strongly

resembled " old fool !

"
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CHAPTER II.

A RENCONTRE ON THE ROAD.

A group of individuals had assembled in

the kitchen of " the Barley Mow;" a respect-

able inn and post-house on the Norwich

road. They consisted of a bandy-legged

post-boy—old enough to have been grandsire

to half-a-dozen post-boys; a great thick-

armed, broad-faced chambermaid, to whom

he was gossiping respecting the fare he had

brought to the inn; a tall, sharp-nosed,

active waiter, apparently engaged in wiping
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some glasses, yet all the while having both

organs of hearing fully employed—one listen-

ing to the communication of the elderly post-

boy—the other equally intent on the conver-

sation of two tall, very showily-dressed per-

sonages, who sat at a table at a little distance

from the bandy-legged gossip, drinking purl,

and conversing in a low voice.

One had a green coat, the other a scarlet

;

and there was a marked flashy air about

their dress, from the gold lace on their

cocked-hats, to the glittering brass spurs on

their great well-polished boots, that reached

half up their legs. They might be the sons

of wealthy squires, bent on enjoying life in

boozing their money and brains away in the

intervals between the intellectual enjoyment

of skittles and cock-fighting. They might

be the exciseman and the lawyer of the

town, meeting at the inn on that " particular

business " they Avere in the habit of trans-

acting together, which invariably led to

drunkenness, and sometimes to riot.
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They might be a young doctor and a

young undertaker, arranging a method of

conducting their several professions as much

as possible to their mutual benefits. They

might be such persons, and they might be

many other such persons; but all that was

known of them at " the Barley Mow " was,

that they had lately put up there with their

horses, and were young men with plenty of

money, who seemed wonderfully careless as

to how they spent it. Extremely free-and-easy

they were in their manners generally, though

one seemed bent on being thought some-

body of vast consequence— which fancy

his companion treated with becoming re-

verence.

" La, John, how you talk !
" cried the

chambermaid; "the young lady must be

quite a nonsuch, by your description !

n

" So she be," replied the post-boy stoutly;

" I never see nothing to come up to her in

the way of looks since I first crossed osses

;

which is such a plaguy long time, it be
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a'most out of memory. She be one of the

tip-top quality, I '11 be bound."

" What makes you think so?
"

" What makes I think so? Why, I thinks

so because nothing can be plainer. She

stepped into the old chariot for all the world

as though she were a queen entering her

state-coach; and looked so gracious and so

beautiful, I felt ready to kiss the steps her

dainty foot had trod upon."

" Go along with you for an old fool ! For

my part, I didn't see nothing particular

in her. But I suppose as how they 're

vastly rich, and riches is everything in this

world."

" She 's got a purse as chock full of

guineas as a miser's old stocking; a gold

watch at her side as big as a salt-cellar ; and

as for rings ! bless your heart, there 's ne'er

a one on those delicate fingers of hern, as

wouldn't be a fortune to anybody."

Such was the discourse of one of the par-

ties to whom the waiter was listening : a few
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fragments from the opposite quarter will soon

enlighten the reader as to the characters and

views of the other.

" We must look about us, and see if we

can't do something of consequence," observed

one; "We an't known here, which I 'm

inclined to think is rather an advantage to

us. What do you say, Duke?"

" Of coorth it ith, Marquith," replied the

other.

There could be no doubt who these flashily-

dressed personages were. But what strange

tide in the affairs of men could have brought

this Damon and Pythias in livery so far

from their proper haunts? and what could

have effected the extraordinary change that

had evidently taken place in their positions?

The reader should be told that they were

no longer members of " the Upper Servants'

Supper Club." They had ceased to be do-

mestic servants.

This abandonment of a vocation for which

they seemed so well fitted, was as sudden as
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it was extraordinary. It seemed that the

plate chest of the Marquis was found to lose

its contents in so very mysterious a manner,

that it might never have been discovered to

this day, had not the faithful companion of

his Lordship's State-footman been stopped

in the act of pawning a tankard, from which

that nobleman's arms had been partly

erased.

It soon came out that the Duke of New-

castle's footman had very little to do with

the transaction in which he appeared in so

undesirable a light ; he having merely gone

to the pawnbroker's, at the suggestion of his

brother in livery, to raise money for him on

some old silver " his grandmother had left

him," according to his statement. He how-

ever, absconded, the moment he learned

his friend's detention ; as he said he did not

choose to have his domestic affairs pried

into by such vulgar people as magistrates

:

and the other having been discharged from

prison for want of evidence, with a character
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that was not likely to suit any one in want

of a servant, he was easily prevailed upon

to join his friend in a country excursion,

that promised to be as beneficial to his

health as to his pocket. The object of the

residence of these worthies at the Barley

Mow, under the titles of Captain Kite and

Squire Greenfinch, may now be easily sur-

mised; but a little further attention to their

conversation will make this considerably

more apparent.

" Do you hear what that old fool says ?
"

inquired the fellow who called himself Cap-

tain Kite. " It promises well, eh ? Plenty

of plunder, and little difficulty in getting

it. I haven't heard whether the young

woman in the chaise goes by herself; but

as I didn't see any one go in with her, I

dare say she travels alone. Well-filled

purse, gold watch, handsome rings—worth

looking after, eh, Duke?"

" Of coorth they are, Marquith," was the

ready reply. " I shouldn't think there
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could be much trouble or danger either, in

divethting the lady of her valuablth."

" Hush, Duke !
" cried the Captain, in a

low voice. " Don't you see that fellow

yonder ? If I 'm not monstrously mis-

taken, that everlasting rascal of a waiter is

listening to us. Talk low, and don't say

more than is absolutely necessary."

" Yeth, Marquith; " said the other, "but

if that rathcal hath been lithning, hadn't we

better thilenth him ath quick ath pothible?
"

" I may be mistaken," said the Captain,

beginning to doubt he had judged correctly

;

the waiter seemed so intent upon his occu-

pation. " But I am bent upon this enter-

prise, and I '11 tell you how we '11 accomplish

it."

" Yeth, Marquith?"

" We '11 first have out of old Bandy-legs

the road my young madam is going to take

;

we will then get our horses ready, and ride on

to a convenient spot, where we can wait till

she comes up ; and we won't be long in
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doing the job, I '11 lay any wager—eh,

Duke?"

" I 'm ready, Marquith."

" Waiter !
" shouted the assumed Captain,

rising from his seat, with that imposing

frown that used so to disconcert the humble

landlord of " The Admiral Vernon." The

postilion and chambermaid were startled

out of their gossip, and the waiter nearly

broke all the glasses by the shock given to

his nervous system by a summons so loud

and unexpected.

" Here, noble Captain !
" replied he, skip-

ping to his customer with a vast display of

alacrity.

" The bill
!

" was all his great customer

condescended to say—and that in a voice

likely to stifle in the birth the slightest ap-

proach to familiarity.

" Here it is, ready for your Worship's

perusal," said the waiter, presenting a slip

of paper of considerable length, in which

various sentences, very ill written, preceded
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sundry figures quite as ill designed. The

Captain held it with one hand, as he care-

lessly arranged his long curls with the other.

There is no doubt he would have con-

descended to read it, had not one little

obstacle been in his way—reading was not

one of his accomplishments.

" Well, fellow! " exclaimed he, after

staring at the document for several minutes,

whilst the rest of the party were quite as

intently staring at him ; not knowing exactly

what to say in such a dilemma, and yet

desirous of not betraying what Mrs. Susan

would have called his ignorance of "The

Belly's Letters." The waiter thought the

exclamation he had heard was intended to

call in question the correctness of the

account.

" Quite right, noble Captain !
" he replied,

" Pork chops and kidneys for breakfast—the

same for his worship Squire Greenfinch

—

ditto for lunch—ditto for dinner—ditto for

tea—ditto for supper—ditto for breakfast
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yo-ain. Pickles and bread, taters and cauli-

flower, double bedded room, beds and stabling

for two horses. Then for liquors :—ale, purl,

punch, and two bottles of master's best old

Burgundy, with brandy afterwards. Allow

me to shew your Worship.—Beg pardon,

your Honour 's reading it upside down."

" And suppose I choose to read upside

down?" demanded the other, with his fiercest

air, " do you suppose I am forced to read

after the fashion of such a low fellow as

yourself? Here, Squire," he added, turning

to his confederate, " see what you can make

of this rascal's pot-hooks ; he writes such a

d—d vulgar scrawl, there's no making out

a word on't."

" What a thocking bad hand, to be thure,"

Captain!" exclaimed his companion, whose

education had not been a bit further ad-

vanced than, it was evident, had been that

of his friend.

" Itth quite impothible to be read by any

one who hath pretenthions to be conthidered
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a perthon of fathion." The assumed Squire

gave back the paper with a look of profound

contempt, and he resumed the operation of

picking his teeth, in which he had been

disturbed.

" The sum total is two pounds, sixteen

shillings, and sixpence half-penny ; and mas-

ter doesn't allow any abatement," said the

waiter, rather determinedly.

" Abatement, fellow
!

" cried the Captain,

scrutinizing the man contemptuously from

head to foot ; "do you suppose, rascal, a

gentleman of my quality condescends to

haggle about a few shillings, more or less ?"

" Goodneth grathiouth, what an idea,

Captain !

" drawled out the pretended Squire.

" Here, rascal!" resumed his confederate,

drawing out a recently stolen purse from his

pocket, " here are three guineas as full pay-

ment of your beggarly account ; and another

time, fellow, whenever you have to present

a bill to a gentleman, take care you write

a more genteel hand."
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After throwing the money on the table,

Captain Kite strode with a careless swagger

out of the room to the stable-yard. As he

passed the postilion and chambermaid, he

chucked the latter condescendingly under

the chin, and magnificently gave her half-a-

crown. At this instant another door opened,

and a sharp voice was heard to tell the

post-boy to get the chariot ready for his

mistress directly. In a moment the latter

hastened to the stables, where he was quickly

followed by the two highwaymen, who,

having obtained from him the communica-

tion they required, mounted their horses and

rode away.

" I don't at all like the looks of those

gentry," said the waiter.

" La, John, how can you say so
!

" replied

the conciliated chambermaid ; "the Captain 's

quite the gentleman, I declare; and as for

the Squire, I don't think there 's more harm

in him than in a child."

The argument could not be further dis-
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cussed at that moment, as just then the

inner door opened, and a young lady equip-

ped for travelling, attended by the landlady

in a clean apron and best bib and tucker,

with the usual fussiness of such people wait-

ing upon the great, entered the room to pass

out into the stable-yard, where the post-

chaise was waiting. A sharp summons

brought both chambermaid and waiter to

render assistance, and then the fair traveller

stepped gracefully into the vehicle, and it

rumbled out of the vard into the high-

road.

A few minutes afterwards a gentleman

and his servant rode up to the inn door,

apparently to water their horses. The

gentleman alighted, and was passing through

the kitchen into the parlour, accompanied

by the cordial invitations of the blooming

landlady, when their progress was suddenly

arrested by the chambermaid bouncing into

the room, apparently in a great flurry, bear-

ing a small basket in her hand.

VOL. III. d
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" Oh, Marm ! the young lady, Marm !

"

was all she could at first ejaculate; but pre-

sently she found words to say, that the

young lady, who had just quitted the house

in the post-chaise, had left behind her the

little basket she then carried in her hand.

The landlady lost no time in possessing

herself of the abandoned property, merely

waiting to read the name that was legibly

written upon it.

The traveller stopped short immediately

he heard the name pronounced; and, not

without betraying emotion, begged to be

allowed to look at the writing. The gentle-

man ivas a gentleman—was young, too ; and

there was an appearance in him of fashion

and high breeding, which prepossessed his

hostess greatly in his favour. She at once

brought the packet for his inspection.

"Arabella Falkland !" he exclaimed, as

he perused the familiar name in her well-

known hand-writing, " Did you say, Madam,

she had just quitted this house?"
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"Yes, your Worship," said the waiter,

who had entered the room in time to learn

what the chambermaid had discovered, and

to whom the article belonged; " and I can't

help having some fears for the young lady's

safety."

This observation added fuel to the fire

already blazing, and the man was soon in-

duced to explain the cause of his apprehen-

sions. He related some suspicious circum-

stances respecting his late customers, and

their speedy departure upon learning that

Miss Falkland was about leaving the inn.

The landlady seemed inclined to treat his

impressions lightly, and the chambermaid

very stoutly maintained the Captain's re-

spectability. But the gentleman rapidly

took the alarm; and inquiring with great

earnestness the road the postilion had taken,

he rushed to his horses, and calling his asto-

nished servant to follow him without a

moment's delay, he mounted and went off

at full gallop.

d2
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For a considerable distance the road kept

winding up a hill ; and so many turnings

occurred, and it was bounded on each

side by such high hedges, that it was im-

possible to obtain a prospect of any extent.

In one part the hill became so steep, that

the gentleman was obliged to moderate his

impatience. Here he was overtaken by his

servant, who had barely time to learn from

the waiter the cause of his master's abrupt

departure, when he started at full speed in

pursuit of him.

" Fibbs," cried his master, " look to your

pistols. If I mistake not, there is work be-

fore us a little more dangerous than playing

the orator, in borrowed plumes, at the

Robin Hood Club."

" Your Honour promised you would look

over that petite indiscretion, as we said in

France," replied the man, deprecatingly, as

he began to examine the contents of his

holsters—without which no traveller rode in

those days. " My speechifying was Vox et
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prceterea nihil, as we said at Cambridge.

But if we are about anything serious, your

Honour shall see the same spirit that stood

by you in many a hard struggle in our

school and college days."

"Are your pistols fit for service?" in-

quired our hero, as he carefully examined

the pans and flints of his own.

" Both in excellent order. They are

the very weapons which, when we were in

the Abruzzi—

"

" Oh, d— the Abruzzi !
" cried his master

impatiently. " I wish to Heaven we were

at the top of this hill."

" D— the Abruzzi, certainly, if your

Honour wishes it," said the man. " But

assuredly, it would not be prudent to blow

our horses, if it should be necessary to pur-

sue these highwaymen. Medio tutissimus

ibis, as we said at Cambridge."

Great indeed was the disappointment ofthe

ardent lover, on reaching the brow of the hill,

at beholding the whole course ofthe high road
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before him, without a vestige of the party

of which he was in search. He observed,

however, at the distance of half a mile, a

cross-road, which it was possible they might

have taken. He spurred his horse, and

away he went down the hill at a tremendous

pace, his valet following within a very short

distance. A loud scream, before they had

passed half the distance, appeared to give

the intimation they wanted that they were

on the right track.

With amazing rapidity the first rider

turned the corner. One glance took in the

whole scene. The chaise had been stopped

at the bend of the road—one of the high-

waymen had a pistol presented to the head

of the postilion, the other was dragging Miss

Falkland out of the vehicle.

Our hero rode at the first of these

scoundrels, and the astonished Squire was

hurled to the ground, with his horse rolling

over him.

"Let go her hand, you rascal, or I '11
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blow your brains out
!

" shouted the traveller,

as he rapidly approached the other, pistol in

hand, but afraid to fire while the fellow was

so near his mistress. The Captain promptly

replied, by firing at his opponent. Fortu-

nately, it was not necessary that a Marquis's

state footman should know much about the

use of fire-arms ; and before he could make

use of another weapon, a sharp blow on the

head, from the butt end of a heavy horse-

pistol, sent him sprawling on the earth.

Fibbs came upon the scene of battle just

in time to discover the young lady in the

arms of her deliverer—the postilion dis-

arming one of the highwaymen—and the

other trying to mount his horse, with the

object of making his escape. In this, how-

ever, he was completely frustrated by the

appearance of this new enemy on the field,

who, putting a pistol to his head, called to

him to surrender, before he could get into

his saddle. Captain Kite had just received

an argument, not less painful than convinc-
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ing, that he was not so well fitted for his

new vocation as he fancied he was; and

dreading a repetition, he very submissively

gave up his arms, and then allowed his hands

to be tied behind him.

Whilst the travelled valet was engaged in

this operation, expressing an abundance of

pithy remarks, enriched with various well-

worn quotations, he noticed that his cap-

tive kept continually striving to turn his

head away. At this moment up came

the old post-boy, driving before him the

equally crest-fallen Squire Greenfinch.

Fibbs had now an opportunity of ex-

amining their features. He looked at one

very hard, and then at the other very

hard, as if he fancied he beheld something

familiar to him in the faces of both. On

closer scrutiny, he recognised his old ac-

quaintances in spite of their disguise. He

burst into a hearty peal of laughter; and

the old post-boy, feeling satisfied that the

joke was extremely good, of seeing two high-
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waymen made prisoners, joined him with

equal intensity. The lugubrious aspects,

all this time, of the heroes in livery—who

looked at each other, notwithstanding their

fine apparel, very much with the mutual

commiseration of two culprits, having an

extremely dismal perspective with Tyburn

in the distance—only served to increase the

mirth of their unsympathizing captors.

Mr. Fibbs could not refrain from hailing

his associates in a style that made the an-

cient post-boy aware of the former calling

of his swaggering friends ; and the mirth

that this occasioned was so loud and long,

that it roused from a very delicious reverie

the pair of happy lovers, who had been so

delightedly sitting together on the green

bank since the conclusion of the affray.

In a few minutes afterwards, the two

highwaymen were bundled into the chaise

—

one of their horses was mounted by Miss

Falkland, and the other by her lover, who

rode by her side, leaving his own horse

d 3
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to be led by his servant. The post-boy

smacked his whip, and in less than an hour

the whole party returned to the inn yard

which they had so recently quitted.
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CHAPTER III.

LOVE AND POLITICS.

If ever there were two young persons who

seemed to have a right to consider themselves

supremely happy, undoubtedly they were

Horace Walpole and Arabella Falkland—as

they sat together, most conveniently close

for all allowable affectionate demonstrations,

in the comfortable parlour of " the Barley

Mow." On the three-legged round walnut-

wood table before them, was a tray covered

with a delicate white cloth, bearing the usual
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articles of a tea- service, as well as a few of

the delicacies their very obliging hostess

thought most likely to tempt such guests

;

for there was no doubt the good woman

understood their position exactly, and saga-

ciously thought that Love required a gene-

rous diet.

Had she entered the room at that moment,

she would have been in no slight degree dis-

mayed by finding her pigeon-pie untouched,

her chicken neglected, her sweet cake uncut,

and even the excellent smuggled tea she had

prepared, almost cold in the cups into which

it had been poured.

The lovers were too much in love to eat

or to drink ; they were raised, by the feel-

ings of enjoyment in each other's society to

which they had abandoned themselves, far

above common-place wants. Besides which,

there was much to say ; there were explana-

tions to be given on both sides : and these

were so very satisfactory, that they appeared

to prolong them, as though they were con-
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sidered a source of happiness too delightful

to be got rid of without regret.

Then they began to recall the happiness

they had known before these misunderstand-

ings occurred ; and the whole birth, life, and

character of their passion was mutually

recapitulated. There was not a moon-lit

walk, a stolen conference, or a tender avowal,

that had not full justice done to its memory.

It must not be thought either strange or

improper, that these ardent reminiscences of

loiterings in Italian groves, beneath an

Italian sky—or receptions at Italian win-

dows conveniently near the ground—should

be acted over again with a fidelity that

rather exceeded, if anything, the fervour

of the original performance.

Horace Walpole lacked nothing of a lover's

warmth. He was young, and full of

enthusiasm—intellectual, and teeming with

romance. His passion had been dammed

up so long, that its impetuous stream had

obtained the volume of a river. He saw no
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obstacle now, and he allowed it to flow on

in a full tide in its proper channel. We
are obliged to say, that notwithstanding the

depth and intensity of his filial affection,

his father was as completely forgotten as if

the Earl of Orforcl had been a personage of

another century.

There could scarcely have existed a better

excuse for this forgetfulness, than the very

beautiful young creature by his side. Lovely

as she was at all times, he thought he had

never seen her looking half so lovely as she

appeared at the present moment. Her eyes

were so radiant with animation, her cheeks

so glowing with health—the whole expres-

sion of her features were so full of excessive

happiness—that it was quite impossible he

could sit by her side, with her hand clasped

in his—gaze upon her perfect beauty—and

think of any one else.

Miss Falkland was indeed as happy as she

looked—as perfectly happy as such a very

enthusiastic young lady could hope to be.
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She knew she was beloved by the object of

her first and only affection ; she had seen him

honoured and caressed for talents which,

despite of her prejudices at the time, raised

him still higher in her estimation than he

had ever been, and made him an object of

pride as well as of affection. No one but

herself knew how long she had lingered over

every page of the popular work he had

written, and how excessive had been her

gratification on hearing the praise lavished

upon it.

Then came the recollection of the impor-

tant service he had just rendered her—her

timely rescue from the violence of the high-

waymen—an act as bravely, as it was

promptly done—an act that, with a young

lady of her peculiar spirit, was sure to raise

him in her estimation to the elevation of a

hero.

No wonder she smiled so sweetly, and

looked so fondly—no wonder that she resisted

so very little all the practical manifestations
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of her lover's passion which ever and anon

he chose to append to those endearing

speeches and passionate exclamations that

were murmured into her ear. Arabella

Falkland was very much in love—very

grateful for the service she had received

—

very much inclined to recompense her lover

for her recent unworthy treatment of him

;

and felt as perfect confidence in his honour

as in his affection.

It would appear from so smiling an horizon

as they now had around them, that nothing

could by any possibility dim the soft and

happy atmosphere in which they existed.

But, warm and sunny as was that horizon,

there was a cloud in the distance—a mere

vapour, as it were, scarcely apparent in the

bright sunshine—that was fated, in a very

short time, to envelope them in an impene-

trable darkness.

Had her lover still remained in the proud

position in which she found him on her

arrival in England, not even his literary
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fame—not even his daring courage, would

have so securely advanced him to that place

in her affections which there could be no

doubt he now enjoyed.

His father was no longer the obnoxious

Minister she could not help considering him

as having been when engrossing the favours

of the personage she chose to style " the

Usurper," and when actively employed in

frustrating the plans of the friends of the

exiled princes. It appeared to her, not-

withstanding the title which had been be-

stowed upon him, that the once omnipotent

Walpole was now a disgraced man ; and that

his son, feeling that disgrace, must have so

completely detached himselffrom the govern-

ment which had so vindictively sought his

parent's destruction as well as disgrace, that

there could no longer exist the vast differ-

ence in their political sentiments, which had

seemed so impassable a barrier between

them.

At this particular period Arabella Falk-
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land was disposed to cling more tenaciously

to her Jacobite principles than ever. She

believed that now, more than at any other

period, had she cause for such adherence to

those principles; she was well acquainted

with the proceedings of the Pretender and his

advisers, and was aware of an extraordinary

movement, from which the most important

results were anticipated. She was sanguine

as well as enthusiastic. She could not doubt

that the plans of which she was cognizant

would be attended with such complete suc-

cess, that a very short period would elapse

before the expatriated son of James II. was

firmly seated on the throne of his ancestors

;

and she was satisfied there could be no diffi-

culty in reconciling that Sovereign to her

lover ; nor could she believe that her lover

could withstand her arguments for joining

her in the good work of restoring to the

people of England their legitimate princes.

The whole process of gaining the son of

the disgraced Minister as an adherent to
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the unfortunate family to whom she was so

ardently devoted, passed in review before

her, as she was receiving his endearments,

as so simple a matter, it required but her

exposition of the facts of the case, and her

expression of her wishes to have him by her

side in so great and honourable an under-

taking, to obtain his acquiescence: that

gained, it was impossible for their future

life to be otherwise than a course of uninter-

rupted felicity.

Of her father's consent to their union she

was sure, under such circumstances : she

did not anticipate any opposition from Lord

Orford : in short, in her very sanguine and

very enthusiastic temperament, she antici-

pated nothing but glory, honour, happiness,

prosperity, and everything else she thought

most desirable.

And yet these bright anticipations formed

the very cloud that was to cause her affec-

tion, that had re-arisen in such splendour, to

suffer an utter eclipse.
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" What can you be thinking of, dearest ?"

inquired her lover earnestly, with a pas-

sionate gaze upon her very thoughtful

countenance ;
" you smile, and seem to feel

the happiness you are creating ; and yet in

that lofty brow, and in those exquisitely

bright eyes, there are evidences not to be

mistaken, that your thoughts are straying

from this happy place."

" I was thinking of Lord Orford, Horace,"

replied Miss Falkland.

" My father!" exclaimed he, in a tone of

surprise not altogetherpleasing ; for somehow,

he could not tell why, it seemed strange she

should be thinking of him, though he had

entirely forgot his existence ; then added,

with a smile, as though he at once divined

her meaning, " I think we need have no

misgivings in that quarter; my father will

readily agree to anything likely to secure

my happiness."

" I am very glad of that, Horace. But

my thoughts were not then directed to that
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point, interesting as it undoubtedly is : I was

thinking of the infamous manner in which

Lord Orford has been treated."

" Infamous indeed
!

" cried our hero—his

affectionate gaze now expressive of the

deepest indignation ; and then, delighted

with this evident sympathy of his beautiful

mistress for the parent he regarded with so

much pride and attachment, he added, " Oh,

you little know, dearest, how grossly he has

been maligned—how shamefully he has been

misjudged—how villainously he has been

persecuted! A man of greater integrity of

character, of more enlarged mind or states-

manlike views, of kinder heart or warmer

feelings, never watched over the interests of

any country—certainly never so successfully

presided over the government of England

at a season of similar difficulty and danger.

And to see so great a man and so able a

Minister driven from office by the herd of

the envious, the incapable, and the conceited,

to whom he had made himself obnoxious by
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the honest and fearless discharge of his duties,

must make one almost ashamed of one's

country—assuredly very much ashamed of

its politics."

" I do not doubt his Majesty is very much

concerned at the unworthy treatment of a

subject whose name has become so celebrated

in Europe."

"To do him justice, I believe the King

has taken his dismissal very much to heart.

But he is, as it were, powerless, and destitute

of friends who can be of any service to

him."

" I have reason to believe that his Majesty

is not so powerless as you imagine, Horace

—

nay, that he has more poAverful friends at

present than ever he had; and that he is

both willing and able to reward those who

serve him with fidelity."

Our hero stared. He was surprised that

she should be so much better acquainted

with the King's condition than himself.

Possibly Lady Furbelow had been her
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niece's authority for this piece of intelligence,

which, like many other things emanating

from her Ladyship, was much more curious

than authentic.

" His Majesty, I have reason to believe, is

much inclined to stand Lord Orford's friend

in this very disagreeable affair. Of course,

I mean his Majesty James III."

Horace Walpole nearly perpetrated a

whistle, so much was he taken by surprise

at discovering that the King meant by his

beautiful mistress, was no other than "the

Old Pretender." He heartily wished him

at the bottom of the Red Sea; for the men-

tion of his name recalled to his mind a cir-

cumstance he would gladly have had buried

in oblivion. This was Miss Falkland's

connection with the Pretender's adherents,

which he had, in so singular a manner,

discovered at Bath. He would have avoided

the subject, had it been in his power, but

he saw it was forced upon him ; and with

the fullest conviction of the very tender
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ground he was upon, lie prepared himself to

meet its difficulties.

" I have no doubt Lord Orford -will fully

appreciate such obliging considerateness,"

said his son. This was not the sort of

reply the young lady required ; nevertheless

she proceeded.

" I suppose you are aware, my dear

Horace," she added, as affectionately as

though entering upon a discussion in which

it was impossible for their mutual harmony

to be disturbed, " of the extremely favourable

change affairs have taken in that quarter."

She saw in his face, as she regarded it at-

tentively, no indication of such knowledge;

and then continued—"His most Christian

Majesty of France has taken a very lively

interest in the cause of his faithful ally, and

every arrangement has been completed by

his Ministers, for sending an expedition,

worthy of the occasion, to secure to James

III. the throne of his ancestors."

Her lover was still silent. This slightly
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disturbed the fair Jacobite's equanimity;

but she felt that she had too much at stake

to risk it by any display of displeasure.

She therefore proceeded on her task in

exactly the same endearing tone and

manner.

" There can be no doubt, dearest Horace,

of the fullest success of these measures for

the restoration of our beloved monarch; a

restoration which I cannot but think you

will, like myself, and all whose hearts have

been touched by his undeserved misfortunes,

hail with the most lively gratitude to Heaven.

To many it will bring great and manifold

blessings—to the poor oppressed people of

this country, groaning under the yoke of a

foreigner and an usurper, it must be wel-

comed as a wonderful interposition of a

iust Providence in their favour—but to our-

selves, Horace, it will be more even than

this ; it will bring us happiness unbounded

—

the fullest realization of all our most

cherished hopes—the most perfect completion

VOL. III. e
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of every wish that has ever entered into our

hearts.

" To you, dear Horace, I am sure I need

not dwell upon the unquestionable claim our

beloved Sovereign has to the throne of these

realms : an honourable mind like yours

will as readily recognise the additional claim

which endurance of wrong, and of the greatest

calamity which can happen to a Prince,

must have given him to the affections of his

subjects. I feel such entire confidence in

the integrity of your judgment, and the

generosity of your feelings, that T cannot for

a moment doubt your disposition to afford

him all the assistance in your power."

Still our hero refrained from making any

remark. The young lady had either heard

that " silence gave consent," or, finding no op-

position was attempted, was ready to believe

none would be offered. Her lover, however,

was very far indeed from acquiescing in any-

thing she said. He thought himself too well

acquainted with public opinion in England, as
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well as with the intentions of the French

government, to believe that the Pretender had

the slightest chance of driving George II. from

the throne. But the confidence of his fair

companion embarrassed him. Every minute

seemed to make the question more hazard-

ous. He hesitated about undeceiving her;

but to leave her in her present error was,

he felt, to leave her on the brink of a pre-

cipice.

" I have had despatches as late as the

20th ultimo, stating that the expedition from

a French port, which was to accompany the

Prince of Wales in a descent on these shores,

was preparing to set sail immediately," said

the lovely Jacobite, in a confidential whisper,

evidently intended to settle any scruples, if

any scruples should still remain.

" I have seen despatches of a much later

date," replied her lover, quietly, " which

place beyond a doubt the impression which

all well-informed men in this country have

received, that the French government will

e 2
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do nothing for the young Prince you have

mentioned, and that it is very far from their

intention to risk any of their ships in assisting

him to invade this country."

The cool and confident manner of this

reply, was not at all encouraging to the

young lady. It shewed to her what very

little effect her appeal had produced. But

little daunted by such a repulse, she was

about to resume her labour with increased

earnestness, when she was stopped by a

speech from her lover, that greatly increased

its difficulties.

" Dearest Arabella ! I implore you to listen

to me, and to well weigh what you hear;

for, believe me, it comes from one who, for

your sake, has left nothing undone to arrive

at the truth. It is evident to me that you

are quite ignorant of the military and naval

resources at the disposal of the ruling

sovereign of this country. Be assured that

they are more than sufficient to crush any

effort, either by land or sea, to disturb the
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government, settled by the laws of the king-

dom, passed by an overwhelming majority

of the Lords and Commons.

" You are totally misinformed as to the

feelings of the people towards the exiled

family : save here and there a few, who ob-

stinately adhere to opinions that have gone

out of date nearly half a century, the mass of

the people care nothing about the expatriated

Stuarts, and certainly, with a knowledge of

the strength of the present Government,

would not risk certain destruction, to stir a

step in their favour, were the Young Pre-

tender and his French expedition to land to-

morrow.

" I am afraid," he continued, earnestly,

as he noticed an anxious frown gathering on

his mistress's brow, " that advantage has

been taken of your enthusiastic and generous

sympathy for the unfortunate, to draw you

into schemes of the most hazardous descrip-

tion, set on foot by a few reckless adven-

turers and dissatisfied politicians in this
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country, who have nothing to lose, and

every thing to gain by a change. Let me

urge you, with all the strength of affection,

to abandon a conspiracy which it is impos-

sible should succeed, and which must, sooner

or later, bring destruction on all those en-

gaged in it."

" A daughter of Lord Falkland is not

capable of abandoning her friends," observed

the young lady, with a good deal of dignity,

" even were she engaged in projects as

desperate as you are pleased to describe

them."

" I cannot look upon them as your friends,

Arabella," replied her companion, " and I

know their projects to be as desperate as

their fortunes."

" You do not think, then, there is any

prospect of the landing of the Prince in this

country? "

" Not the slightest."

" What would you say," she added, with

a triumphant smile, as she iixed her bright
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eyes upon him, " were I to tell you that this

landing had taken place?
"

" I should consider that you had been mis-

informed," he replied.

" You would not believe it?
"

" Not a word."

" Then I tell you that I have a letter

from my father, who is with the Prince,

giving an account of the landing of his Royal

Highness on the coast of Scotland."

" On the coast of Scotland !
" exclaimed

Horace Walpole, in a tone which seemed to

admit that so incredible a circumstance was

barely possible.

" At Erisca—one of the Hebrides—since

when he sailed to the Bay of Lochnannagh,

in Invernesshire ; where, having been joined

by all the Highland chiefs, with their clans,

he intends, as soon as possible, to march

towards Edinburgh, and then invade Eng-

land with all his disposable force."

Seeing- her lover look more astonished than

credulous, Miss Falkland placed a letter in his
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hands, which she bade him read. He took

it without making an observation—read it

attentively—noted that its contents fully

confirmed the extraordinary statement he had

heard—then, carefully refolding it, gave it

back to her.

" I deeply regret your father should have

lent himself to this most foolish enterprise,"

said he :
" He is too good and able a man to

cast away his life in the thoughtless manner

of those who have nothing to lose in getting

rid of theirs. There is a powerful military

force in Scotland, which will soon be marched

against this quixotic enemy."

" Now, Horace, do not be so over-confi-

dent !
" exclaimed the fair Jacobite. " I be-

lieve I know a great deal more about the

state of political feeling in Scotland than you

can do. You may rest assured that the

march of the Prince to Edinburgh will be a

triumph, from beginning to end. Let me

implore you to be reasonable. Remember

that timely submission will remove all recol-
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lections to your prejudice. Be wise, and

send your submission to his Royal Highness

without a moment's delay."

"I am a subject of George II., and one

of the last persons likely to take up arms

against him," was the quiet but resolute

rejoinder.

" As you please, Mr. Walpole," said Miss

Falkland, in a tone very different to the

persuasive one she had hitherto used. " It is

apparent enough you have very little regard

for me, or you could not have withstood

my solicitations. I deeply regret having

made use of them. You have made your

own selection, and I have made mine. You

have thought proper to cast away a happi-

ness of which no one could have deprived

you. It is plain you did not value it. Here,

then, ends our intimacy for ever."

Our hero bitterly cursed the infatu-

tion that had made his beautiful mistress

so determined a partisan in so desperate a

cause. It was clear she was displeased. She

E 3
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had withdrawn the hand that had hitherto

been allowed to rest so affectionately in his

own ; she had pushed her chair back a

considerable distance, and appeared to be

busying herself in stirring and tasting one

of the cups of cold tea.

Annoyed and distressed as her lover was

by this deplorable change from the passionate

attachment which, a short half-hour before,

had given so perfect a harmony to their

thoughts, it was evident to him, despite of her

proud carriage and indifferent manner, that

her own feelings were touched. There was

a moisture about the eyes, and an occasional

quivering about the lip, that declared the

sentence of separation she had pronounced

was a greater sacrifice to her than she wished

it to appear. But the daughter of Lord

Falkland was of too proud a spirit to betray

her feelings if she could avoid it ; and, to

prevent this, she was hurried into expres-

sions which, under different circumstances,

she never would have uttered.
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" Am I to consider that your final resolve,

Miss Falkland ? " inquired her lover, observ-

ing her earnestly ;
" Am I doomed to see you

throwing yourself headlong to destruction,

and remain powerless to save you?"
14

1 consider it, Sir, as my duty," she

replied, haughtily, " to assist, as much as

may be in my power, in aiding an unfortu-

nate Prince to gain back the birthright of

which he has been robbed. You may con-

sider it your duty," she added, scornfully, and

not without a tinge of bitterness, " to betray

me, by divulging the information you have

just dow acquired, to those who, at present,

have the power to reward such important

services. You, no doubt, would acquire

great distinction as a traitor, having, at

least on two occasions, so well qualified

yourself as a spy."

" Zounds, Madam!" cried her companion

in a loud voice, as he rose indignantly from

his chair. Probably he might have ex-

pressed himself still more forcibly, but just
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then the attentive landlady made her ap-

pearance at the door, with her best curtsey.

She had ventured into the room, fully ex-

pecting to see the young lovers—for so she

was certain they were—delightfully em-

ployed in arranging their plans of future

happiness, after enjoying the good things

she had taken care to place before them.

The poor woman's astonishment was of

the most intense description at discovering,

as she soon did, that all her delicacies were

untouched, and that the lovers were in a

position, and had assumed an aspect, as

different as possible from that of all the

lovers she had ever come near.

She was certainly very much puzzled.

She could not understand why they had

neither eaten nor drunk—why they had been

speaking to each other, just as she entered,

with so loud a voice. She was about to ex-

press a hope that they had not been dis-

satisfied with what her larder afforded, and

to hint the happiness she should feel in
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keeping such respectable customers for

several days, when she was stopped short

by a speech from the young lady, that

appeared almost to take her breath away

with surprise.

" Be so good as to let the chariot be in

readiness for me in a few minutes, at latest,"

she said; " I wish to reach the next town

with as little delay as possible."

" And do me the favour to order my
servant to get my horses ready," added the

gentleman; "it is absolutely necessary that

I resume my journey immediately."

The good woman looked from one flushed

and angry countenance to another, and ac-

knowledged to herself that people of quality,

when in love with one another, had the

oddest way of shewing their affection she

had ever heard of. Puzzled and disappointed

as she was, she knew there was no help for

it ; and at once made her curtsey and went

her way.

" Do not let us part in anger," said our
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hero, as he approached her respectfully;

" it is by your wish that we should part, but

I trust that Miss Falkland, if she should find

herself in any position of danger or difficulty,

will apply to me for assistance.'

'

" I shall want nothing of the kind, Sir, be

assured," replied the lady, still a little scorn-

ful ;
" it is much more likely that I should

be in a position to afford, rather than want

assistance."

The next moment she had passed by him,

and entered an inner room.
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CHAPTER IV.

HOUGHTON HALL, AND THE OLD MASTERS.

The Earl of Orford, in the opinion of his

political opponents, was a disgraced Minister

—fretting himself to death at the loss of the

vast influence he had so long exercised.

Indeed, in all his terrible vexations and

disappointments, the great consolation of

the neglected Bolingbroke, was the know-

ledge that he had reduced his hated rival

from the eminence that had so excited his

enmity, to a state of insignificance so humi-
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Hating, it seemed quite impossible the fallen

statesman could long exist under it. And

that patriot turned peer—Pulteney, Earl of

Bath—derived quite as much satisfaction

from a similar impression.

Never were men more decidedly wrong in

their calculations. Instead of fretting him-

self to death, the whole neighbourhood of

his fine family mansion, where he spent the

most of his time, were well assured so jovial

a personage as the Lord of Houghton was

not to be found in the whole county. Not

in the days of his greatest power had he

been so surrounded by friends—not in the

most successful period of his Ministry was

he so cheerful. The people who came within

the influence of his hospitality—and their

name was Legion—talked more of the Earl

of Orford, disgraced though he might be,

than ever they had done of Sir Robert

Walpole, when he was the fountain of honour

and reward.

The change for the worse, paradoxical as
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it might seem, was to him a change for the

better—he enjoyed better spirits, better

health, and better reputation, when pre-

siding over the princely hospitalities of

Houghton Hall, than he had known when

he had at his disposal all the patronage of

the Crown. He had grown much stouter

:

the persecution he had met with, and the

indignities that had been lavished upon him,

had added several inches to his girth, and

given to his good-humoured countenance a

breadth of surface and freshness of colour,

that made it the very beau ideal of ease and

jollity. No desperate sinner, seeking the

retirement of the cloister, ever came from

the exercise of the necessary mortifications

in so sleek and rotund a state of holiness.

In this metamorphosis nothing was so

apparent, as that his Lordship had quite

forgotten his former state. Instead of having

his mind harassed by the measures of his

enemies, the difiiculty was to provide ac-

commodation for the immense number of
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his friends. The great Minister was now a

great sportsman. Instead of being over-

whelmed with cares to maintain a majority

in the House of Commons, his whole soul

was devoted to the object of possessing the

best pack of fox-hounds in the county. He

looked no longer for the annoying reports of

jealous subordinates : the whole source of his

anxiety was the daily statement of his game-

keeper. In place of considering the division,

his thoughts were on "the meet." In short,

the affairs of " the Houghton Hunt" had

quite superseded all interest he had in those

of his country.

There was, however, one pursuit which he

had regarded with affection in his days of

political greatness, to which, now he had more

leisure, he gave all the time he could spare

from his sporting occupations. Engrossed by

the business of the State, the interest he could

take in works of art was extremely limited,

and was indulged in as though it was a

stolen pleasure. Xow he could examine,
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select, and purchase all the desirable pic-

tures that came in his way ; and very exten-

sive indeed became the additions he made

to his collection.

There was an incongruity in the two

pursuits of fox-hunting and picture-hunting,

which, to any one less enthusiastic in both

than the retired statesman, must have ap-

peared eminently ludicrous. It often hap-

pened that the Lord of Houghton had to

choose two or three couple of new hounds,

and two or three pairs of old paintings, at the

same time ; and his thoughts would become

confused between his care for a litter of pup-

pies from a favourite bitch, and his anxiety

for the safe arrival of a fresh batch of the

Old Masters from a confidential agent. His

ideas were in a state of constant transit from

the Houghton kennel to the Houghton gal-

lery : and not unfrequently, Juno and Csesar,

and Vixen and Towzer, would get mixed up

in his mind with Eaffaelle and Titian, and

Rubens and Vandyck, to the fruitful pro-
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duction of some very singular and ludicrous

mistakes.

At the time to which we are referring,

his Lordship was in the gallery, in his cus-

tomary hunting costume, extremely busy,

flushed, and anxious, with a hammer in his

hand, assisting in opening a large packing-

case. Several pictures had found places on

the walls—more were waiting to be hung

—

a heap lay sloping against one corner ; an-

other lot in another place; every chair,

every table, every available place, contained

a picture of some kind.

The only attendant with him was our old

acquaintance Oswald. He did not appear to

have suffered more by his forced abdication

of the presidential chair at " The Upper Ser-

vants' Supper Club," than had his master by

his ejectment from his more important post

of Prime Minister. Honest Oswald looked

as fresh as a rose. The air of Houghton

evidently agreed with him better than had

that of Downing Street ; and the attention
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he found himself now obliged to pay to his

master's hunting establishment, was more

healthy, if not more agreeable, than his for-

mer superintendence of the minister's levees.

Like his master, he had got stout—espe-

cially about the stomach, which rivalled that

of his lord in being aldermanic in its propor-

tions : but he had also grown to a similar

extent in his master's favour. He was

made acquainted with his most secret affairs,

sporting and artistical, and was the medium

through which his lordship communicated

with his agents and dependents in both.

The kindness of Lord Orford's disposition

was never more agreeably displayed than

when in company with his old servant,

whose opinion he would ask, and whose taste

he would seem to consult, as though he were

not only a friend, but a particularly valuable

one.

" Now, Oswald, we must be careful how

we take out these nails," observed his Lord-

ship, applying his hammer very scientifically
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to detach the fastenings from the top of the

case.

" Yes, my Lord."

" I would not have the contents of this

packing-case damaged for the world."

" No, my Lord."

" 1 have reasons to believe it to be one of

the finest specimens of the master, in En-

gland."

" Yes, my Lord."

" And as an ornament to this gallery, it

will raise its reputation to a pitch of

By the way, Oswald, did you tell Dixon he

might buy those hounds, if he was certain

they were of the breed they were repre-

sented?"

" Yes, my Lord ; and I '11 be bound to say

they are all snug enough in the kennel by

this time."

" That 's right. This picture is reckoned

by the best judges a chef tfceuvre, Oswald—

a

miracle of art—a Oh ! I hope Dixon

did not forget to physic Juno; the poor
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bitcli is evidently in a bad state—I should

say in a very bad state indeed."

" She 's got the bots badly, my Lord ; but

Dixon says he '11 soon bring her round

again."

" Nobody knows how to treat hounds

better than Dixon. But I was speaking of

this unrivalled painting."

" Yes, my Lord."

" It was painted for one of the Cardinals

of the Roman Church, who was so en-

raptured with its extraordinary beauties,

that he promised to have masses sung for the

souls of all the painter's relatives, and

You did not tell me, Oswald, how Pincher is

getting on? "

" Oh, poor beast! Dixon says she is

doing as well as can be expected, my Lord."

" I 'm glad to hear it. Now, gently with

this top. We must take it off very care-

fully. There—what do you think of that

for a picture ?
"

The top of the packing case had been
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cautiously removed, and placed on one side,

and a glowing Venus, by Titian, large as

life, lay exposed to the inspection of the two

connoisseurs. Lord Orford stood gazing

upon it in a seeming ecstasy; and his hum-

ble companion, with humbler tastes, stared

with a totally different expression of coun-

tenance.

" There 's a wonderful example of what

art can accomplish !—There 's a prodigious

effort of genius ! What flesh ! What colour

!

What extraordinary artistical skill! Now

Oswald, my good fellow, tell me honestly

—

don't you think it the finest picture you ever

saw in your life?

"

" Why, my lord," replied the man, a little

puzzled what to say, after hearing such ex-

travagant encomiums, " It 's certainly mon-

strous fine ; but it seems to me, my lord,

that the lady must be terrible badly off

for feminine garments, to enter a picture in

that shocking indecorous state."

" Oh, Oswald, that 's all a prejudice. The
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subject is Venus, my good friend. Venus

is always represented in a state of nudity."

" Oh! is she, my lord? Then all I can

say is, that the Cardinal as had her picture

taken, might have found something more

decent to put upon his walls."

" I 'm afraid you don't quite understand

these things, Oswald," said his Lordship,

taking a wet sponge, and more clearly bring-

ing out the beauties of the painting, by rub-

bing it gently over the darker portions of

the canvass. " Those who are genuine lovers

of art can perceive nothing in a painting but

the beauties of that painting. Their ideas

are too refined—too intellectual—to have

anything to do with whatever there may be

gross or vulgar associated with the object

represented. For them the veil may bv.

drawn from the beauties of nature without

the slightest fear of their minds being in any

way the worse for the disclosure thus pro-

duced. Nay, so sublime—so purely intel-

lectual, are the emotions such delineations

VOL. III. F
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are sure of creating, that By the way,

Oswald, did you inquire whether Towzer

has sulphur in his water?"

It is not of much consequence what reply

was given, but just at that moment the

colloquy was interrupted by the entrance of

a servant, announcing " The Honourable

Horace Walpole." The butler thought that

the father and son might wish to be left to

themselves ; he also felt a particular desire

to welcome his friend Mr. Fibbs to Houghton

in a proper manner; and, not caring for

further instruction in the sublime and the

beautiful, he respectfully retired as our hero

entered the gallery.

" Ah, Horace, my boy, you Ve come in

the nick of time !
" exclaimed Lord Orford,

welcoming his favourite son with the warmest

demonstrations of affection. " You shall

change your dress presently, for I see you

have ridden hard—but I must first have your

opinion of this Titian—a chef-d'oeuvre, as

you see. Prodigious fine ! isn't it ?
"
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Horace wished to converse with his father

on another subject. He was at that moment

even less inclined to favour Yenuses than had

been the humble critic who had just left the

room. He was very much out of humour

with the sex; but the appearance of the

Goddess of Love at that particular moment

was marvellously ill-timed. He, however,

honoured his father's judgment to that de-

gree, it was impossible he should not admire

what excited his admiration. Consequently,

he commended the painting in very warm

terms.

" Ah ! I knew you would be in raptures !

"

exclaimed his Lordship ; then, catching him

hastily by the arm, drew him suddenly to a

little distance, " There—now you see it in

the best light. What wonderful force ! What

extraordinary harmony ! There never was

anything like the colouring of Titian. By

Jove, I believe this to be the finest picture

in the world

!

" But I have made vast additions to my

f 2
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collection since you were here last," he added

;

then drawing him to a Dutch picture resting

on a chair, he cried in the same tone of

transport, " Look at that, look at that,

Horace. David Teniers ! There 's breadth !

There
J

s character ! Look at those boors !

Look at that old woman ! Was there ever

anything so expressive of Dutch jollity ?
"

Although it was a great stride in art from

Titian to Teniers, our hero readily fell

into it at his father's suggestion. But

more extraordinary strides were in store for

him. He had hardly observed the drunken

scene so ably depicted on the invaluable bit

of panel before him, when he was abruptly

pulled to the next chair to behold a Virgin

and Child by Correggio. Here the raptures

of Lord Orford were more extravagant than

ever. It was a gem—priceless—matchless

—unique—breathing devotion and purity

—

faultless in drawing—unrivalled in chiaro-

'scuro—a miracle, &c. &c.

Then he was hurried to a large subject
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by Hondikoeter. The transition from the

representation of the divine goddess to that

of a company of ugly Dutch drunkards was

awkward ; but that from the blessed Virgin

and her glorious Child, to an innumerable

company of cocks and hens, turkeys, pigeons,

geese, and the usual tenants of the farm-yard,

was a great deal more so. Nevertheless,

Lord Orford was now quite as enthusiastic

about the feathers of a goose, as he had pre-

viously been upon the grace of the Venus,

and the purity of the Madonna.

The same facility of bursting into raptures

attended his Lordship throughout his pro-

menade—now elicited by a Holy Family by

Caracci—now by a birch-broom by Gerard

Dow—at one moment soaring into extra-

vagance at the sight of a Crucifixion by

Rubens, the next quite as far beyond

reasonable praise at the appearance of an

earthenware pitcher by Ostade; here out

of breath by the ardour of his enthusiasm

for a sunny Hobbima—there quite as much
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exhausted by the commendations of a savage

Salvator Rosa; now enthusiastic on sea with

Vandervelde and Backhuysen—then as

enthusiastic on land among the cows and

horses of Paul Potter, Berghem, and Wouv-

ermans; at one time in a transport before

the classic creations of Poussin—in a few

seconds wonderstruck before the divine

efforts of a RafFaelle.

His son was fond of art, and was pos-

sessed of both taste and judgment, which had

greatly been improved by his sojourn in

Italy; but he had now upon his mind a

matter which he thought of a vast deal more

importance than the indulgence of his taste.

He longed for an opportunity when he

might communicate the intelligence which

had sent him, covered with splashes, to break

in upon his father's privacy. But Lord

Orford was in no humour for anything but

doing the honours of his collection. On he

went, singing in the same high key the

praises of Mieris and Michael Angelo—Rem-
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brandt and Claude—Vandyck and Sebastian

del Piombo—Both and Lucatelli—Parme-

giano and Tintoretto—and a score or two

of others equally celebrated in the annals

of art.

Nothing was so clear, as that his whole

soul was in his pictures. Even his rival

passion had, for the time being, given way

to this demonstration in favour of art. In-

deed, as he stood before about the hundredth

marvel he had pointed out, he burst into a

passionate declaration of his entire aban-

donment of the noisy world of politics, and

his determination to devote himself to the

grand object of forming the finest gallery of

paintings in the kingdom.

" Thank Heaven !
" he exclaimed, with a

great deal of fervour, " I have nothing to

do with State affairs. I have no interest

whatever in the tactics of parties, or the stir

of politics. Here, in my calm retreat among

the masterpieces of human genius, I can

set faction at defiance, and enjoy my love for
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what is rare and beautiful in painting with-

out fear of being disturbed by the turmoil

of contending principles. My country has

done with me—I have done with my

country."

" I extremely regret to hear this," observed

his son, taking advantage of the opening,

" for I believe never did she want your ser-

vices so much as at present." Seeing Lord

Orford about to interrupt him, apparently

with some stronger expressions of the same

kind, our hero hastily proceeded, " I have

just heard the most extraordinary, the most

unexpected intelligence—intelligence likely

to change the whole aspect of affairs—to

create vast confusion—and probably to be

attended with a great deal of bloodshed."

The retired Minister was gazing at a fine

landscape by Ruysdael, through his closed

hand, to all appearance wrapt in admiration

of its beauties ; but there could be no doubt

that his attention had been excited by the

sentences that had just been spoken, and
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that he was beginning to feel a little curious

to learn what was the very extraordinary in-

telligence to which his son was alluding.

" We have been considering ourselves

perfectly secure," continued our hero.

"We have felt assured that the danger

was too remote to cause any apprehension,

and lo ! the enemy is on our shores."

"Eh? what is all this about, Horace?"

inquired Lord Orford, taking his gaze off

the painting to transfer it to the speaker.

"What enemy? We cannot have been in-

vaded, surely!
"

" The Young Pretender has effected a

landing on the coast !
" said the other with

due emphasis, " and has come to fight

for the kingdom to which his father lays

claim."

" The Young Pretender in this country,

with an armed force !
" cried his lordship, so

oblivious of his connoisseurship as uncere-

moniously to thrust aside two cabinet gems

of incalculable value, from chairs that were

e 3
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nearest him; and placing one for his son,

put the other exactly in front of it, and

seated himself with an air of profound at-

tention and extreme interest.

Horace did not make any remark on this

sudden change. He, perhaps, was not

astonished at it, knowing that habits of

twenty years' growth were not to be dis-

posed of quite so rapidly as his father fancied

they could be.

" Now, Horace, my boy," he said, eagerly,

"let me hear distinctly the whole of this

astounding news of yours, and the source

whence it was derived."

" Don't you think that picture will fall ?
"

inquired his son, pointing to one of the

miracles of art on which he had so lately

expended his enthusiasm.

a Oh, curse the picture! " cried his lord-

ship, impatiently ;
" tell me, at once, where

you heard this story, and who was your

authority."

Horace then gave his father all the par-
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ticulars he had learned of the landing of the

Young Pretender, and had not the slightest

difficulty in assuring him of the trust-

worthiness of the channel through which he

derived it.

" And you are satisfied that the govern-

ment knows nothing of this enterprise ? " he

inquired.

" Nothing whatever."

"And that the King is equally unin-

formed of a movement that so nearly

threatens his authority?"

" He does not dream of such a thing."

" Horace, my boy, this is a serious busi-

ness—more serious than it appears. I

know the state of the Highlands of Scotland

well ; the flame of rebellion has been burning

there since the year '15, and only wants

such an occasion as this, to blaze from one

end to the other. I must post to town with

as little delay as possible. It is of the

utmost necessity I should communicate with

his Majesty forthwith. I will at once dis-
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patch a running footman, to procure relays

of horses at every stage, and will start this

night, as rapidly as four horses can carry

me."

The Statesman, who a few minutes since

had so completely abandoned public affairs,

had now all his faculties absorbed by the

interest of this sudden intelligence. He

was impatient to leave Houghton—ay, his

rare gallery and his beloved kennel included.

The news had awakened all his old political

impulses, and he was again as much a

statesman as ever.
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CHAPTER V.

A NIGHT AT RANELAGH.

There was a considerable commotion

amongst parties. The feverish antagonism

of politics appeared suspended: the Whigs

and Tories stood like contending armies, re-

fraining from hostilities, to watch the ap-

proach of a hurricane. The Young Pretender

had been making rapid strides. He was at

the head of an army of upwards of 6,000

men; though at his first landing he had
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with him no more than seven followers.

Without cavalry or artillery, he had fought

a battle with one of King George's generals,

having three thousand foot, and two regiments

of dragoons, and ample artillery; and had

overthrown them horse and foot, destroying

by far the greater portion. Nearly the whole

of Scotland might be said to be at his dis-

posal; and he kept a court at Edinburgh,

which, if not as splendid as that of St.

James, was much more harmonious in its

ingredients. Having collected a powerful

force, it appeared to be his intention to

cross the border, that the English Jacobites

might avail themselves of an opportunity to

flock to his standard.

All England was ringing with the exploits

of the Young Chevalier. People who a

short time before would not have cared a

rush had the whole Stuart dynasty been

hanged, now appeared to take a vast interest

in the romantic narratives of the young

Prince's successful career.
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It was in vain that the staunch partizans

of the Hanoverian succession affected to

undervalue the triumph he had achieved,

and prophesy speedy annihilation to him

and his cause, as soon as an English army

could be sent against him. There were

many earnest well-wishers in all parts of

the country—songs were sung in his praise,

pamphlets circulated in support of his claim

;

and the Jacobites, notwithstanding that the

Government kept a jealous eye upon their

movements, were indefatigable in getting

ready for taking part in the struggle which

they expected would be fought out on their

own soil.

In London, the stir seemed to be as great

as in the provinces. Jacobite sentiments,

Jacobite toasts, and Jacobite songs, were

more and more openly expressed and sung.

The chocolate-houses, the coffee-houses, the

taverns, abounded with Jacobites, who be-

came every day more audacious in their

conduct. The various political parties seemed
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undecided ; each abused the other, and each

strove to conceal from the other the interest

it felt in the intelligence from the North.

The political leaders could not view the

menacing attitude now assumed by the young

adventurer, without interest. The stirring

news even roused the philosophic Boling-

broke in his peaceful retreat, and caused him

to consider the* feasibility of once more

rushing into public life—not in the service

of the King de facto, but in that of the King

de jure, according to Jacobite ideas. But

he entertained some misgivings that the

Stuarts had as unpleasant an opinion of

him as the Guelphs. At any rate, he thought

he would look about him. In such a crisis,

such a statesman could not be overlooked.

He was soon in the midst of Opposition,

intriguing as actively as ever.

The head of the Government at this time

was Mr. Pelham, the brother of the pomp-

ous Duke of Newcastle we have elsewhere

described—a man very far from adequate to
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such an emergency; and his incompetency

was rendered more glaring, through the in-

decision and difference of opinion of his

colleagues. At one moment they affected

to treat the rebellion with contempt; at

another it appeared to overwhelm them with

alarm. The King had hurried from Han-

over, where he was when the Young Pre-

tender first invaded his dominions, after

negotiating for several Dutch batallions, to

assist him in getting rid of his daring com-

petitor. He met with divided councils at

home; and such assistance as he could ob-

tain from his most powerful subjects was

given in a very niggardly spirit. There

seemed no one around him in whom he

could place any confidence. He yearned

for the assistance of that counsellor whose

sagacity had so often done him good service

;

but the jealousy of his Ministers forbade his

having recourse to him.

Lord Orford greatly distinguished himself

in his place in the House of Lords, by his
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energetic support of the House of Hanover.

On one occasion this so much affected Prince

Frederic, who was present, that at the con-

clusion of the speech he shook hands with

the orator, and exhibited such excessive cor-

diality, that Bubb Doddington, when he

heard of it, began to consider the pro-

priety of once more paying court to the ex-

Minister.

The sense of danger threw a good deal of

light on his Royal Highness' s rather murky

intellects; and he could distinguish the

friend of his family, when his position as

Heir Apparent was menaced by the success

of the adventurous Prince who had assumed

this title. He still, however, continued to

delight Bubb Doddington by winning his

money; and that very sanguine gentleman

flourished so much upon his losses, that

nothing in the world but his yearning for a

peerage would have made him think for a

moment of quitting the service of so con-

siderate a master.
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His Boyal Highness, in a moment of ex-

treme confidence, after " doing," as he very

justly termed it, his aspiring friend out of

£5,000, made known to him the names of

those persons he had selected to be his prin-

cipal Ministers when he came to the throne

;

and as the said Bubb Doddington was very

handsomely provided for in this arrange-

ment, he of course was proportionately gra-

tified. Unfortunately, the King obstinately

chose to retain a most provoking state of

health, and the elevation of the apothecary's

son continued to be kept at a most tantalizing

distance.

The proverb, however, which declares that

"while the grass grows the steed starves,"

was far from being realised in this instance.

Indeed, the case was as completely the re-

verse as possible : Doddington' s losses and

disappointments had made him so fat, and

the changes in his prospects had made him

so gay, that if any one had desired to see a

particularly fine example of a prosperous
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courtier, he had only to allow his eyes

to fall on the ample cheeks, the swelling

corporation, and the showy dress, in which

the future peer chose to display himself.

In the alarm occasioned by the disturb-

ances in the North, the King could place

very little reliance upon his eldest son.

The behaviour of the royal relatives towards

each other had by this time become a little

more respectable, but there was no affection

between them, and quite as little respect.

The King's second son, the Duke of Cumber-

land, who had distinguished himself beside

him at the battle of Dettingen, and had seen

a good deal of military service on the Conti-

nent since—though the battle of Fontenoy

did not display his generalship as promi-

nently as might have been desired—engrossed

all the attachment he had at his disposal.

As Colonel Conway was attached to the

staff of his Royal Highness, who had been

appointed Commander-in-Chief, our hero

had the means of knowing what military
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measures were in contemplation. He took

no ordinary interest in the subject, for it

had strong claims upon his attention. Since

his father's return to public life, he had

entered deeply into the intrigues of the

political parties of the day; and employed

all the talent he possessed, in endeavouring

to organize a party at the present juncture,

which should return the Earl to his old

position at the helm of affairs. He was

therefore so deep in the war of pamphlets,

the conflict of opinion, the maze of policy,

that there was scarcely to be found, even

in that stirring time, a more active poli-

tician.

This made him take very great interest in

the proposed campaign against the Young

Pretender: his attachment to his cousin

was a second link of the same chain; and

his anxiety to learn some tidings of the

object of a more romantic attachment, was

another. As Colonel Conway was about to

join his regiment, which had been ordered
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against the rebels, the cousins had determined

to spend their last evening in town in en-

joying the entertainments of Ranelagh.

A hundred years ago, Chelsea boasted

what was then considered a garden—that is,

a considerable piece of land planted out with

trees and shrubs, in long alleys, and open

promenades, where a combination of coloured

lamps gave an agreeable light ; a tolerable

orchestra, with the addition of two or three

tolerable singers, offered the welcome addi-

tion of both the song and the dance ; and a

numerous company of fashionables of both

sexes, in the handsome dresses then in vogue,

added to the dish the seasoning of wit.

beauty, scandal, and mischief.

In short, Ranelagh was a superior Vaux-

hall, the company being much more select.

A large building called the Rotunda, the

favourite promenade of what was styled the

beau monde, was usually full to overflowing

of ladies of fashion, with swelling hoops,

powdered hair, and high-heeled shoes—in
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the richest brocades and satins, and wearing

very handsome jewels—their complexions

usually heightened by cosmetics, and set off

by one or two patches. Their beaux made

almost as much display, for their suits were

often of equally rich materials, and varied

quite as much in colour. They promenaded

side by side ; the lady flirting her costly fan,

the gentleman dangling his equally costly

cane, and both indulging in the smart chit-

chat of the day, and laughing at each other's

sallies with as much freedom as if, instead

of being in so public a place, they were in

the quiet drawing-room of some card-playing

dowager in Cavendish Square.

On the present occasion the entertainment

was a masquerade—a foreign amusement,

which had been fashionable in England for

nearly half a century. A considerable

number of persons appeared in the mask

and domino, which was generally quite suf-

ficient for concealment; but others, who

were often the gayest spirits of the company,
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assumed the costumes of other nations—they

were Turks, Swiss, Spaniards, and other

people, whose style of dress was thought

sufficiently picturesque to tempt them to

its assumption;— the assumed Turk or

Spaniard, let it be remembered, possessing

the disadvantage of not knowing a word of

his own language.

The occurrence of a masquerade afforded

a capital opportunity for carrying on love

affairs : it was equally available for pro-

ceeding with other intrigues; and, in the

present disturbed state of the country, it

was anticipated by the more observant

lookers-on, that it would be had recourse to

by the numerous influential Jacobites then in

town, for communicating confidentially with

each other. The Ministry, however, did

not seem to apprehend any danger, for they

had taken no precautions. Apparently,

they were too busy differing amongst

themselves, to heed what was going on so

close to them ; or, perhaps, did not think it
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suited with their dignity to interfere with a

matter of so trifling a nature.

When our hero, in an ordinary mask and

domino, entered the gardens, he observed

that it was unusually crowded, and that a

great portion of the company—instead of a

gentleman and a lady, as was customary,

promenading together—had formed into

groups of half a dozen to twenty, that

seemed engaged in conversation, which, how-

ever, invariably ceased as he approached,

and all eyes were turned upon him till he

went out of earshot, when the parties re-

sumed their discourse. Most ofthese groups

he met in the retired walks, but others were

to be seen in more public places.

He noticed that the persons forming these

groups invariably wore a white rose at the

left breast. He remembered that this was

a favourite symbol of the Jacobites, and

could not doubt that they employed it now

as a means of more easily recognising each

other; and that the scrutiny with which

VOL. III. G
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he was regarded on approaching them,

arose from his not having that treasonable

emblem.

Just as he had come to this conclusion,

he discovered one of these roses lying in the

path before him—most probably it had

dropped from some careless Jacobite. A
few seconds only elapsed, before it was fixed

in the exact position he had seen it worn.

This had scarcely been effected, when he

observed a lady, dressed as a shepherdess,

approaching him, looking carefully upon the

ground, as she came. The gentleman quickly

divined her errand.

" Fair Shepherdess !

' ;I

said he, as she ap-

proached him, " art thou seeking flowers ?

—

a pursuit well becoming one of thy rustical

nature, I freely own; but thou shouldst

know, child, that in these times there is but

one flower worthy to grace thy delicate

bosom, and much I regret that I see it not

in its appropriate resting-place."

The Shepherdess gave a quick yet care-
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ful scrutiny of the speaker, and then, as if

assured by recognising the well-known sign,

she said, in a manner half of mortification,

and half of mirth, " That 's the very flower

I am looking for, Mr. Wiseacre—for you

must know that my delicate bosom, be

hanged to it! could not hold fast what,

as your sapience observed, graced it so

worthily."

Our hero recognised the voice of the ec-

centric and witty Lady Townshend, who had

the reputation of being deep in the councils

of the Jacobites. He thought, if he could

detain her in conversation, he was more

likely to get from her Ladyship the intelli-

gence he wanted, than from any one else.

Lady Townshend, he knew, was an intimate

friend of Lady Furbelow, and was well ac-

quainted with her niece.

" Ah, incomparable Chloe ! " exclaimed

he, "If you have had the misfortune to

abandon the white rose, how much greater

is the loss it has sustained, in parting

G 2
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company with, so blooming a flower as

yourself
!"

" Oh, your humble servant !
" cried the

lady, with a loud laugh. " But blooming

as I am, I beg to assure you, that I have

not yet come to my full perfection, so you

had better let me alone. And as for my

abandoning the white rose, at a season so

propitious to it as the present, I should be

almost as great a fool as your worship—if

that isn't being too presumptuous.

" Plague take the flower
!

'

; she added,

looking about her. " Where can it have

got to?"

" Ah! most adorable Shepherdess! " he

resumed, highly amused by her ladyship's

characteristic manner; "how is it possible

for any man to hear of a separation of

objects, so formed by nature for the most

intimate association, and not wish to assist

in re-uniting them ! The friends of the

white rose cannot help being the slaves of

one, under whose sunny smiles it has grown
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and flourished. Suffer me, dearest Lady

Townshend—

"

" Well !
" exclaimed the lady, apparently

astonished, " You have got the start of me.

Tom Fool knows me, better than I know Tom

Fool. My name seems familiar to you."

"Would I could say I was as familiar

with your Ladyship—

"

" You are too familiar by half, Sir."

" As familiar as might encourage me—

"

" Oh, you don't want encouragement."

" As should encourage me to attempt

what might be considered a liberty
—

"

" I beg, Sir, you wont attempt any liber-

ties with me !

"

" Merely to ask a question or two."

" Oh, your most obedient ! I protest I

thought you were, unquestionably, one of the

most impudent fellows I ever met with.

But what do you want to know, Mr. Inter-

rogator? As far as I can see, you are a

vast deal too knowing, or you would not

have recognised me so readily."
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" Ah, Lady Townshend, how is it pos-

sible for those who have once had the

felicity of being in your company, not to

detect that shape, that air, that carriage,

under any disguise !

"

" The deuce is in the fellow ! Pray, is

this one of your questions? because, if so, it

is very soon answered."

" I beg to inform your Ladyship, it is not

one of the questions to which I alluded."

" Then I beg to inform your Lordship,

that you had better let me hear them, if

you desire to be answered; for I would

rather answer you, and get rid of you, than

detain you near me—being at this present

moment hugely in doubt whether you are

a footpad or a dancing master, as you

possess all the natural audacity of the one,

and all the assumed gentility of the other."

" Your Ladyship does me honour."

" Not a bit of it."

" The questions I am about to ask, re-

late to the White Rose."
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"Deuce take it! Where can it have

dropped ?
"

" I am deeply interested in a Nobleman,

who is well known for his devotion to that

flower. I mean my Lord Falkland."

" Are you a friend of his ? I shall be very

glad to hear that you have been keeping

such good company."

" I was a frequent guest at his villa near

Rome, and feel a deep interest in his family.

I should be grateful for some certain in-

telligence of his safety, from one of whom I

have often heard him speak with such re-

gard, as my Lady Townshend."

" Well, it so happens, I can tell you

all that is possible to be known, having

this very day received a letter from his

daughter."

"She is with him, then?" inquired the

gentleman, anxiously.

" With him !
" cried the lady, in some

astonishment. " She is the star of the

Prince's Court. The young Scottish Lords
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and great chiefs are ready to hack each

other to shreds with their claymores, to

gain a smile from her; and since the army

entered England, I know not how many

duels have taken place between them and

the English gentlemen who have joined the

Prince's standard."

" Is she allowed to accompany the army ?

to be mixed up with those half savage

Highlanders?" cried the gentleman, impa-

tiently. " How irksome it must be to a

being of her sensibility and refinement !

"

" She tells me quite the contrary. She

expatiates with enthusiasm on the attention

she receives, when riding in the midst of

the regiment which her father commands;

and does not forget to dwell sufficiently on

the handsome young Scottish chiefs, who

are but too happy to walk beside her horse.

Indeed, I have no doubt from what she

tells me, that, before the Prince reaches

London, she will either have become Lady

Clan-something, or Mrs. Mac-somebody."
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Notwithstanding the manner in which he

had parted from Miss Falkland, our hero

felt annoyed at hearing this account of

her. There seemed to him an inexcusable

levity in such conduct, which he never

should have expected in a woman of her

superiority.

" I am glad that she is so well, and appa-

rently so happy," he at last observed.

" Apparently happy !

" cried his informant,

" I should think there could be no doubt of

her happiness. The Prince would do any-

thing in the world for her; indeed, I have

as little doubt that she has as good a chance

of the heart of his Royal Highness, as of

that of any of his officers. When he forms

his Court, you may take my word for it there

will be some distinguished post in it

reserved for her."

" And Lord Falkland—does he approve

of all this ? " inquired the still more dissa-

tisfied lover.

"My Lord Falkland, of course, is as happy

g 3
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as herself—nay, I believe he is the more

happy of the two ; for the present favourable

position of his daughter, assures him of the

complete termination of a girlish passion she

some time ago was thoughtless enough to

entertain for a person very undeserving of it."

" Oh, indeed !
" exclaimed the gentleman,

feeling a little mortified at the intelligence,

" I was not aware of that."

" The poor man had some good qualities,

I dare say," resumed the lady, " and his

position, perhaps, might be called respect-

able—for I can't say but what he always had

a decent coat on his back, and seemed to

possess a fair allowance of clean linen."

" That must have been vastly consolatory

to her friends," cried the other, and not

without a tinge of bitterness.

" Yes," she replied, carelessly playing with

her fan ; " But then the fellow was such a

shallow coxcomb."

" Is it possible?" he exclaimed, in a tone

of intense mortification.
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" True, upon my honour ! He had the

assurance to write a book, which shewed

clearly enough what immense conceit he

must have had."

" No doubt it did."

" And the book was so monstrous ridi-

culous !

"

" Was it, indeed ! And the young lady

—did she think so?" inquired the lover,

with a feeling of anxiety he found it in vain

to suppress.

" I thought it would have been the death

of her," cried Lady Townshend, laughing

heartily. " She laughed at it from begin-

ning to end."

" Laughed at it !
" exclaimed he, as though

horror-struck.

" Oh, those sentimental passages !
" con-

tinued the lady, indulging in immoderate

mirth, " What exquisite jests she made of

them! "

"Jests!"

" If the poor fellow had only heard what
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sport she made of that precious production

—how cleverly she turned the adventures

of the hero into ridicule—how provokingly

droll she made the passion of the heroine

—

I am sure he must have parted with what

little sense he possessed."

"Here, myLady Townshend, is your rose,"

said the gentleman, in a grave tone, as he

presented her with the flower, " I have no

further use for it."

" Eh! What, you don't mean to say you

have nothing to do with the White Rose?'

demanded her ladyship.

" Nothing whatever."

" Then how came you by this, Sirrah?"

" I picked it up soon after I entered the

gardens; and, finding it belongs to your

ladyship, I restore it."

"lam prodigiously obliged to you," she

replied, with a profound curtsey; then

resuming her mirthful tone, she added, as

she fastened the flower at her breast, "I

protest to you I regard it as a very proper
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exchange : / have got the flower I looked

upon as lost, and you have got intelligence

of the lady you looked upon as lost. Your

humble servant, Mr. Horace Walpole !

"

Lady Townshend indulged in a hearty

burst of laughter behind her fan, as she once

more made him a parting curtsey.

He saw, too late, that he had betrayed him-

self; and it was evident that her eccentric

ladyship had been amusing herself at his

expense. This was provoking. He was

conscious, too, of being as much in the dark

about the fair object of his solicitude, as

when he entered the gardens. And though

he was almost immediately joined by his

light-hearted cousin, he could not divert his

thoughts into any other channeh
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CHAPTER VI.

UNEXPECTED NEWS.

Nothing could exceed the consternation

into which the Government were thrown by

the news which had just been received of

the advance of the Rebels. The Young-

Pretender was in possession of Derby. He

had entered England at the head of the

bravest men of Scotland ; city after city had

fallen before him—he had met with scarcely

any opposition—it was said that the English

Jacobites were thronging in crowds to his
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standard, and that in a few days he would

appear before London with an overwhelming

force.

In that city all was confusion and alarm.

The most extraordinary statements were

made by one party, of the ferocity of the half-

naked Highlanders—and, by the other, of

the clemency and generosity of the hand-

some young Prince who commanded them.

All the disposable force was collecting for

the defence of the city; and the King and

the Duke of Cumberland were striving to

infuse as much loyalty in these hastily formed

levies as would make them stand the shock

of the dreaded Scotchmen.

Large reinforcements were anxiously

expected, but at the same time the friends

of the Stuarts, who were daily becoming

more bold, looked for the landing of a

powerful French force which would put

down all opposition. England seemed to

be perfectly powerless. If the rebels con-

tinued their triumphant march to the capital,
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great apprehensions were entertained that,

from the number of secret friends they pos-

sessed in the city, and the want of any

settled plan of defence among the members

of the government, they would easily ac-

quire possession of it.

Prince Frederic thought so too, and pri-

vately made arrangements to transport him-

self and his family to Hanover, as soon as

his father's affairs should look sufficiently

desperate. To be Crown Prince of Hanover

he thought a very good thing to fall back

upon, especially if he could manage a game

now and then with some convenient Bubb

Doddington.

As for that gentleman, he saw that his

chance of the high position in a new King's

Ministry he had been promised, like his

chance of a peerage, was now so very dis-

tant, that he would have been disposed to

part with both for a restoration of the large

sums he had lost in their pursuit : but he

found that if he had but a slight hope of his
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dignities, he had less of his money. In his

despair, one chance still remained. With

the instinct of those rats who quit a falling

house, he began to make inquiries as to the

most convenient way of reaching Derby ; not

doubting, that if his ambition could not be

gratified by the House of Brunswick, it

could scarcely fail in the hands of the House

of Stuart.

Lord Orford was very far indeed from

despairing. So strong a naval force was

kept in the Channel, that all reinforcements

and supplies to the rebels were almost sure

of being intercepted ; and the French found

it quite impossible to send an expedition to

the English coast, without almost the cer-

tainty of its being destroyed or captured.

Though the English vessels prevented

any assistance reaching the Pretender from

foreign shores, they facilitated the approach

of such assistance to George II. ; and a large

force of Dutch, Danes, and English, that

had been enowed in the wars of Flanders
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under the Duke of Cumberland, were safely

landed, had proceeded in search of the

enemy, and were now within two days'

march of Derby, whilst another army under

Marshal Wade was not far off. There w
at least 25,000 men in arms against the

young adventurer and his adherents; a force

quite sufficient to disperse them.

Our hero assisted Lord. Orford in en-

couraging the friends of the reigning family.

In short, he was as active in his loyalty as

though his lather still retained his former

proud position in the Government. Never-

theless, there were times when, observing

the supineness and incapacity of the Ministry,

he could not avoid entertaining doubts of

the issue.

When reflecting upon the alarming in-

telligence of the progress of the Scotch, he

experienced considerable anxiety concerning

Miss Falkland. lie could gain no certain

tidings of her. Lady Furbelow had got a

new favourite, in the shape of a celebrated
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singer from Italy, and the fashionable ro-

mancist was quite out of date. It was with

great difficulty he gained access to her. He

gained no more.

Her ladyship affected an air of mystery

—

talked obscurely of an illustrious alliance for

her niece—looked at her watch, and vowed

she should be too late for the divine Signor

Squallini's morning concert. He would

have tried Lady Townshend, but knowing

her Ladyship as he did, he could expect

nothing from her but a trick, and that he

did not desire.

He saw little of his old friends. Most of

them had dispersed in different directions.

Colonel Conway was with his regiment

—

George Selwyn had left town on a jesting

tour through the Provinces—Charles Towns-

hend was engrossed with his own pleasures

;

all his old school-fellows and college chums

appeared to have abandoned him. He was

leading a dull life—one hour pretending

to be very busy upon a history of the
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troublous times in which he was existing

—

in another poring over a tedious MS. of a

time still more barren of interest. He would

have thought the house in Arlington Street

the stupidest place in the world, had his

father not taken up his residence there.

Our hero had been yawning through the

best portion of a very gloomy day, when

his unsatisfactory reverie was disturbed by

the entrance of his valet, with a letter which

he said had just been left at the door by a

running footman. The superscription was

in the handwriting of the once adored

Arabella. In a moment the seal was broken,

and the page lay unfolded before him, as he

read the following epistle :

—

" Derby, 1745.

" Dearest Horace,—You will of course

have heard of our triumphant progress—our

entrance into this city, and our intended

march to London. I am happy to be able

to inform you in addition, that my father is
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in surprising health, and that he holds a

very high place in the confidence of his

Royal Master. The Prince is in excellent

spirits, and I am sure, were you to see him,

he would completely satisfy your notion of

the beau ideal of a young hero.

" His Royal Highness considers himself

indebted to me for the great success which

has hitherto attended this expedition, as it

was undertaken at my suggestion. I have

no hesitation whatever in stating, that he

would readily concede any reasonable wish

I might venture to express to him. This

has induced me to write to you, my dear

Horace, to implore you to forget what passed

between us at our last interview, except

my earnest desire that you and I, with

one heart, should be united in the same

cause.

"I think nothing can be so certain as

the speedy retirement from the country,

whose throne he usurped, of the Elector of

Hanover. I wish him no harm, and I think
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I display my good feeling towards him, by

desiring his return to a place where he will

be safer than he is likely to be in his present

quarters. Let me entreat you, then, my
dear Horace, to give up the service of a

person so little worthy of your devotion;

remember, that this alone can insure our

happiness; and that to so honourable and

esteemed an adherent of his Royal High-

ness the Prince of Wales, who is, I assure

you, very much disposed to become your

friend, nothing rational is likely to be

denied.

" For your own sake, then, dearest Horace,

as well as for the sake of her who feels so

deep an interest in your welfare, let me

conjure you to lose not a moment in putting

yourself in communication with my father.

He will be most happy to facilitate the ac-

complishment of your wishes, not only in

reconciling you to your true Prince, but

in assisting to afford you the felicity you

used to anticipate with his daughter.
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" Trusting that I may shortly see re-

alised the fervent prayer of my heart, I

venture to subscribe myself,

"Dearest Horace,

" Your most sincere and truly devoted

<4 Arabella Falkland."

"To the Honourable Horatio Walpole, M.P.

Arlington Street, London."

He read this epistle, and read it again

;

and the more he read, the more he pondered

upon its contents. There was something

pleasing in that lofty pride of the writer,

which must have induced her, when under

the conviction of the complete triumph of

the cause she had embraced with such

ardour, to stretch forth her arm, not only to

save her lover, but to secure his prosperity

and happiness. But, however gratified he

was at this evidence of the deep interest she

took in his welfare, knowing her disposition

as he did, he could regard it only as another

proof—if any were wanting—of their unsuit-
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ableness for each other. Though he did

not like the present aspect of affairs, he was

very far indeed from looking upon it as so

advantageous to the Young Pretender as his

fair correspondent chose to consider it ; and

moreover, he had not the slightest inclina-

tion to change his allegiance from George

II. to James III.

He walked out to take a stroll in the

Park, and was much astonished, whilst pass-

ing through one of the great thoroughfares,

at hearing the discordant horns of two or

three rival newsmen ; and presently, in an

equally intolerable din of shouting, he heard

them sing out, "Great news! Wonderful

news ! Ketreat of the rebels from Derby !

"

Our hero immediately proceeded to the

nearest coffee-house, to learn what confidence

could be placed in this new rumour. The

unexpected intelligence was quite true. The

coffee-houses were ringing with it. The

Jacobites, who had been so audacious, now

began to exhibit a little prudence ; and the
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Whigs, who had been so despairing, now

plucked up a little courage. The apprehen-

sions which had been so general the day

before, changed to as general a vapouring.

The gallant adventurer, whom timorous

politicians had begun to speak of with

respect, was again nothing more than the

" Young Pretender," and his Highland army

were stigmatized as a thievish rabble.

Our hero was extremely desirous of

communicating with the fair writer of the

letter ; but he felt quite satisfied, that if the

Prince's army had left Derby, she had left

it also ; and he had no clue to guide him in

discovering her present residence. He found

that he should be obliged to await a second

communication from her, and anticipated this

with great anxiety; for every day increased

the criticalness of the position in which the

Young Pretender was placed.

The Scottish force made their escape out

of England with all possible speed, closely

pursued by an army under Marshal Wade,

VOL. III. H
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and by another under the Duke of Cumber-

land. Our hero had constant accounts of

their movements from his cousin, whose

regiment was often close upon their rear.

Of these the last only is of sufficient import-

ance to find a place here.

" Carlisle, Jan. 1st, 1746.

Dear Horace,—Our Scottish friends have

led us a hard gallop ; and though we have

done all we could to overtake them, we have

been forced to acknowledge that they beat

us in running. It was a capital hunt, I

must say—the scent lying very strong all

the way from Manchester to Carlisle. We
thought to have taken them by surprise at

Clifton Moor ; but the rascals had got notice

of our coming, and had prepared to receive

us in such numbers, that, after a smart skir-

mish, our advanced guard were obliged to

fall back upon our main body. We, how-

ever, were soon again in full chase, but

scarcely soon enough for our friends, who
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did not appear as though they liked our

fighting, well enough to wait for any more

of it.

"We followed them to Carlisle, which

they quitted only a few hours previously to

our entering it. Here they had left a con-

siderable portion of their baggage and artil-

lery; and, what was more, a garrison of

some four hundred men, who blazed awav

at us from their batteries, as though they

intended to pound us all to mince-meat.

The Duke, however, astonished them im-

mensely, when, in reply to their small pieces,

he opened a furious cannonade of six

eighteen-pounders, which had been brought

from Whitehaven by harnessing about

eighteen horses to every gun ; and we soon

saw the wholesome effects it produced, by

the display of a flag of truce.

" Our adventurous friends wanted to re-

present themselves as a French garrison,

and were desirous of making terms for

themselves; but his Koyal Highness insisted

h 2
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on an unconditional surrender ; and lo ! on

their submission, the French force mustered

just three officers and five men! "When

the names of the prisoners were given in,

one of the officers was discovered to be a

person known to be much in the confidence

of the Young Pretender. I grieve to say he

bears the title of Viscount Falkland. It ap-

pears that his Lordship has his daughter with

him—a matter equally to be lamented. I ex-

tremely regret that he should have fallen into

our hands, for I do not think there exists the

slightest chance of his escaping the usual

penalty of being found in arms against his

King. He is to be sent up to London without

delay, that he may take his trial. The Duke

is mighty severe upon him ; and if he finds

no one more favourably disposed towards

him, his case is hopeless indeed."

His cousin read no further. This was

a contingency on which he had not cal-

culated;—a contingency full of the most

disastrous consequences. She who had so
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recently and so generously offered to save

him from the destruction she thought im-

pending over his house, was now herself

overtaken with irretrievable ruin.

He could scarcely endure the thought of

this proud-spirited, noble-minded creature,

reduced to so melancholy a position. Her

father's fate, he had too much reason to be-

lieve, might readily be predicted. The Go-

vernment had been too thoroughly frightened

to be able to display any generosity ; and the

Koyal Family had looked on the rebellion

with too much alarm, to be capable of a

kindly feeling towards any one in any way

implicated in it.

Lord Falkland's chance of escape was very

remote—but what chance had his daughter ?

If her father perished on a public scaffold

—

the fate with which he was menaced—what

would become of her? Our hero was aware

of the strong sympathy that bound father

and daughter together—a sympathy that

misfortune was sure to strengthen. No
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doubt this would make them cling more

powerfully to their political opinions, and

render the distance which opposite politics

had created between the young lady and

himself, greater and more impassable than

ever.

If his chance with her was so remote when

she was in prosperity, when in adversity it

was inconceivably less encouraging. The

letter he had received from Derby he looked

upon as a charming specimen of feminine

devotion—just such devotion as Arabella

Falkland would be sure to display ; but he

could not divest himself of many misgivings

when he called to mind the unsatisfactory

state in which she was now placed. He

dared scarcely hope for a smile. He almost

doubted he should obtain a recognition.

No merit, no worth, no amount of true affec-

tion, would move her towards him, if her

own fortunes were humble, and his exalted.

Nevertheless, he felt that something must

be done, and that immediately. He must
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see whether there was any possibility of

serving Lord Falkland. There was his

father, whose influence over the King, he

had reason to believe, was still very great.

He would apply to him on the subject.

There were his own political friends, many

ofthem persons of great weight and influence

—he would canvass them all in favour of the

imprisoned Jacobite. Lord Falkland, he

resolved, should not be lost, if he could save

him.

Soon after he had received this unwelcome

information, our hero proceeded to the man-

sion of Lady Furbelow. On giving his

name, he was at once admitted into her

ladyship's boudoir—a very curious chamber,

with a large Chinese screen standing up be-

tween the fire-place and the door. The room

seemed a general repository for specimens of

Chelsea china ; many of them hideous things

—griffins, and nondescripts, and monsters of

the most unimaginable shapes. A large

mirror, in an uncouth black frame, was
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hung over the mantel-piece, and the picture

of a young girl, in the conventional disguise

of a shepherdess, before sundry very apocry-

phal sheep, hung exactly opposite.

A monkey was perched on a cross-bar,

opposite the lady's chair; two cats lay on

stools before the fire, and a parrot was on

another perch before the window. The

ugly little pug-dog was in his accustomed

place, under her ladyship's arm, and the

snuffbox was on the table beside her.

The old lady was evidently aware of the

evil tidings, for her eyes looked humid, and

her features unusually grave and over-cast.

The handkerchief beside her snuff-box shewed

also that her eyes wanted attention as well

as her nose.

Her visitor, after carefully steering dear

of the chattering monkey on one side, and

the snappish macaw on the other, approached

his old patroness, to pay his compliments.

She was a little abrupt, as usual, but it was

evident she wished to receive him kindly,
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for she presently motioned him to a chair;

and after having recourse first to her snuff-

box, and then to her handkerchief, she began

to talk.

" Well; I told them how it would be, Mr.

Walpole," said her ladyship, giving her

favourite pug a tap on his ugly head, be-

cause he ventured to bark at her visitor.

" I was certain it must end in this way.

But it is a sad thing for my young niece.

I have no doubt at all it will be the death

of her."

" Indeed, I hope not, Lady Furbelow. I

feel assured there is much happiness in

store for her." Her visitor said this in the

way of consolation; but it was consolation

he failed to afford himself.

" There is nothing of the kind in store for

her," sharply replied the old lady, taking a

huge pinch from her box. " She is likely

to become as miserable a creature as any

poor woman I know. As far as she is con-

cerned, the cause of the Young Chevalier is

h3
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irretrievably ruined. His army is retreat-

ing into Scotland; and the runaways are

no doubt desirous of getting the shelter of

their own firesides in their native Highlands.

I don't know what my Lady Townshend

will think of this change in the affairs of

her friends, though it was but yesterday she

declared she would wager her Persian cat

against my large china punchbowl, that the

young Prince would be in St. James's

in a week, and that my Lady Hamilton

would be the first person to welcome him

there."

" Have you thought of any plan likely to

be of advantage to Lord Falkland and his

daughter, in their present distress?
r

in-

quired our hero, anxious to learn if their

kinswoman intended to attempt anything in

their behalf.

"Plan!" she exclaimed, making another

application to the snuff-box, as she rose to

check a kind of skirmish that had com-

menced between the monkey and the parrot.
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" What can a useless old fool like me do

in such a case as this? (Down, Bijou!)

I am afraid my brother is in monstrous

bad hands. They will only be too eager

to take his life." Here the old lady made

a hurried application of her handkerchief

to her eyes. " And that poor child of his

!

How shocking it will be ! Mourning won't

become her complexion at all !

"

Finding that he could obtain no intelli-

gence from this quarter, and that her lady-

ship was bewildered by her apprehensions

for the life of her kinsman, and her fears

for the beauty of her niece, Horace Walpole

soon took his leave. There was another re-

source. He called upon a Member of the

Government, to learn how their prisoner was

to be disposed of. Here he met with as

little consolation. It was plain he had to

fear the worst.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE PRISONERS IN THE TOWER.

There were two persons in a cold, cheer-

less apartment, evidently of no modern con-

struction. The place had a most comfortless

look. Heavy, sombre, old-fashioned furni-

ture, and that scantily provided, stood here

and there, with as little of ornament in their

appearance as of uniformity in their arrange-

ment. The window was narrow, admitted

but little light, and seemed built after a

strange construction, intended perhaps to
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assist in conveying some characteristic to

the building, whilst of the least possible use

to the chamber to which it belonged.

It was impossible to enter that strange-

shaped, gloomy-looking room, without feel-

ing satisfied that you were in no ordinary

structure. In truth it formed a portion of no

ordinary edifice ; it was a chamber in the

Tower of London—one of those in which

prisoners of State were confined ; and its in-

mates were Lord Falkland and his daughter.

The former, carefully guarded, had been

brought to town. Some time had elapsed

since he had been made to pass under the

Traitors' Gate, but it had not tended in any

way to brighten his prospects. The battle

of Falkirk, though it once more raised the

spirits of the desponding Jacobites, increased

the bitterness with which the Government

regarded such of the adherents of the Pre-

tender as had fallen into their hands. The

glimpse of sunshine that fell upon the career

of the young Prince by his defeat of General
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Hawley, was shortly afterwards lost in the

profound darkness which enveloped his for-

tunes on the decisive battle of Culloden.

The princely Adventurer, after having

filled Europe with his fame, and made his

name a popular theme throughout the island

from one extremity to the other, was now a

solitary fugitive, skulking about among the

islands of Scotland, with a price set upon

his head, and reduced to the most unro-

mantic shifts, to enable him to subsist till

he could find an opportunity of escaping to

France ; which, after the endurance of much

suffering, he at last effected, leaving his

followers to the tender mercies of the Duke

of Cumberland, whose severities towards

them procured him the coarse soubriquet of

" the Butcher."

Such as escaped the ravages of war were

reserved for the equally relentless ravages of

justice. The common prisons were crammed

with the meaner criminals, who were hanged

off as fast as sentence could be pronounced
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upon them. The Tower was equally full of

prisoners of rank, who only waited the sen-

tence of a tribunal likely to be equally

merciless, to obtain the honour of the heads-

man's axe.

Nearly all those who had assembled at Bath

under the auspices of their beautiful coad-

jutrix, might now be found assembled once

more under one roof, but that roof was their

prison; and though every exertion was

made by their friends in their behalf, and

no slight degree of commiseration was felt

in the public mind for some of them, the

immense number of executions that were

daily taking place in different parts of Eng-

land, ought to have prepared them for the

scaffold.

Of all the rebel lords, as they were de-

signated, the capture of Lord Falkland ap-

peared to afford most gratification to the

Government. They knew that he had been

the main spring of the whole conspiracy

—

that his talents had given its discordant
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materials shape arid cohesion ; and they were

well aware of the advantage of depriving

the Jacobites of so skilful a counsellor, and

the Pretender of so able a servant. It was

intimated to him, in a way not to be mis-

understood, that all applications for pardon,

or interpositions of any kind in his favour,

would be perfectly useless. The Whigs

knew their own interests too well to let him

escape, now they had him at their mercy

;

and the Tories were afraid of committing

themselves by any interference.

He, like many others, had still to undergo

the ordeal of a trial ; for there were such

an extraordinary number of captives waiting

for the decision that was to dispossess them

of their lives, that it took the ordinary tri-

bunals a great deal of time to dispose of

them. Lord Falkland did not appear to

have suffered much in consequence of this

awful change in his fortunes. In short,

there was a serenity in his aspect, and a

loftiness in his bearing, that declared how
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little the fear of death had touched his

spirit.

His daughter looked somewhat paler than

usual, and there was a dazzling brightness

in her eyes that betrayed the workings of

some deep- seated feeling. But her language

was lofty, and full of a quiet dignity, that

seemed better fitted for the ungraceful mouth

of a Socrates about to take the fatal draught,

than the attractive lips which appeared to

have been created for much less serious

employment.

She sat close to her father, holding his

hand in hers, and looking steadily, with a

concentrated interest and intense admiration,

upon his countenance. The colloquy was

apparently one of unusual importance—ele-

vating and philosophical, deep and refined.

There were minds of no ordinary stamp in

that quaint old room : the thoughtful states-

man, pious and wise, with noble views and

high and honourable thoughts ; and his en-

thusiastic daughter, overflowing with senti-
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ment and romance, proud as an empress,

yet full of woman's gentlest and most femi-

nine sympathies.

" Death, my child, is the penalty mortality

must pay for immortality," observed the

father, as though in reply to some question

from his daughter. u Our lease is run out,

and the soul must give up possession of the

body, to enter upon a freehold which can

never pass away from it. It is subject to

no forfeiture, if the flaw of sin cannot be

found in the parchments ; it is liable to no

mortgage, after once obtained and entered

upon by permission of our Sovereign Lord.

Why should we then grieve at a deprivation

so advantageous to us? If a servant of his

King resign an Under-Secretaryship, does

he grieve, when it is preparatory to his

becoming First Lord of the Treasury?

Why should we allow others to lament,

upon what ought to be to them a source of

such extraordinary satisfaction? We are

not wont to be disheartened upon learning
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that our clearest friend has quitted a humble

habitation, when we have been made aware

that he has transferred himself to a man-

sion."

" Yes, my father, that is true—most true,"

replied his companion, evidently striving

to control her emotion; "I could not ven-

ture to call in question so holy a truth.

But human nature is humane—our intelli-

gence cannot always be superior to our

feelings—indeed, I believe that the divinity

we share may be as clearly traced in the

sanctity of our sympathies, as in the eleva-

tion of our thoughts. If we did not feel,

my dear father, for human suffering, for

human disappointment, for human wrong,

where would be our humanity ? where would

be our philanthropy? where would be that

corner stone of our religion, on which was

inscribed those imperishable words, ' Love

thy neighbour as thyself!'
"

Lord Falkland paused, and gazed at his

daughter for a few seconds—perhaps to col-
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lect his thoughts previously to resuming his

argument—perhaps to notice the struggle

which was going on in that fair countenance,

where the humid eye and quivering lip were

often much at variance with the lofty look

and tranquil determination to maintain the

passive aspect it wore.

" You are right, my child," he said at

last, " But it may be that our feelings are

too much with us ; and there may come times

and seasons when we should forget those

fine links that bind us so forcibly to our

species. In this very chamber have been

confined men—ay, and women—who have

been forced to submit to the tyranny which

placed them here. Can I believe myself more

virtuous than the youthful Lady Jane Grey ?

can I fancy myself more noble thanthe patrio-

tic Algernon Sidney ? They have made holy

this neighbourhood ; their innocent blood

has consecrated every stone of this state

slaughter-house. Their martyrdom has

sanctified the whole building. AVhere they
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have gone cheerfully and fearlessly, it is not

for me to think of lamentation and tears !

"

" No, my father, it is your daughter who

must lament; it is she who must put to

shame those holy examples ; it is she who

must shew herself indifferent to those

glorious sacrifices. But the claim of fellow-

ship is one thing, and the claim of blood is

another. Were my part in this tragedy that

of the victim, I would shew how apt a pupil

I could be of the lady you have named.

But the ministers of the Usurper do not

think me worthy of martyrdom. They

would not trouble themselves to take so

insignificant a head. Yet they condemn

me to a punishment a thousand times less

easy of endurance, by putting my heart upon

the rack, in wreaking their vengeance upon

what is dearest to it."

" You take much too gloomy a viewT of

our affairs," observed his Lordship, calmly.

" Remember that I am not yet tried; that I

must be condemned before I am executed

;
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and, although it may be the duty of a wise

man to prepare for the worst, it is not im-

possible that I may escaj^e the evil that

threatens me."

" Would I could see a hope of this !
" she

exclaimed fervently. " But I have learned

that mercy is a portion of the royal prero-

gative unknown to the Elector of Hanover."

" We shall be under the less obligation to

the Elector if he withhold it," said her father.

" Were I to repine at anything, it would

most certainly be the evil fortune of our

gallant Prince. For in truth it was most

lamentable to see so noble an enterprize fail

just when all its greatest difficulties had been

surmounted. Another week of triumphant

progress, or the landing in England of the

succour expected from the French King, and

the Guelphs would have been obliged to

vacate the seat they have so unworthily

occupied.

" But the issue of such events are in the

hands of the Most High. All our wisest
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schemes—all our grandest undertakings, are

liable to His all-powerful influence. It is sad

to know that so much noble blood has been

spilled, and spilled in vain ; but though it may

be in vain for the cause oflegitimacy, it would

be as impious to imagine that the innumer-

able martyrs who preceded them suffered to

no advantage to the christian community,

as that the great and good spirits who were

thus violently separated from their earthly

tenements, gave up their lives without

the slightest prospect of benefit here or

hereafter."

" We have, at least, one consolation, in

knowing that the Prince is safe," observed

Miss Falkland; " though I am inclined to

believe that his Royal Highness has not ad-

vanced the cause of his family, by the com-

plete failure of this expedition."

" I am fearful that such a blow may be

fatal to the Stuart cause," replied her father,

who was endeavouring to lead his daughter

away from the subject of her painful con-
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templations, to one in which she took a

more romantic interest. " The Court ol

France will now risk nothing ; and no other

power is likely to draw upon itself the

hostility of a powerful nation like England,

for the sake of so feeble a family."

" Ah, how different was the aspect of our

affairs at Derby !
" exclaimed his companion.

" Who could have supposed, that in so short

a time we could have suffered so complete

a shipwreck? All things, then, seemed to

combine to convince us that a most glorious

termination of our labours awaited us.

Indeed, I felt so assured of the stability of

our good fortune, that I thought I could

afford to offer the same happy prospects

to others. Alas, how thoroughly helpless

we have since become !

"

Lord Falkland knew that his daughter al-

luded to her communication with the son of

the fallen Minister, and recalled the san-

guine anticipations with which she had ob-

tained his consent to her attempt to win him
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as an adherent to the cause which then looked

so triumphant.

" You had no reply to that letter, I think ?
"

he observed; more to continue to divert

his daughter's attention from his own fate,

than from any interest he took in the

subject.

" Xone !
" was the brief reply.

" Perhaps it never reached its destina-

tion?"

" I hope such has been the case. I should

not like the humiliating comparison that

must arise from its perusal, between the

state of things with us then and now. It

might be a subject of congratulation, that

the reader attended to the dictates of pru-

dence, in not committing himself even when

the temptation was so great. But I heartily

wish it had never been written."

" Nay, my child
!

" said his lordship,

" there is nothing in it to regret. It can

only shew that when you had the power to

benefit another, youwere ready to exercise it."

VOL. III. i
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" From which no other inference can be

drawn," replied the young lady, proudly

and somewhat bitterly, " than that the per-

son so obliged is now bound to make a re-

turn of similar good offices."

The dialogue was here interrupted by the

entrance of one of the officers of the Tower,

with an intimation that a gentleman who

had obtained the requisite permission, re-

quested the honour of an interview with

Miss Falkland. Her father rose, as if to

receive the expected visitor, but his daugh-

ter did not. Her heart beat a little more

rapidly, but the expression ofher countenance

was calm and indifferent.

" I think there must be some mistake,

Sir," she replied, coldly; "I do not expect

any visitor."

" Perhaps this note may explain the busi-

ness the gentleman comes upon," said the

man, offering a billet. The young lady

waved her hand, as if she did not intend to

receive it.
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" Nay, even in our deepest misfortunes, let

us not forget the laws of courtesy!" ex-

claimed Lord Falkland, taking the note from

the man, and giving it to his daughter. He

then walked to the window, as though it

was a matter in which he could have no

further concern. The young lady mechani-

cally opened the note, and with an air of

studied indifference commenced its perusal.

The sight of the well-known characters at

first disturbed her, and so much so that for

some seconds she could not read; but she

exercised such strong control over her feel-

ings that she was soon enabled to peruse

it throughout. It was brief, and thus ex-

pressed :

—

" I have been using every exertion, and

employing every possible device, to obtain

admission to you. Thank Heaven, I have at

last succeeded. Suffer one whose every

faculty is profoundly devoted to you, to offer

those services which }
rour own generous

i 2
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nature has so readily and so gracefully shewn

him how to propose.

" Yours eternally,

" H. W."

The letter was presented in a most in-

auspicious moment—its prayer too contained

an ill-timed reference. The young lady

quietly folded the note, rose with an air of

dignity from her seat, and returned it to the

person awaiting her answer.

" Tell the gentleman who gave you this,"

she said, in a constrained tone of voice,

" that he is mistaken in thinking he can be

of service to me. Tell him, I thank him for

his civility, but will not allow, for a moment,

a person so unfortunate to have the slightest

claim upon his attention."

The man took his departure. Miss Falk-

land joined her father at the window, and

threw her arm around his neck.

" I think it is time, my dear Father, you

should prepare your defence," she said ; as if
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the readily dismissing her lover from her mind

was of much less importance than the

interests of her parent. " It is not unlikely

that your trial will come on very shortly;

and although we have little enough to expect

from the justice of the court, that is no

reason why you should not avail yourself of

every opportunity to place upon record the

legality of your own proceedings."

" My defence is soon prepared," replied

he. "I have but to speak the truth. It is a

labour that requires the least reflection. It is

those who most depart from truth, who give

themselves the most trouble. But, knowing

as I do the temper of my judges, I think it

would be more rational to desire the services

of a priest than those of a lawyer."

At this intimation of the catastrophe he

expected, he could feel his daughter shudder.

" Ah, my father !
" she exclaimed, gazing

fondly, yet tearfully, upon his face, " I am

afraid all the pains you have kindly taken to

prepare me for this fearful tragedy have
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been unavailing. I listen to your philo-

sophy, but it goes to my ears rather than

to my heart. I learn that those who peril

their lives in great undertakings, must be

prepared to pay the penalty of failure—but

I know that I am about to lose a father

;

and it is so overwhelming, so irreparable a

loss, that when I think of it, it comes upon

me like a dissolution of the world—some-

thing to my feelings so vast, so terrible,

that my mind seems to sink under the idea."

" Yet this loss you would some day have

to endure, in the ordinary course of nature,"

remarked her father. " As the evil must

be met, and we know not when we may

be called upon to meet it, surely there can

be no great hardship in anticipating such a

contingency. As for the form in which it

comes, it is nothing—a matter not worth

a moment's consideration. Indeed, to know

that we escape the prolonged pangs of dis-

ease, ought to be as much a subject of con-

gratulation as our conviction that we are
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sealing with our blood a testimony of our

faith, honour, and courage, which must bear

evidence for us to the world, to the end of

time."

There was a half-suppressed sob faintly

heard at the end of this sentence; but it was

a symptom of weakness that was stifled

almost in the birth. Arabella Falkland pos-

sessed an elevated mind—one fully corre-

sponding with the nobility of her lineage

;

she was proud of her noble birth—proud of

her noble father—proud of the responsible

and confidential position she had filled in the

great conspiracy to obtain a kingdom, which

had so signally failed. All her aspirations,

all her enthusiasm, all her romance, was for

great and glorious things. Hitherto she had

thought herselfpossessed of a giant's strength,

when linking herself so completely with

what she believed to be so grand and durable.

She had fallen into the delusion that her

nature had partaken of the massiveness of

the majestic things among which she had
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been reared : but this daughter of a Princess

—this dreamer of the lofty and everlasting

—this actor in glorious dramas—felt herself

to be amongst the weakest, the humblest of

all God's creatures, when an evil destiny

menaced those ties which she possessed in

common with the poorest and feeblest of her

fellow-beings.

And such is nature. What are the great

ones of the earth, divested of those humane

emotions which link the ermined robe to the

rags of beggary ? They are but machines

clothed in purple and fine linen. Their

moving, and breathing, and thinking power

may come from steam, or electricity, or from

any similar artificial impulse—but not from

humanity. Let them go on .their way, with

all their mechanical contrivances to raise

themselves above the flesh-and-blood sym-

pathies that afford them their claim to sal-

vation : our business is not with them. Our

heroine is not of their order, though she had

long deceived herself with thinking so. Her
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fair breast could boast of a heart whose

warm current ebbed and flowed in those

regular tides which declare the influence of

a presiding nature. She tried to check

these impulses; like Canute to the wave,

she bade the tide keep back, No wonder,

then, that the stifled sob was, in a short

time, succeeded by others more audible

—

that they gradually grew more distinct

—

that less and less exertion was used to check

their utterance—and that, in a few minutes,

her arms were thrown convulsively around

her father's neck, her cheek resting close to

his breast, and a resistless flood of tears

declared how completely the sources of affec-

tion had overflowed those artificial dams

which pride and ambition had so long united

to maintain.

I 3
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CHAPTER VIII.

LORD FALKLAND BEFORE HIS JUDGES.

The neighbourhood of Westminster Hall

was densely thronged. Evidently some

business of unusual importance was trans-

acting there, by the eager curiosity observ-

able in the countenances of the groups who

stood about the entrance, as well as by the

movements of those who were flocking in.

It was indeed a business of uncommon

interest that was proceeding within that
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spacious hall. It was the trial of the rebel

lords by their peers.

The rebellion was completely at an end,

and now the victors were employing them-

selves in crushing, with the customary form

of justice, such of its leaders as had had the

misfortune to fall into their hands. The

public had been so satiated with ordinary

executions, that they would not have gone

out of their way to have beheld the condem-

nation of a vulgar rebel. But the trial of a

nobleman was a spectacle of a very different

description, and the multitude had nocked

from all parts of the Great Babel, either to

get a glimpse of the ceremony, or to learn

the result.

Although the insurrection was virtually

over, it was thought that the Jacobites

might avail themselves of the opportunity

the judicial ceremony at Westminster af-

forded for congregating, to make a move-

ment in favour of the prisoners ; and that

the sympathy of the crowd in their fate
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might be likely to induce them to lend their

assistance in favouring a rescue, should any

attempt of the kind be made. In conse-

quence of this, a strong force of the con-

stabulary was in attendance, besides which

a considerable detachment of the Foot-

Guards were distributed at different places.

There were two soldiers stationed at a

point a little apart from the rest, who

wore the usual sugar-loaf caps and long

black gaiters of the King's grenadiers. It

was their duty to keep the people back;

but as in this quarter the mob did not at

that moment present themselves in any

number, they had availed themselves of

their freedom from occupation, and the ab-

sence of their officer, to enjoy a little confi-

dential gossip.

" These rascally rebels don't seem to have

any vast respect shewed to their titles," ob-

served one. " Some of 'em, I should say,

won't be much loss to the great folk who

own them—as, for instance, that crafty old
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fox, my Lord Lovat, who has been playing

fast and loose with the Government for a

long time past ; and then there 's Cromartie,

who seems to have no more spirit in him

than a hunted hare. And yet I doubt the

heads of either to be worth taking—eh,

Duke?"

" Of coorth they aint, Marquith," replied

the other.

It was now evident that the two stalwart

grenadiers were the reader's old acquaint-

ances of the shoulder-knot—more recently of

the horse-pistol and crape mask. Their

transformation into foot-soldiers, after their

last luckless adventure on the highway, is

accounted for by an arrangement which was

often had recourse to in those days to in-

crease the King's forces.

" Some of these chaps are altogether of a

different kidney," said the ci-devant Captain.

" But the greatest man of the lot, by all ac-

counts, is my Lord Falkland. He's a sort

of philosopher too. Now a philosopher is
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—but you know what a philosopher is—eh,

Duke?"

" Of coorth I do, Marquith," was the

ready reply.

"Well, what is a philosopher?" inquired

the other, evidently in much doubt that

his comrade was as well-informed as he pre-

tended.

" Why a philothopher, Marquith," replied

he, hesitatingly, " to be a philothopher ith a

thort of perthon—that ith to thay, a philo-

thopher ith one who ith uthed to acting in

that thort of way that philothopherth ith

motht in the habit of acting, when they

dethire to path themthelvth off for philo-

thopherth."

His comrade laughed. " I 'm afraid," said

he, "you didn't make such a very prodigious

figure at College. Now I was at Oxford

three terms, as valet--de-sham to a Gentleman

Commoner, and therefore it stands to reason

that if anybody should know of what philo-

sophy consists, I am he."
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"Well, Marquith; I alwayth thaid you

were a monthrouth fine thcolar, and alwayth

gave way to your thuperior dithernment."

" Ah, my boy, you would have got your-

self into some terrible scrapes, if I hadn't

helped you."

" Yeth, Marquith; but I 'm thorry you

perthuaded me to be a tholdier. I don't

like being a tholdier, Marquith. I feel very

tholitary when I 'm a thentry, and often

think how much happier I felt in the

thervantth hall."

" Why, didn't I make a gentleman of you?

Didn't you afterwards ride about the country

like a Squire, on your own horse? "

" Yeth, Marquith ; and if I hadn't en-

lithted, Imutht have been hanged for thtealing

it. But I don't at all like being a tholdier

;

and I often with I could onth more be-

hold that never-to-be-forgotten Miththreth

Thuthan."

" D— Mrs. Susan !
" exclaimed his com-

rade, with considerable wrath. " A soldier
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who fights for his country deserves the

favours of every pretty woman who comes

in his way. When I found Mrs. Jenny

insensible to the claims of a Duke's State

Footman, and keeping company with such a

low fellow as a Commoner's valet-de-sham,

I gave the jade up, as unworthy the

attentions of a gentleman of my prodigious

merit."

"Ofcoorthyou did, Marquith; yet—But

grathiouth heaventh !
" suddenly exclaimed

the soldier in the middle of his sentence, as

he observed two gaudily dressed females ap-

proaching, at the sight of whom the two

men shouldered their firelocks, and began

to pace up and down their post, as regularly

as though they beheld the corporal's guard.

The cause of this sudden movement was soon

made sufficiently manifest.

" Soldier! " cried the stoutest of the wo-

men, apparently panting for breath; and

then, turning to her somewhat attractive

companion, added, in a lower voice, " If I
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have a preference at all, my dearest Mrs.

Jenny, for any of the male speeches, it 's for

the military. The military regularly makes a

point of shewing a regard for us of the fair

sex. They knows our weak and unprotected

natures, and suspects us accordingly."

" Yes, dearest Mrs. Susan," replied the

other, " I thinks soldiers is just suited to our

particular tastes ; and I dares to say as how

that 's the reason why red herrings is called

arter 'em."

" Soldier !
" again cried Mrs. Susan, ap-

proaching the nearest sentinel with her

most seductive manner, " I should esteem

it as a mighty great favour, and as a

remarkable instance of your politeness, if

you would inform us—if you would inform

us, I say, Mr. Soldier, the place where the

Rebel Lords are undergoing the awful sen-

tence of the law?"

" Bless me, Mrs. Jenny, the poor man's

deaf ! " exclaimed Mrs. Susan, as she ob-

served the soldier continued his limited
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march, without taking the slightest notice

of her. " I have no doubt in the world the

firing of those prodigious cannon has injured

his ocular nerves. Mr. Soldier !
" she now

shouted at the top of her voice, as she seized

hold of his arm, too vigorously to allow of

her escaping his attention.

" Stand off !
" shouted the man in a voice

of thunder, that made the portly House-

keeper jump higher than she had ever

jumped since she had possessed legs so very

unfitted for taking any violent exercise.

" Well to be sure !
" she cried, turning to

her companion, with as much astonishment

expressed in her fat face as fright. " I

could not have believed that any of the

male speeches could have behaved to me so

rudely. Now child, trywhat you can do. He 's

quite at variance with my expectorations."

Her companion proceeded at once to the

other sentry, and in much less refined lan-

guage asked him a question similar to the

one which Mrs. Susan had put, with so little
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profit, to his comrade. The result was much

the same: the soldier continued pacing up

and down his beat, and took no more notice

of the mortified Mrs. Jenny than if she had

been a post.

"Oh, Mr. Soldier!" exclaimed Mrs. Susan,

rushing towards him,—for on the repulse of

her friend she could not refrain from making

one more attempt to obtain the desired in-

formation,—" Can it be possible you are so

insensible?"

" Adorable Mithtreth Thuthan, am I tho

happy ath to meet you again!" cried her

sensitive swain, losing his presence of mind

at the sound of the voice whose tones were

so dear to him, as he clasped his hands in a

seeming ecstasy.

In doing this he let fall his firelock, the

butt end of which fell on the broad foot of

the object of his idolatry, with such force as

to make her scream lustily with the pain.

At this time came up the corporal's guard.

Finding him disarmed, they put him under
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arrest, and marched him off with his com-

rade to the guard-house ; whilst the attention

of Mrs. Jenny was diverted by the extra-

ordinary gesticulations and exclamations of

her suffering friend, who was making herself

the subject of jokes innumerable from a very

unsympathising circle of spectators.

But we can no longer dally with those

outside the walls, while so much is going on

inside worthy of our most attentive con-

sideration. Leaving, therefore, Mrs. Jenny

and Mrs. Susan to find their way to West-

minster Hall at their convenience, we at

once proceed to transport the reader there.

All the peers had taken their seats in

their robes ; there was also a grand show of

the dignitaries of the law, in their gloomy

habiliments. The Lord Chancellor sat sur-

rounded with all the insignia of office, acting

in the responsible office of President of that

dignified tribunal. The Ministers also re-

tained conspicuous positions, and seemed

duly impressed with the importance of the
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case that required their assistance in form-

ing the highest court of trial in the king-

dom.

Possibly a sharp-sighted observer might

have detected, under the serious air which

some of their lordships affected, a unanimity

as complete as though they had all fashioned

their looks after one pattern—a smirk of

satisfaction at their superior good fortune in

not having had to change places with the

prisoner at the bar ; a result by no means im-

probable, had the Young Chevalier marched

his army from Derby to London, instead of

retreating to Scotland. There could be no

doubt that their good stars had been in the

ascendant, whilst those of the less fortunate

Jacobites had waned into irrecoverable dark-

ness. They therefore took their seats amongst

their brother peers as indignantly loyal as it

was possible for Whigs to be, who had wit-

nessed the great attempt that had been made

to drive from the throne the Sovereign of

their adoption.
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In a conspicuous place, divided off from

the body of the court, was the compartment

for the accommodation of the prisoner. On

the present occasion it contained the hand-

some and stately form of Viscount Falkland.

He had gone through the usual ceremony of

kneeling to his judges, and was now standing

upright, taking a scrutinizing view of the

assembly by. whom he was about to be

tried, surrounded by the proper attendants,

amongst whom it was easy to perceive the

bearer of the axe, with its edge turned from

the prisoner.

The space that might be considered to be

below the bar, was occupied by a dense mass

of individuals, composed almost entirely of

the male sex, who had been led by curiosity

or interest to become spectators of this im-

portant trial. There were several influential

members of the Lower House, amongst

whom our ingenious friend Bubb Doddin^-

ton looked as intensely gratified as though

his long-promised coronet had at last been
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placed within his grasp ; but the great source

of his satisfaction lay in the recollection of

his good fortune in not taking the Derby

road, when the prospect of things in that

direction was so extremely enticing.

In his immediate neighbourhood was no

less a personage than Bolingbroke. His

lordship was well acquainted with more

than one of the rebel lords—indeed he had

been peculiarly intimate with some of them

;

and he had left his hermitage at Battersea,

partly from concern to learn what would

become of his old associates, and partly from

anxiety to know what would become of

himself, in case they should divulge what he

believed they knew. It did not appear from

his aspect that his solitude had agreed with

him more than usual ; but possibly the sight

of his old schoolfellow, whom he observed

conspicuously among his brother peers, re-

ceiving some confidential communication

from the Prince of Wales, gave that tinge to

his complexion, which made his peculiarly
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handsome features look so singularly un-

healthy.

His feelings could not have been very

agreeable, if he possessed the ambition which

has been so generally attributed to him,

when he considered that, after all his strenu-

ous efforts to ruin his great rival, and elevate

himself at his expense, Viscount Bolingbroke

was still without authority— distrusted,

feared, and, where not feared, despised;

whilst the discarded Walpole, as Earl of

Orford, was his superior in rank, and seemed,

despite of all that has been said or done

against him, more than ever to enjoy the

respect of the great men of both parties.

At a little distance from his Lordship

stood a group who were so often seen toge-

ther, as to have formed, as we have said, a

kind of fashionable constellation. These

were "the Wits," as they were styled; who,

wherever or whatever the attraction of the

hour, were sure of gracing it with their pre-

sence, and enlivening it with their pleasantry.
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It mattered little, to some of them at least,

that the spectacle before them was one in

which the life of a fellow-creature was at

issue; it was made to afford as much mate-

rial for their sprightly sallies as though it

had been an affair of ordinary amusement.

So it seemed to George Selwyn. Though

the prisoner at the bar, like a lion in the

meshes of a net that held him too fast to

afford the slightest hope of escape, took up

an attitude that made his surrounding ene-

mies regard him with respect, the habitual

jester, roused for once in his life to perfect

wakefulness, could not refrain from launch-

ing his light arrows against him—could not

resist the temptation of an occasional joke

at his expense.

Charles Townshendwas with him—indeed,

they formed the Castor and Pollux of the

gay world in which they moved. Charles

was a congenial spirit, who chose to live as

fast as life could go, when pursuing its most

heedless and thoughtless course. He must

VOL. III. K
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needs have his fling at the Jacobite;

although, too, his nearest relative was known

to have entertained similar opinions to those

which had placed the prisoner in that unen-

viable position. But Charles Townshend

was one of those irreverend sportsmen, who

would beat up their game as readily in a

churchyard as in a stubble field.

Hanbury Williams was also of the party.

The scene before him afforded an admirable

subject for one of those humorous political

ballads with which he had been in the habit

of delighting the town for the last ten years

;

doing yeoman's service to his old friend and

patron Walpole, and establishing a character

for cleverness, which was soon afterwards

rewarded with high official distinction.

A little apart from these, though evidently

forming part of the same group, appeared

the fine figure and intelligent countenance

of Colonel Conway. A shade of distress

seemed to cloud his handsome features, not-

withstanding he appeared to give his atten-
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tion to the piquant conversation of his friends,

and occasionally to adventure a sprightly

contribution to the pleasantries they were

throwing off; but this appeared to be done

rather to divert their attention from the

individual with whom he chose to remain in

more earnest communication.

This was Horace Walpole—but Horace

Walpole apparently in too grave a mood for

his company. He was listening—with every

faculty absorbed in the task—to the man to

whom he had so long been in the habit of

looking as the great obstacle to his happi-

ness ; but, despite of the prejudices he had

conceived against this able leader of his

party, this powerful rival in the affections

of his mistress, he watched with the highest

admiration, mingled with the deepest interest,

the display of courage, amounting to sub-

limity, with which he withstood the relent-

less hostility of the law-officers of the Crown,

as they developed their case against him. In

truth, Lord Falkland defended himself with

K 2
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masterly skill; he addressed his judges with

an eloquence that appeared to draw his

acquittal from their sense ofjustice, through

all the doors that political hatred had closed

against him.

In that imposing assembly, it was evident

that a powerful interest was developing itself

for the prisoner amongst the audience, what-

ever doubt might exist of its affecting the

court. Those who had gained admittance

were struck with his lofty bearing and won-

derful placidity. He had more of the dig-

nity of a philosopher discoursing to a friendly

audience, than the apprehension of a culprit

about to receive sentence of death. None

of the rebel lords had created half the

sympathy his case had excited; and many

who observed him began to watch the un-

equal contest in which he was engaged, with

an interest that increased as the proceedings

drew to a close.

Our hero, if he thought of the position of

the father in this crisis of his fortunes,
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thought no less painfully of that of the

daughter. The sword of Damocles, in the

shape of the headsman's axe glittering so

near Viscount Falkland, he was too well

acquainted with the state of party feeling

amongst the Whigs, not to see impending

over his head. At such a moment, he

thought, what must be the feelings of the

sensitive and devoted child, who had been

ready to sacrifice her affections at the altar

of filial feeling! His Lordship's danger

he knew to be imminent; and, what was

worse, he had been debarred from making

any attempt to avert it. The arms that had

so endearingly been opened to him in pros-

perity, in adversity repelled him as a stran-

ger, whose presence would be an intrusion.

Our hero, therefore, with the fullest convic-

tion of her sufferings, and an unbounded

admiration for her father's character and

conduct, was reduced to the miserable neces-

sity of standing by quietly, and witnessing

the victim given over to the executioner.
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For, notwithstanding all Lord Falkland's

skill, his eloquence, the impression of his

greatness of soul, the conviction of his unri-

valled acquirements, he was condemned to

suffer the customary pains and penalties of

High Treason, and was led back to his

prison with the blade of the axe towards

him—an infallible sign that his head was

forfeited to the block.
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CHAPTER IX.

A LAST APPEAL.

The Earl of Orford had, as we have seen,

left his belovel Houghton—his beloved pic-

tures—ay, even his beloved hounds, at what

might be termed a moment's warning; and,

notwithstanding his indifference to politics,

had, at the first intimation of danger to the

State, flown to its citadel, to volunteer in its

defence. History is nearly silent as to his

services at this crisis. From the little that

is to be gathered from what is there stated
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of him, the reader might imagine that if he

threw his influence into the scale of Govern-

ment, neither the King nor the Ministry ap-

preciated his assistance.

In short, there is scarcely any trace of the

experienced and once omnipotent Walpole

being recognised as a person worth con-

sulting in these perilous times. Neverthe-

less, he was consulted, and by the highest

personage of the State. His Royal Master

was too much shackled by courtly etiquette,

openly to favour or communicate with the

Minister he had been obliged to discard;

but if in ordinary cases " where there is a

will there is a way," where there is a Royal

will, the way is a thousand times more

practicable.

The existing Ministers, though jealous of

each other, even at a period that called so

imperatively for union, were united by a

common apprehension, as soon as they dis-

covered that the man they had with Bach

difficulty got rid of, was hovering about
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their camp—undoubtedly, as they thought,

with some sinister intentions. The name of

the Pretender, when most powerful, had not

half the fears for them they found in that of

the Lord of Houghton ; and they were much

more careful of guarding every avenue to

the Royal ear from the encroaches of the

latter, than they were in defending the ap-

proaches to the metropolis from the advances

of the former. Nevertheless, their vigilance

was insufficient for the contingency. They

little dreamt that, while they watched the

palace, to detect the first appearance of an

understanding between any of the officials

and the dreaded Walpole, as a channel of

communication with the King, the King

had himself established, at a distance, a

medium of communication as perfect as it

was secret.

In the neighbourhood of Soho, there was a

quiet unpretending house, inhabitedby a quiet

unpretending man, and his two quiet unpre-

tending daughters. The man was one of the

k 3
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late Minister's innumerable agents; but he

appeared to have abandoned the service of

the State, and gained a livelihood as a dealer

in pictures and other works of art. It is not

at all surprising that this trade of his should

have brought as a customer his old patron,

whose love of pictures had become so ex-

travagant. But it was a little surprising, that

previously to Lord Orford walking into the

house of Mr. Titian Smith, the Misses Titian

Smith invariably walked out.

It was indeed astonishing it should always

occur, that whenever this noble connoisseur

called upon the dealer, there should be no

one in the house to receive him but the

dealer himself;—that these visits shouldnever

be made till after dark—a very bad time for

picture dealing; and that shortly after the

entrance of his customer, a hackney coach

should always be driven up to the door, out

of which a little man, too closely wrapped

up to be recognised, would hastily make

his way to the back parlour, where the noble
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connoisseur had preceded him;—that after

shewing the aforesaid little man into this

room, with every possible show of respect,

the dealer, instead of remaining with his

mysterious customer to display his stock-in-

trade, invariably shut them in together, and

took his stand in the passage, and would

allow no one to enter the house on any pre-

tence whatever ;—-and that as soon as Mr.

Titian Smith had closed the parlour door,

the noble connoisseur received the little man

from the hackney coach with as much respect

as cordiality; whereupon the little man

hastily threw off his cloak, and discovered

—

the favourite page of the King.

Of what passed at these secret interviews,

all we know for certain is, that two or

three hours passed ; but we are left at liberty

to surmise that a great deal of good advice

reached the Royal ear, and many testimonies

of attachment were sent to the fallen Minis-

ter. He, however, was too shrewd an

observer, not to discover that his occupa-
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tion was gone ; and he had no difficulty in

reconciling himself to the political inactivity

into which he was forced. The enemies of

the name of Walpole were too numerous

to allow of his resuming the noble position

he had so long maintained in the Govern-

ment ; and he now appeared to entertain but

one ambitious wish, which was to see his

favourite son Horace obtain, by the exercise

of his own talents, a similar elevation to that

from which he had so recently descended.

To fit the embryo statesman the better for

this, he afforded him the advantage of his

experience, whenever he found himself tSte-

a-tete with him. In this way there came to

the young legislator many an axiom of vast

political sagacity, many a shrewd estimate

of human worth, and many a characteristic

anecdote of human weakness.

But unfortunately for our hero, he was in

no mood to profit by this experience. Their

breakfast-table talk, pregnant with truth

and personal observation as it was on the
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part of the ex-Minister, passed unheeded by

a mind too absorbed in the present, to give

so much as a glance at the past. There was

a curious contrast between the father and

son on these occasions. The jovial well-

contented countenance of the old Minister

on the one side, carefully and gaily dressed,

his vivacity, his freshness, his heartiness

of feeling—and the care-worn, anxious,

gloomy look of the miserable lover opposite

to him, negligently appareled, silent, re-

served, and painfully thoughtful.

Now, Lord Orford was perfectly well

aware that his son's evident distress of mind

arose from his knowledge of the approach-

ing execution of the father of his adored

Arabella, and from the repulses that had

been given to his well meant offers of as-

sistance and sympathy. He was far from

having been an indifferent observer of his

son's sudden distaste for society, that not

only caused him to avoid his fashionable

acquaintances, but made him feel an equal
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distaste for the society of his dearest friends

;

for as well as studiously keeping aloof from

Selwyn, Townshend, Hanbury Williams, and

the rest of that rackety set, he was rarely ac-

cessible to his affectionate and light-hearted

kinsman, whose practice of looking at the

bright side of things might perhaps have

afforded him some consolation.

But nothing now afforded the young

Member either consolation or occupation

—

his books were neglected, his manuscripts

unopened, and his curiosities unregarded.

The fond father saw that his son had ceased

to take an interest in everything that had

been wont to give him satisfaction, and that

his mind was dwelling uneasily on the

dreadful fate awaiting Lord Falkland. The

ex-Minister had plainly perceived all this,

and was well aware of the extent to which

his son's affections had been engaged by

Miss Falkland; but he made no effort to

turn them into another channel—he did as

little in the way of assisting in forwarding
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his son's views upon the young lady. The

truth was, that he did not like the connec-

tion. He believed that an alliance with a

member of the family of a notorious traitor

would be extremely injurious to his son's

political prospects ; for there was too mighty

a prejudice at work in the heads of the

reigning family and their offspring against

Lord Falkland, to render a union of his son

with the daughter of the latter either judi-

cious or safe.

Diplomacy he knew to be as necessary

under his own roof, as in the councils of

his Sovereign ; and he put forth all his tact

to keep the mind of his son cheerful with

occupation, and provide against its dwelling

too much upon a misfortune it was impossible

to avert. He grieved to see the distress of

his son, and was ready to do anything to

alleviate it, except bringing the lovers again

together.

" Come, Horace, my boy," he said, after

vainly endeavouring to divert his mind, " I
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don't think this overgrown place agrees with

you just now : you must come and join our

hunt. You are tired of the turmoil of

politics as completely as myself. Come

with me to Houghton : I will make a man

of you : I long to get back there myself. I

have got to find places for the Leonardo da

Yinci, the Tintorettos, and the rest of my
recent acquisitions, which I think will go

far to make the Houghton gallery the finest

in England. Then I have a vast deal to do

in the kennel. Things, I am afraid, are not

going on there so well as I could wish.

But one can't be everywhere at once, you

know. Dixon sends me word that Sappho

and Flora have got the distemper very bad.

You remember Flora, Horace ? splendid

bitch!"

Horace appeared as if he did not remember

the animal so emphatically recommended to

him by its noble owner.

" By the way, have you seen the Caracci,

Horace?" continued Lord Orford; " my
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inimitable Armibal— ' Venus attired by the

Graces.' Wonderful picture! Monstrous

well done, I assure you. I gave a prodi-

gious price for it. I expect it will arrive at

the same time as the twelve couple of crack

hounds I bought of the Duke of Rutland.

Matchless hounds, Horace ! Such magnifi-

cent heads, such glorious sterns ! You never

saw such sterns in your life."

Horace was evidently quite as indifferent

to the expected acquisition to his father's

kennel, notwithstanding the glorious cha-

racteristics of which they could boast, as he

had been a minute before to the threatened

loss.

" That was a charming specimen of Ruys-

dael I had of that snuffy old Dutchman,"

resumed his lordship, pointiug to an admir-

able landscape by that esteemed master,

which stood on a chair at a little distance.

" Can you imagine anything more fresh and

transparent ! Look how magical is the vista

through the trees, and the water of the mill-
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stream ! Can anything in a picture look more

like natural water?"

Horace Walpole, as though out of defer-

ence to his father, rather than from his own

inclinations, took a glance at the painting.

" 'Tis an excellent picture," he replied, in

a manner very unlike his usual vivacity

when directing his attention to such sub-

jects; "but, my dear father, you must ex-

cuse me if I appear not so sensible of the

value of your purchases as I ought to do:

my mind is very much oppressed. I am

thinking of the fate of poor Lord Falkland.

I most fervently wish there was some way

open to save him."

" I second that wish with all my heart
!"

exclaimed Lord Orford, with fervour. " I

was intimate with Viscount Falkland many

years ago, before he quitted England, and

entertained a high esteem for his great

talents and noble qualities. But, my dear

boy," continued his lordship, as though

anxious to meet the subject properly, now
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there was no chance of escaping it, " my
Lord Falkland was possessed of that supe-

riority of understanding which renders his

guilt inexcusable. He, with his eyes open

to the consequences, with a perfect know-

ledge of the risk he was running, chose to

exercise his talents in endeavouring to de-

throne his Sovereign. It is nothing to the

question that he was satisfied that the Pre-

tender had a better claim to the throne of

England than the present King : he was a

subject of George II., and having taken up

arms against him, must pay the penalty of

his treason."

" Unfortunately, what you say is too true,"

said his son, in a melancholy tone, "but

surely no advantage can accrue to his

Majesty by taking his life, and it would

redound very much to his honour to spare

him."

" I am sorry to say that such clemency

in this instance would be very impolitic,"

quietly replied his Lordship. " My Lord
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Falkland's case is a very aggravated one

;

and many individuals have already forfeited

their lives for this rebellion, whose guilt was

less in a very great degree."

" His fate will be a dreadful blow to his

family," added Horace Walpole. " And his

daughter is so devoted to him. I very

much fear the axe will take two lives when

it takes his."

"It is very deplorable, certainly," said

Lord Orford, in a sympathising tone. " I

have heard of the young lady, and can feel

for the melancholy position of a daughter so

full of grace and genius."

" Gracious God ! can nothing be done to

save them? " cried his son, passionately.

"lam afraid not," replied his Lordship.

" My Lady Yarmouth is, I believe, the only

channel through which any petition for my
Lord Falkland's life would reach the King

;

and it is barely possible that a large douceur

Avould induce her Ladyship to take the mat-

ter in hand "
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" I will go to the Countess this instant,"

exclaimed our hero, rising from his chair,

much excited.

" You would do no good, my dear boy,"

said Lord Orford, affectionately taking him

by the hand, " as you would have under-

stood, had you waited till I finished my sen-

tence. There is little doubt her Ladyship

would take your money, but I have reason

to know that the feeling in the King against

my Lord Falkland is so strong, that all

interposition of the kind would be perfectly

useless."

His son sank into his chair in an agony of

grief. He felt grievously the helpless posi-

tion in which he was placed; and, recalling

to mind the generous conduct of Arabella

towards him at Derby, felt more acutely

how completely her own pride and his help-

lessness rendered him incapable of doing her

any benefit, now their relative positions were

so thoroughly changed.

Lord Orford perceived his son's distress

;
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but, being possessed with the impression that

the case was a hopeless one, thought it wisest

to take no further notice of it ; and, taking

up a newspaper, seemed absorbed in an

account there published of a daring highway

robbery on Hounslow Heath. Horace was

notlong left to his reflections; they were

disturbed by the entrance of his valet, who,

with a face that betokened something very

much more than ordinary, walked up to his

young master, and told him that there was

a person in the dining-room who desired to

see him.

An impatient answer would quickly have

dismissed the visitor, had not Mr. Fibbs

made certain telegraphic signs which excited

his curiosity. Imagining that his cousin

wanted him on some occasion that it was

not desirable should reach his father's ears,

he followed his man to the dining-room.

He had, however, scarcely entered it, when

a female figure rushed forward and fell at

his feet, clasping his knees, evidently in a
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state of vehement grief, that left the mind

scarcely capable of fulfilling its functions.

" Oh, save him, Horace !
" she exclaimed,

in the most moving tones. " Save him, or

the remorseless wretches will murder him

before my eyes !

"

" Gracious Heaven ! Can it be Arabella

Falkland?" said her lover, with the most

lively demonstrations of astonishment, as he

endeavoured to raise the frantic girl from

the ground.

" Yes, Horace, it is I—a miserable, heart-

broken wretch—crushed to the earth—cling-

ing to your feet like the most abject of God's

creatures—imploring you, by all your hopes

of peace in this world, and mercy in the

next, to have pity on me, and save my father

from the horrid death that awaits him !

"

It was even so. The dread of her beloved

parent's approaching fate had crumbled to

dust the lofty fabric of her pride; the

daughter of a princess had felt the humili-

ating lesson of misery, and, almost maddened
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with terrible apprehensions, had, in an im-

pulse of frantic excitement, rushed to the

man, of all men whom, in her distress, she

had most jealously excluded from her pre-

sence, and, at the eleventh hour, prayed his

interposition.

As our hero gazed upon the pallid fea-

tures, and eyes dim with anguish, that he

had once been wont to look upon as on a

face the most gloriously beautiful in the

world, and clasped the frail form that clung

so convulsively, so despairingly, to his limbs,

he felt how much suffering must have over-

powered her noble nature, before she would

have presented herself in this manner before

him. He felt, too, the dreadful conviction

resulting from the conversation he had so

lately had with Lord Orforcl—that it was out

of his power to be of the slightest benefit.

" You will save him, Horace, I know you

will !

" she cried, still more frantically, M you

will present yourself to these merciless men.

You will implore the precious life they
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would take away, as I implore it of you.

You will tell them how noble it is to be

merciful—how magnanimous it is to spare.

Supplicate them on your knees, Horace, as I

supplicate you. Tell them of the blessings

in store for them hereafter ; the prayers, the

benedictions, the heartfelt gratitude that

awaits them here ;—tell them that the life of

a heart-broken, wretched, miserable creature

is in their hands, as well as that of him who

has so grievously offended them ; and urge

them to have pity on her ; for indeed, indeed,

the misery they are heaping on her head is

too heavy to bear. Horace, dear Horace, I

will not move from this spot till you promise

to save my father
!

"

Her lover could offer her no hope of suc-

ceeding in such a mission as she proposed

to him; and his look of despair, as he un-

availingly endeavoured to raise her from the

unworthy position she frantically persisted

in retaining, was not long before it attracted

the attention of the miserable girl. Directly

VOL. III. l
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she understood its purport, she fell power-

less, crouching to the ground, with her hands

clasped and her eyes upturned to him with

an expression the most agonizing that can

be conceived.

" Calm yourself, dearest Arabella," he

said in a soothing tone, as he once more

attempted to raise her from the floor.

"Be assured I will leave nothing in his

behalf undone, that can be attempted."

His assurance, consolatory though it might

be, seemed to fall upon heedless ears. She

did not now resist his attempts to raise

her to her feet, but her state of quietude

was more deplorable than her most frantic

actions. She still continued to fix her eyes

on her lover; and this fixedness of gaze,

coupled with the ghastly paleness of her

complexion, moved him to a state almost as

sad as her own.

He managed to place her on a chair, and

a sharp pull at the bell-rope soon brought

Fibbs to his assistance. He was despatched
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for the housekeeper, who lost no time in

using such remedies as were necessary in

such a case. Having heard her assurance

that the young lady would presently be

better, he hastened, in a state of the most

violent excitement, into the library, where

he had so recently left Lord Orford.

What passed between them did not trans-

pire; but after the lapse of about half an

hour, Horace returned to the dining-room

with his father. Apparently his appeal had

been unprofitable, for he displayed a most

deplorable expression of countenance. His

Lordship, however, wore a very different

look. Whether it was that his cheerful

physiognomy could not express commisera-

tion, or that the nature of the case was

such, he could not conscientiously throw

away any pity upon it, certain it is that his

features were expressive of anything but

sympathy.

His actions, however, there could be no

dispute about. He expressed himself kindly,

l2
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and even affectionately, to Miss Falkland;

who seemed recovering from the swoon into

which she had fallen, yet without being

quite conscious of where she was. The

friendly and delicate proffers of kindness

from Lord Orford, no doubt assisted in

tranquillizing her spirits ; and the sight of

her lover evidently calmed the feverish dis-

quietude of her mind : but it was soon found

she was quite incapable of leaving the house.

Lord Orford did not stay long in the

room—he pleaded pressing business; and

as he went out he affectionately put his son's

arm within his own, and took him away

with him. Possibly he might consider our

hero's proximity to the lovely daughter of

the condemned traitor, too dangerous to be

tolerated.
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CHAPTER X.

THE TRAITORS' GATE.

"We now return to the cell of the im-

prisoned statesman. There was but one

person in it, and he was quietly engaged in

the perusal of a volume of Guicciardini.

He was so interested in the book, to the

attractions of which he had abandoned him-

self so completely—smiling at this passage,

commending that, and remarking on another

—that it would not have been easy to have

convinced an indifferent spectator that the
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head of that quiet, thoughtful, and studious

gentleman was forfeited to the block.

He, it was very plain, troubled himself but

little about his approaching execution. The

fear of death had no place in his mind. His

grand scheme had failed : he had fallen into the

hands of his enemies, and they had resolved

to take his life. He seemed to consider the

affair arranged, and that he need not trouble

himself any further about it. The maxims

of the philosopher were much more to his

taste, than idle complainings and useless re-

grets. He therefore turned over the page

without once drawing off his mind to the

contemplation of the death that awaited

him.

In the midst of his study he was dis-

turbed by a knock. Lord Falkland imme-

diately rose from his chair, and proceeded to

open the door, as a matter of course. He

bowled reverently, as he gave admission to a

person in the habit of a Catholic priest. He

was a slight short man, of pale features ; and
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appeared so wrapped up in his garments, it

was difficult to say what age he was.

" Holy father, I am delighted to see you,"

he exclaimed at last, quite joyfully; and as

the priest gave his blessing, did the honours

of his comfortless chamber with the air of a

Prince receiving some honoured visitor into

his palace. " You are doubtless the estim-

able ecclesiastic, Father Petres, of whom

my Lady Furbelow, my sister, spoke to me

so eloquently."

Father Petres bowed.

" I would I had made the acquaintance of

my Lord Falkland under more agreeable

auspices," said he; " but probably even at

this most momentous period I may be en-

abled to do your Lordship more service than

could have been in my power at any other

time."

" Undoubtedly, good father," replied his

Lordship, courteously; "I fully appreciate

the invaluable service, to render which you

had the kindness to seek my prison. I have
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been too strict a member of our holy church

all my life, to be indifferent, now I am so

near my death, to the sacred duties you have

come to fulfil. I regard myself as one in

the last extremity ; and although my confes-

sion, thanks to the unceasing care of my
spiritual conductors, contains nothing likely

to shock your pious ears, I am satisfied I

shall feel the efficacy of your prayers to

quite as great a degree as was ever experi-

enced by more sinful communicants."

Father Petres seemed in no hurry to

begin the offices of the Catholic Church, for

one whom he could only regard as a dying

sinner. Perhaps he thought the tone of his

Lordship a little too confident, and would

not commence his prayers till he had brought

him to feel the humility of his position.

" Are you quite prepared to die, my son?"

inquired the priest, impressively.

" Quite, holy father," he replied. " In

the world, in which I have endeavoured to

perform my part in a manner becoming a
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Christian, I have found all to be ' vanity and

vexation of spirit.' Knowledge of the world

is but a facility of perceiving worldly folly

—a sensibility to human emotions is but a

perception of human suffering. I incline

now to believe, after a life of study both of

men and books, that those are wisest who

have had nothing to learn, and those hap-

piest who are insensible to feeling."

" Hush, my son ! these are fallacies that

enter into the mind only when the shadows

of death involve our experience in an im-

penetrable gloom. There is a degree of

little-mindedness in depreciating the world,

when we find we can enjoy its pleasures no

longer, which I did not expect to find in a

nobleman reputed so wise as my Lord Falk-

land."

His Lordship seemed surprised to hear

such a rebuke from his confessor.

" Father," he observed, " this is the first

defence I have ever heard of the world, from

one possessed of your unworldly character.

l 3
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" My son," replied the priest, solemnly,

" I cannot administer to you the offices of

our holy religion, unless I am satisfied of

your sincerity. When I hear, from a sinner

whose whole life has been devoted to worldly

intrigues and worldly learning, and whose

heart has long been given up to a worldly

affection, a renunciation of everything most

precious to him, it is my duty to test his

sincerity before I grant him the consolations

of religion."

Lord Falkland seemed more surprised

than before. He had met with priests of

his faith, from the humblest to the highest,

both at home and abroad, and had always

found them extremely indulgent. Even his

Holiness the Pope had treated him with the

consideration due to a nobleman of his un-

blemished descent and high connections.

The unexpected opposition he now received

stirred up a great deal of worldly feeling

which his Lordship thought he had laid to

rest for ever.
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"My son," continued Father Petres, "this

resignation is only assumed."

Lord Falkland started a little, and looked

somewhat displeased : nevertheless, the other

continued

:

" Can your Lordship venture to affirm

that you are ready to abandon, without

regret, the high reputation you have ob-

tained throughout Europe as a Statesman?

Can one to whom the secrets of Cabinets,

the councils of Princes, have so long been

confided, pass away for ever from such ex-

alting confidence without a sigh?"

Lord Falkland paused. He had been

proud of the distinction he had enjoyed in

the service of the unfortunate Prince he

considered his Sovereign ; and he had been

in the habit of thinking he had exhibited no

slight extent of Statesmanship in his nego-

ciations with foreign powers, whilst engaged

in that service ; but he believed that religion

and philosophy together had taught him

how to reconcile himself to his fate, which
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so completely let the curtain drop upon his

Ministry.

"Ah!" exclaimed his Lordship, with a

sigh, " it is useless thinking of the past.

My counsels can no longer benefit his

Majesty."

"How do you know that ?" hurriedly

inquired the priest. " Never was a Prince

so grievously in want of a counsellor, as his

Majesty is at the present moment. His

affairs are irretrievably rained by this fatal

overthrow of the great project which was to

effect so beneficial a change for him ; unless

some wise head and dutiful heart, such as

his Majesty found in his sagacious Minister

my Lord Falkland, take them in hand."

"I grieve to think of his Majesty's

troubles," said his Lordship, "but I have no

doubt he will soon find a worthy substitute

for the adviser he has lost."

"It is vain to expect such a thing," ob-

served his companion. " The destruction

which has overtaken so many of his parti-
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zans, has smitten others with a panic. They

believe his cause to be utterly hopeless ; and

the majority are endeavouring to reconcile

themselves to the British Government.

This has caused his best friends to abandon

him; and at present he has no adviser in

whom he can place confidence. Bitterly he

feels the loss of the man whose wisdom so

long made his cause respected through-

out Europe; and his grief at your fate is

only exceeded by his praise of your de-

votion."

" Ah, holy father ! my consolation is, that

I served his Majesty faithfully; and that

cheers me in the depth of my affliction at

hearing how shamefully he has been aban-

doned. But, alas ! all regrets are vain. The

axe hangs over my head—'tis time to think

less of a temporal lord, and more of a

spiritual one."

" Yes, my son; but we must first get rid

of all earthly ties, as easily as you seem dis-

posed to divest yourself of your loyal predi-
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lections. Do you forget that you are about

to abandon to an unsympathising world a

frail and delicate creature, bowed down to

the dust by fear and sorrow, whose attach-

ment to you, her natural protector, her

nearest and dearest relative, and apprehen-

sion of your fate, has as nearly unsettled her

reason, as it has brought her to the brink of

the grave? "

" God forgive me if I could forget her !

'

exclaimed the unhappy father, giving way

to his emotions. " This is the pang that

rends my soul, and robs me of the strength

I so much require -at this trying hour. Ah,

holy father ! no one knows better than my-

self the noble spirit that dwells in that fair

frame ; no one has seen more clearly than

myself the mortal struggle that her mind

has been waging with her affections. I

thought, by sending her to her relative, that

it would be better for us both. She might

be less sensible of my approaching end when

away from me; and I might be more
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reconciled to it when out of sight of her

sufferings.

u Alas ! dear image of thy sainted mother,"

he cried, clasping his hands together, with

tears starting to his eyes, " To meet death I

am prepared ; but to part with thy sustain-

ing virtues, thy holy affection, thy sweet and

noble nature, stretches every nerve upon the

rack."

" You are not, then, my son, so reconciled

to the block as, a moment since, you would

have had me believe ? " demanded the priest.

" Oh, Father Petres ! you probe me to the

quick," exclaimed the unhappy man.

" Now, answer me this question :
" said

the father, " and answer it without evasion

or reservation, and with a full knowledge of

the peril in which any deceit, at such an

awful time as this, will place your immortal

soul.

u If it lay within your power," added he,

in slow and solemn tones, as he looked his

penitent full in the face, " would you shun
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the dreadful axe impending over your head ?

—would you fly from this prison to join

your beloved daughter and your unfortunate

prince, if the means of escape were afforded

you? "

"Father, you are putting me to a trial as

dreadful as it must be unprofitable !
" cried

Lord Falkland, in anguish.

44 Would you do it? " demanded the priest,

sharply.

44 God sees, and will pardon my weakness,"

exclaimed his Lordship, as he covered his

face with his hands in an agony of grief:

44
1 would do it but too gladly."

A smile of triumph seemed to pass over

the priest's pale features as he glanced at his

penitent. He then cautiously went to the

door, opened it, and looked out—closed it,

and returned as mysteriously to the side of

his companion. He then bent over him,

and whispered a few words into his ear. The

effect seemed magical. The miserable parent

looked up with a bewildered air—that
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shortly changed from doubt to transport.

He gazed in utter astonishment upon the

pallid face of Father Petres, and then threw

himself into his arms.

About the same period, two sentinels were

on duty at the Traitors' gate, within the

Tower. It was easy to see, from their uni-

forms, that they belonged to the Grenadiers

of the King's Guards. It was not difficult

to discover from their conversation, as they

paced their limited line of march before the

gate, that they were the two identical heroes

who, as footmen, highwaymen, and soldiers,

have, it is to be hoped, recommended them-

selves to the reader's attention.

They were engaged in an occupation not

unknown to aspirants for military distinction

at a later elate. They were " damning the

service ;
" and they did it with that cor-

diality only known to those members of the

profession, who, like our old acquaintances of

the shoulder-knot, had recently tasted its

discipline in its most stringent shape.
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As the " Marquis " marched towards his

comrade, with his bayonetted-musket pro-

perly shouldered, he would express some

prodigious anathema upon his eyes and

limbs for taking the King's pay ; which, with

his familiar lisp, " Duke " would echo in the

usual form. Having expended a very hand-

some allowance of execrations on his own

everlasting stupidity, the ex-Captain would

draw a comparison between his position

when " on the road," and that he now held,

very much to the advantage of his un-com-

missioned Captaincy—to the truth of which

he would confidently appeal to his friend

—

the which appeal, it is scarcely necessary to

say, was never made in vain.

Then his retrospection would go a little

further back; and, though he had been

wont, when styling himself " Captain," to

vote his previous state " villainous low and

vulgar," he now was in a humour to perceive

the advantages a State-footman had over

a private soldier, and became quite pathetic
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while lamenting his abandoned privileges of

doing nothing, shewing his insolence, and be-

coming sweet upon the long- lost Mrs. Jenny.

Of course the mention of Mrs. Jenny-

elicited from his more sentimental comrade

a world of lisping lamentations over the

charming yet faithless Mrs. Susan. A good

deal of abuse was levelled by the two for-

saken swains, at the fickleness of women in

general, and housekeepers and ladies' maids

in particular ; and this grievance necessarily

led them to dwell on the inexplicable blind-

ness of the sex, in neglecting gentlemen

of their merit, for so low a fellow as " a

Commoner's valet-de-sham ;
" and then our

travelled acquaintance came in for his share

of comment, and certainly it must be allowed

that never was man so heartily abused be-

hind his back.

Hitherto they had their conversation com-

pletely to themselves, and their brief marches

to and fro were undisturbed by any oc-

currence that was likely to take off their
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attention from their own more interesting

affairs; but just at this time, an individual

required admittance at the gate, who, when

he presented himself before them within the

precincts of the fortress they were guarding,

appeared to astonish them as much as if he

had been an enemy come to summon the

garrison to surrender.

" Can I believe my eyes
!

" cried the

stranger, gazing from the face of one to that

of the other, whilst one looked sullen, and the

other ashamed. " Yes ! as I live, 'tis his Grace

the Duke, and my noble friend the Marquis.

Par nobile fratrum, as we said at Cambridge."

The two worthies looked for a moment as

uncertain how to receive this recognition

;

for who should thus suddenly have presented

himselfbut the identical " everlasting rascal

"

they had been execrating so heartily for the

last ten minutes ! Yet he seemed so glad to

see them, and had apparently so completely

forgotten that unfortunate little affair of

theirs he had interrupted on the lung's
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highway, they could not think of commenc-

ing a quarrel.

a 'Pon honour, I 'm delighted to see you,

Marquis," continued their former fellow-

servant, in his liveliest strain. " By the

way, how monstrous well you become your

regimentals ! 'Tis a thousand pities, though,

so fine a fellow should not hold a high com-

mand in the regiment. But Fortuna favet

fortibus, as we said at Eton. Rest assured,

such merit as yours will not be long without

reaching its proper elevation.

"

" Well, that 's mighty civil of you," replied

the ex-Captain, his prejudices dissolving like

snow before the warmth of the well-directed

flattery of his old acquaintance. " Prodi-

gious civil—strike me dumb ! It 's monstrous

odd, too, you were the very person we were

talking about. Wasn't he, Duke?"

His comrade lisped his affirmation as

readily as ever.

The other expressed his high sense of the

honour that had been done him by his
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especial friend the Marquis, in which he

brought in a sentence extremely compli-

mentary to his estimable friend the Duke,

who, in terms lisped in his most amiable

manner, made due acknowledgment of so

unexpected an act of courtesy. This led to

other compliments and other gracious replies

;

and, one thing leading to another, there

ensued allusions to the good-fellowship they

had once known in the never-to-be-forgotten

evenings of " The Upper Servants' Supper

Club ;

" and never was the travelled valet

so lively in his discourse, so happy in his

quotations, and so friendly in his remarks, as

while communicating the " moving acci-

dents " which had befallen their associates

at the Admiral Yernon.

It was not at all extraordinary that, in the

course of his amusing gossip, Mr. Fibbs

should have casually mentioned his errand

in the Tower, as one he had been daily in

the habit of making for the last fortnight,

to inquire after the health of one of the
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prisoners, for whose comfort he was then

carrying a bottle of the then favourite

spirituous beverage, called gin, which he

laughingly held up to the light, before the

eyes of the two soldiers, till their mouths

watered to see it sparkle so near them.

Now be it known that this identical beve-

rage was one much patronized by these

worthies—so much so, indeed, as to have

caused their being tied up to the triangles

so often, as to have created that disgust of

the service to which we have already al-

luded; and they no sooner beheld the pale

liquid flashing before them, than they felt

an ardent desire to make themselves ac-

quainted with its flavour.

Fibbs, as if he read their thoughts, con-

tinued to laugh very pleasantly, as he held

up the bottle before the light, and, with two

or three choice fragments from his travelling

budget, commended the liquor as the very

finest of the kind that could be procured.

While their eyes glistened, and their mouths
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watered, he asked them if they should not like

"just the merest taste in the world." They

had scarcely given evidence of the excessive

gratification it would give them, when, much

to the ex-Captain's astonishment, he found

the bottle in his hand, with the cork drawn.

He was not a man to require much pressing

when anything so tempting was put in the

way; so, as may easily be imagined, the

mouth of the bottle was in his own, without

any unnecessary delays.

It was evident that the Captain's idea of

" the merest taste in the world " differed

considerably from the common acceptation

of it, for he did not pass the bottle to his

comrade till he had imbibed a respectable

share of its contents. The Squire was not

slow in following so admirable an example.

He took his tithe before he passed the bottle

back to its proper custodian. Mr. Fibbs

did not seem either surprised or offended at

the liberties that had been taken witli it

—

it is very possible it escaped his notice, for he
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was now monstrously facetious, and was

amusing his old companions with an anecdote

of a somewhat marvellous character, of his

adventures with his clear friend Madame
Pomme de Terre, at the Chateau Pomme de

Terre, in the relation of which he was so

absorbed, that he unconsciously raised the

bottle to his lips; and after testing the

quality of the spirit it contained, as uncon-

sciously passed it to his noble friend—as he

persisted in styling the once imperious State

Footman—who, apprehensive of a mistake,

and with the tempting liquor fresh on his

tongue, took a longer pull at the bottle than

he had done before.

Nothing could more completely shew the

abandonment of the narrator to the stoiy of

his own good fortune, than his inattention

to the liberty his lisping acquaintance was

now taking with his incomparable Geneva.

Indeed, the latter seemed so loth to part

with it, that his impatient comrade snatched

the bottle from him ; and as if he thought

VOL, III. M
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the excellence of the liquor would excuse

his rudeness, he made another application at

its mouth, longer too than either of those

that had preceded it.

Their vivacious friend was too much taken

up with the adorable lady of the Chateau,

to heed the rapid disappearance of the

liquid—nay, when the empty bottle was

thrust into his hands, he uttered not a word

upon its lightness, and seemed oblivious of

the shameful abuse of his good nature by the

two reckless grenadiers, who, now not a little

excited by the potent beverage, seemed only

inclined to lau^h at their friend's heedless-

ness in putting such capital stuff in their way.

They, however, were mightily amused with

his facetious narrative, and paid him many

compliments upon the gallantry he had

shewn in his adventure with the affectionate

Frenchwoman. They lounged carelessly

against one of the sentry-boxes; their arms,

instead of being carried to the shoulder,

rested with their butt ends upon the ground

;
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and in their flushed faces and joyous laughs,

there could be little doubt they were not

behaving on their post with that military

order and circumspection which was required

of them.

If their surprise had been great to find

their old acquaintance so confiding with the

bottle he had been so imprudent as to place

in their hands, it was beyond all description

when they beheld him quietly put it, empty

as it was, in the pocket whence he had taken

it, and draw a full one from the other, which,

without interrupting his interesting narra-

tive, he placed in the hands that were so

eagerly stretched out for its reception.

As this went through the same process as

the other, it is not at all extraordinary that

the two sentinels should in due course be-

come rather boisterous in their mirth, and

vastly demonstrative in their attachment to

their former implacable foe. All notion of

military discipline had completely disap-

peared. Their arms were carried any how,

M 2
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their sugar-loaf caps were awry on their

heads, their eyes were getting very fishy,

and their complexions of an amazingly chalky

texture. Indeed, there was no question that

they were extremely drunk.

In this state of affairs, the alarm was

given that some one was coming. The two

grenadiers, with a confused idea of the

punishment that awaited them, if the help-

less state in which they had drunk themselves

was discovered, made many awkward at-

tempts to shoulder their muskets, and stand

in the proper attitude to challenge the party

approaching. To their great relief it proved

to be a civilian, who was leaving the fortress

;

and they without difficulty recognised in

him the priest they had allowed to pass them

to visit the Lord Falkland.

They strove hard to look sufficiently

serious as he approached; and by partly

leaning against each other, and partly lean-

ing against the sentry-box, managed to pre-

serve something approaching a perpendicular

position.
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Their generous friend had jumped into

the sentry-box at the first alarm; and to

quiet their fears, offered to challenge the

approaching party for them. He glanced

over their shoulders at the priest as he ad-

vanced, as the two delinquents, in a maudlin

tone, kept expressing their apprehensions of

the punishment that awaited them, varied

occasionally by adding a tender reminiscence

of the several objects of their affections in

their never-to-be-forgotten days of gold-laced

breeches and gaudy coats.

" Here he comes !

" exclaimed Fibbs, in a

warning voice, " steady, on your lives. If

he sees anything suspicious about you, he

may alarm the guard; and then you may

expect a devil of a flogging, exempli gratia,

as we said at Eton.

" Hush !

" whispered their friend, and the

two drunkards tried hard to gather together

their scattered senses, and stand steadily as

the stranger passed them. It was lucky for

them, perhaps, that he approached with his
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eyes fixed to the ground, apparently absorbed

in pious meditation, or he must have noticed

their caps awry, and the disorderly manner

in which they stood. If he seemed indis-

posed to notice them, they were not in a

state to pay him any particular attention.

" Who goes there !
" cried the valet, in a

gruff voice.

" A friend !
" answered the priest, without

lifting his eyes from the ground. At this

moment one of the soldiers made a stumble,

and would have fallen, had not the ready

Fibbs held him up.

44 The pass-word !
" demanded the assumed

sentry, as the real ones were trembling in

their shoes.

" Culloden !
" replied Father Petres.

The direction to pass on was given ; and

the priest—to the great relief of the unlucky

sentries—without taking the slightest notice

of either of them, proceeded on his way. A
few seconds only elapsed before Mr. Fibbs

sprang from his hiding-place.
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" I greatly regret being obliged to leave

such pleasant company," he said, addressing

his stupified friends with an air of mock

courtesy, " but the fact is, I hear the tread

of the guard coming to relieve you ; and I

have no desire to share the punishment, of

which, I will do you the credit to say, there

is not a pair of rascals in his Majesty's

dominions more deserving

—

experto crede, as

we said at Cambridge. But before we part,

I will make you both happy with this piece of

information. My Lord Duke, your adorable

Mrs. Jenny is married to the man, excepting

myself, you most detested in the world

—

Sawney M'Foxie, my Lord Bath's Scotch

steward. My Lord Marquis, your charming

Mrs. Susan will very shortly be united to

the man, excepting Sawney M'Foxie, you

most detested in the world—who is your

very humble servant. I now leave you to

the tender mercies of your friend the

drummer. As we said at Eton

—

Vale"

Blind with rage and drunkenness, the
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two grenadiers simultaneously lowered their

muskets j and each grasping his weapon

firmly with both hands, made a furious

charge with the bayonet at their retreating

friend, accompanied by sundry spluttered

epithets that were anything but compli-

mentary. Their kind intentions towards

him were defeated, as much by the rapidity

with which he laughingly disappeared from

their sight, as by their awkwardness in

stumbling against each other; which in a

moment stretched them both on the ground.

They made various fruitless attempts to

rise ; and when the guard did come to relieve

them—for the mischievous valet had given

them a false alarm—they were found dis-

armed, with heads uncovered, and accoutre-

ments grimed with dirt, in a state of

such helpless intoxication, that they were

obliged to be carried to the guard-house.

As might be expected, they were made

examples of;—and a military example in

those days was such as the tender autho-
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rities at the Horse Guards must refer to as

belonging to a state of perfectibility in " the

Service," they despair of ever seeing restored

—in other words, they had so severe a flog-

ing, that, we are happy to say, they ever

afterwards abstained from strong waters

—

at least when upon duty.

m 3
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CHAPTER XI.

THE EXILES.

To an Englishman, the gradual receding

of the white cliffs of the fair island he re-

gards with such pride and affection, while

the vessel in which he embarks to seek his

fortune on some* distant shore rapidly leaves

the beloved land behind her, is usually fruit-

ful of deep regrets ; but there wrere two per-

sons on the deck of the " Polry of London,"

in whom the receding cliffs created feelings

of a totally opposite tendency.
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They were an elderly man and a young

female—persons, apparently, of distinction,

from their reserved manners and noble bear-

ing. They sat together, however, undis-

turbed, if not unnoticed; the gentleman's

hand clasped in that of the lady, and their

looks either fixed on each other in an appa-

rent ecstasy of fondness, or turned towards

the distant land that was fast sinking into

the horizon.

To them the fading cliffs were a source

of joy instead of sorrow—though one at

least of the pair, if not both, were henceforth

never to see them again. They were exiles,

with whom exile was regarded as the first

of blessings, instead of the heaviest misfor-

tune the native of a free and favoured country

could endure. They were political exiles,

whose thoughts clung to the foreign coast

which offered them an asylum, and shrank

from that which no longer afforded them

safety.

And yet it could scarcely be said that
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they were happy. They were free—and

there is no doubt they had a lively sense of

their liberty. They were safe from the rope

and the block—of which safety, there can be

as little question, they had the most lively

appreciation. Yet it is more than possible

that, with the deep sense of the priceless

blessing they enjoyed in each other's society,

coupled with the conviction of their perfect

security, there was a feeling, if not of posi-

tive regret, of very painful retrospection.

In the colourless complexion of the young

lady, there were traces of emotion, which

even the felicity she felt in having effected

her escape could not overpower. There

might be read in the eyes—those unfailing

interpreters of the heart's most hidden feel-

ings—a sense of suffering which lay too

deep to be affected by any passing enjoy-

ment. She seemed to cling to her compa-

nion with a most touching fondness; but

there was ever and anon a deep-breathed

sigh—a kind of spasmodic respiration, which
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shewed that her thoughts as well as her

sympathies had another subject to dwell

upon.

They were a long time silent; for both

were oppressed with feelings that lay heavily

on the mind; they were as if awaking from

a frightful dream, with a confused sense of

danger, struggling against a rising convic-

tion of safety.

" My father !
" murmured the young fe-

male at last, pressing her companion's hand,

and looking affectionately up into his face,

" the world is all before us : surely we may

find a nook, in which the little happiness

that will content us, may be carefully hus-

banded and wisely enjoyed."

" My daughter! " replied the gentleman,

solemnly, " be assured that virtues such as

yours will meet their due reward, both here

and hereafter. Believe me, there is much

happiness in store for you."

The pale face was illumined with a smile

—a smile that shewed either that she was
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pleased, or wished to appear so; but it was

confined to her lips, around which it played

with a fitful brilliance, like a flame that

would not burn. The eyes did not smile

—

they were dry, unsteady, and painful in their

expression. She still pressed the hand she

held so affectionately, and still strove to

look as though the horizon of her hopes

was bounded by her love for her parent.

As the reader, perhaps, has already sur-

mised, these two persons, thus hurrying

from the land they loved so much, were

Arabella Falkland and her father. "With

the assistance of some trusty friends, his

Lordship had effected his escape from the

Tov/er the day previously to his execution.

Apparently he was not so happy as so timely

an escape ought to have made him, for

my Lord Falkland was troubled both in

heart and mind : his pride had been humbled

by a sense of obligation he never could

repay ; and his sympathies were most acutely

excited by a knowledge of the sufferings
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of his beloved daughter, of which he could

not conceal from himself that he was the

cause.

After for some time vainly endeavouring

to still his own emotions, he excused him-

self for leaving her for a few minutes, to

speak to the Captain ; he was intent only on

removing from her observation before he

was quite unmanned. Scarcely had he dis-

appeared, when the young lady rapidly drew

a paper from her bosom. It was crumpled,

and in some places wet with tears. Never-

theless, she spread it open once more, and

with a heavy sigh commenced reading the

following sentences :

—

" Beloved, Adored, Arabella !

" Were I to attempt to explain to you the

earnest and deep-seated passion with which

your noble and graceful nature inspired me,

when I was so fortunate as to make your ac-

quaintance at Eome, I should only take up

a great deal of your time, without succeeding
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in my object—for no language is sufficiently

eloquent to express that new state of being

with which I became acquainted, when

dazzled with that rare vision of intellectual

loveliness that first rose before my enrap-

tured senses within the honoured walls of

your Roman Villa. Let it suffice, that I

saw you and loved you ; without being aware

of the hopeless dream into which a passion

for an object so completely out of my sphere

had lulled me. We were parted—I was

obliged to acquiesce in the necessity of the

separation, and left Italy, abandoning the

priceless treasure for which I had madly

ventured to aspire;—abandoning it, as it

seemed, for ever—for fire and water looked

more likely to coalesce than the famines of

Falkland and Walpole.

" I returned to England, and, with a

younger brother's limited prospects, sought

to distinguish myself in a public career.

Thanks to the solicitude of the best of

fathers and most sagacious of statesmen, I
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was launched into the turbulent sea of

politics with advantages rarely possessed by

so young an adventurer.

" It was strange to me, that though

nothing could be more desperate than the

state of my relations with you, I cherished

your image as assiduously as though I en-

joyed the happiness of being an accepted

lover, and delighted in the conviction that

our union was not only possible, but very

near. Under whatever circumstances I

found myself—whether playing the role of

a light-hearted votary of fashion—assuming

the character of the most earnest of politicians

—or seeking the honours of a studious

scholar—those classical features rose before

me with a star-like radiance, such as that

with which your co-religionists encompass

the heads of their saints ; and threw a tender

light on my path, as though to render it

more attractive or accessible.

" Nevertheless, every step I took increased

the distance between us. Without my being
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aware of it, the path I had chosen was daily

leading me farther from the object I so

hopelessly continued to covet. It was not

till by the singular accident of mistaking

the house at Bath to which I had been

invited, I discovered how completely we

were opposed to each other in thought and

feeling. Yet even this discovery did not

remove that heart-worship with which I re-

garded your noble characteristics. I still

saw you an object of profound idolatry—to

be guarded—to be warned—to be saved. I

found you embarking in a cause I knew to

be hopeless, and mixed up with a knot of

reckless spirits in an adventure which could

not fail of drawing down destruction upon

the heads of all enowed in it. I would

have risked everything to warn—I would

have died to save you ; but you took effectual

means to prevent 1113' interposition.

" We met as;ain—how coldlv—how unna-

turally—I wish not to Fecal to you. Once

more we met ; and a trifling service I had
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the good fortune to perform for you, was the

happy means of producing a renewal of

that exquisite sympathy which, under a more

genial sky, made us appear to each other the

most blest of human beings. Alas ! the

demon of political discord was thrust in

between us, and we were again two

severed hearts, divided by a barrier

of pride it was vain indeed to hope to

remove.

" I remind you of the unfortunate insur-

rection in which you played so distinguished

a part, merely to have an opportunity of

referring to the noble act of womanly devo-

tion you ventured to perform on my behalf,

when the cause you had embraced with such

ardour appeared to have completely tri-

umphed. Your treasured communication

from Derby, though it produced no effect

upon my loyalty, awakened, with more

than pristine strength, the ardent passion

with which you had inspired me; and the

receipt of your affectionate appeal being im-
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mediately followed by intelligence of the

retreat of the Scottish army, I sought every

available channel of obtaining some know-

ledge of your movements, to rescue you and

your father from the destruction I knew to

be impending over the young Prince's par-

tizans. Imagine the state of my feelings

when I heard, very shortly afterwards, of

your capture ! Your arrival in town was

scarcely notified, when I hurried to your

prison.

" I will now say nothing of the wretched

state of mind into which I was plunged by

your stern repulse of all my efforts to be

of service. I pass at once to the unex-

pected apparition of yourself within my
threshold. That was an appeal that ought

to have roused the dead. I have but an im-

perfect recollection of the state of frantic

excitement in which I rushed to my father

in an adjoining room, and implored his inter-

cession for Lord Falkland ; but I believe I

expressed some desperate determination if
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the execution of his Lordship was not

stayed.

"My father tried to soothe me; but,

though on all previous occasions the most

tractable of sons, I was now wild and reck-

less, and would not listen to his arguments.

The more he sought to reason with me on

the impossibility of any interference, the

more I raved. At last he paused a moment,

and told me he was willing to attempt his

influence with the King on one condition

only. "Without waiting to hear what he had

to propose, but catching at the chance of

saving a life so dear to you, I wildly—madly

—offered to accept any condition, however

hard it might be, and urged him to lose not

a moment in making the attempt.

" My father—through a private channel,

known only to himself—immediately com-

municated with the King, over whom, I have

reason to believe, his influence is still very

great ; but, great as his influence was, it was

insufficient to gain a pardon for Lord Falk-
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land : all that his Majesty could be induced

to grant, after the most earnest entreaties,

was, that facilities should be afforded the

prisoner to escape, if he chose to avail him-

self of them. If he succeeded in passing the

sentinels at the gate of the Tower, who were

likely to be the only obstacles in his egress

from that fortress, according to previous

arrangements, he would be allowed, without

molestation, to make his way to a ship then

in the river.

" I had reason to fear that Lord Falk-

land would not easily be induced to attempt

his escape; and having learnt from Lady

Furbelow the desire he had expressed to see

a priest, I gladly caught at the opportunity

thus presented to me of effecting our object.

Your father, I trust, will pardon the decep-

tion I practised upon him as Father Petres

:

assuredly, if ever the means justified the

end, my assumption of so sacred a character

may find its justification in the rescuing

from a public death a life so valuable.
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" I had the good fortune to persuade his

Lordship to wear the ecclesiastical habit in

which I had introduced myself into his

prison ; he quitted his chamber, and passed

unsuspected and unnoticed till he came to the

gate, where the dexterity of my servant had

secured his further progress in perfect safety.

" And now, having effected all that you

desired, and gained all that I had prayed

for, I must here take my leave of you for

ever. The condition on which alone I could

obtain the boon you had so movingly de-

manded, was the sacrifice of every hope of

yourself 1 have pledged myself never to

hold further communication with you, di-

rectly or indirectly. To please you, I have

lost you. To afford you happiness, I have

abandoned every prospect of my own. The

world is now a blank to me. It may tempt

my ambition, it may gratify my intellect,

but I have shut out from myself the best

pleasures of existence. I can never be any-

thing better than a dreamer of dreams. All
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my world must be shadowy, indistinct, and

untangible. I must labour without a pur-

pose ; I must struggle without a prospect of

advantage.

u Likely enough, we shall never meet

a train : but be assured that if ever it could

be said that to me there is one thing impos-

sible, it is forgetfulness. Like the true be-

liever, who, be he where he may, in his soli-

tary devotions never fails to turn in the

direction of Mecca, I shall as readily, at all

times and seasons, find the holy city of my

thoughts esteemed by a lively faith as the

sepulchre of uiy affections.

" Farewell, then, fairest, noblest, worthiest

of your sex ! If I could secure your happi-

ness, you should have a dower that angels

might envy. Let me entreat a favourable

consideration of this forced abandonment;

and whenever your thoughts stray in that

direction, regard me as one who would live

but for your esteem, and who struggles but

for }'our respect. Farewell. I trust I shall
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play out my part in the busy world in such

a manner as may induce you to think kindly,

as must force you to think worthily of me.

But under all circumstances, I must remain,

beloved Arabella,

" Your devoted and most faithful friend,

"Horace Walpole."

The letter was read., some passages more

than once, and then with a furtive caress

confined to its depository. It is but justice

to add, that during the voyage the perusal

was repeated many times. This did not

make the fair reader more melancholy—on

the contrary, it soothed her disturbed spirits.

That settled despair, which had given so

painful a character to her features, became

softened and subdued ; and when she landed

at Naples she had in a great measure re-

gained her composure.

Miss Falkland returned to Rome, but for

a long time refused to mingle in its society.

Her father's death happened about ten years

VOL. III. N
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after the rebellion, and was brought about

by the unworthy conduct of the young

Prince, in whose daring adventure he had

taken so onerous a part.

She occasionally corresponded . with her

relatives in England, particularly with her

aunt, Lady Furbelow, notwithstanding her

ladyship had become a furious Methodist,

a devout follower of the eloquent Whitfield

—had banished her monkey, her parrot, and

her other fashionable friends—and raved of

" Divine Grace," boasted of u a Call," and

had turned her mansion into a meeting-

house, where, on alternate nights with her

card parties, tea and tracts were served out

to the elect, with a due allowance of inhar-

monious hymns and interminable holdings

forth. For all which, her ladyship could not

occasionally avoid betraying that hankering

after the world and all its idlest vanities,

which had exercised such powerful influence

over her whole life.

On one occasion the pious dowager alluded
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to the demise of Prince Frederick—for, to

the great grief of Bubb Doddington at least,

his Royal Highness had rather suddenly de-

parted this life, and with him seemed to have

departed all hope of the long delayed peerage.

Nevertheless, that gentleman's losses at

cards, and his incautious loans to the Heir-

Apparent, met with a recompense at last.

A Minister was found to perform that which

all others had been satisfied with promising
;

and Bubb Doddington, to his infinite grati-

fication, became Baron Melcombe of Mel-

combe Regis. The honours, however, he

had so long prayed for, he did not long re-

tain; for he had scarcely got familiar with

them, when he was deprived, by the hand

that respects neither rank nor wealth, of

both his nobility and his life.

" So the Crown Prince of Hanover is gone

at last
!

" wrote the steady Jacobite. " This

ought to have been an advantage on our

side; but as he is no loss to his friends, he

n2
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can be no gain to us. I lament much being

obliged to add, that his less fortunate cousin

has so grievously fallen off from the promise

his youth afforded, that many of the most

staunch adherents of his family here are in-

different to this removal of a competitor for

the throne, to which he has so undeniable a

claim.

"Few things have given me more pain

than the discreditable proceedings by which

his Royal Highness chooses to be known.

I am afraid the Stuart cause is now utterly

hopeless, and that we must reconcile our-

selves to the House of Hanover as well as

we can. This may be a bitter pill to some

of us—but it will act beneficially on our

fortunes, if not on our frames. As for me,

I am grown as careless of all such sublunary

matters as might be expected from one whose

whole thoughts are on the Tabernacle. As

I told our friend Lady Townshend, Guelph

or Stuart are nought in the eyes of the

Elect! 'As far as I know of them,' she re-
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plied, with a mighty peculiar shake of her

head, ' both are very naught indeed.'

" Were I not acquainted with the pitiable

state of your poor benighted soul, in the

very stronghold of Papistry, I would ac-

quaint you with the outpourings of that

vial of righteousness who hath so completely

weaned me from the vanities of the world.

By the way, I am told that you can get

some monstrous pretty trinkets at Rome—

I

think you may send me a handsome neck-

lace, and a brooch, and two or three of the

better sort of rings.

" Ah ! my beloved niece, the Rev. Mr.

Sniveltone's discourses are the most moving

that ever were heard in this vale of sin. I

can think of nothing else. Indeed, I have

forsworn all worldly vanities, that I might

devote myself to the due consideration of my
eternal weal. Old Lady Snufflewell said

to me, t'other night, as we were playing

the last game, c What an edifying sermon

was that we heard yesterday !—Spades are
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trumps, my dear/ says she, as though to re-

mind me I should return her lead. ' I feel

it a priceless blessing to listen to so powerful

a denouncer of the temptations of Satan

—

That is my trick, Maram, if you please,' she

added— ' Indeed, I can say with truth, I

never was made so sensible of the nothing-

ness of this world—We score five, Ma'am;

three by honours and two by cards.

'

" I almost forget what followed, except

that we took advantage of the deals to

sing the praises of this Chosen Vessel;

and, directly we had scored our points,

rivalled each other in the expression of

our congratulations on possessing such a

saint."

Such now was the Dowager Lady Furbe-

low and her great political associates. The

eccentric spirits of the world of beauty, gal-

lantry, and fashion, had been transformed by

the sobering hand of time into a knot of

pious old Methodists, whose nights were
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devoted to the card-table as zealously

as their days were given to the con-

venticle. Peace be to their manes! Whe-

they have played their cards well or ill in

the great game of life, it is now useless to

inquire—suffice it to say, that true to their

ruling passion, even in their graves, they

await "the last trump."
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CHAPTER XII.

STRAWBERRY HILL.

" There is a tide in the affairs of men,"

which our wandering Savans of The British

Association for the Advancement of Science

have not as yet embraced in their tidal inves-

tigations. Nevertheless, we think it presents

phenomena at least equally worthy of ob-

servation with those one of this enlightened

brotherhood discovered in " the flame of a

common candle."

The current of human life exhibits as
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regular an ebbing and flowing as may be

witnessed every day in the week by any of

the innumerable natural philosophers who

" go down to the sea in ships " at the cost of

eighteen-pence the excursion. When there

is an unusually high tide in the commercial

world, it will throw up such strange animals

as a Railway King—just as its prototype, in

some extraordinary vagary, sends on our

shores a spermaceti whale. But when the

tide is very low indeed, it strands all manner

of creatures, who, after a long struggle,

have found it impossible to keep their heads

above water. It is fatal to Directors, Pro-

visional Committee-men, and tomore singular

examples of the genus Cervus, than ever

were overwhelmed by the Great Flood, or

brought to light by the unwearied diggings

of fossil geologists.

That this flux and reflux may also be

attributed to the moon, is more than probable.

The records of Hanwell and St, Luke's afford

strong grounds for this hypothesis, and they

N o
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are confirmed by the unanswerable evidence

of Coroners 7

Inquests. That prodigious

lunatic, the Ocean, was never more in want

of a strait waistcoat, than are the indi-

viduals on whom the force of the tide in their

affairs has carried out of their proper posi-

tion in society. Whether they take the

shape of city dignitaries or experimental

legislators, they require to be restrained, or

confined to a padded room, or they are sure

to do mischief to every body, and knock

their heads against everything. Y\
7
ith the

millionnaire, the moon seems always at the

full. His actions are only to be accounted

for by the charitable theory, which makes

people who have exhibited too intense a

desire of appropriation

—

non compos.

Two subjects, having an intimate connec-

tion with each other, excite our remarks.

" Time and tide," says the proverb, " wait

for no man." Perhaps we have illustrated

the latter sufficiently; let us now have a

word or two respecting our venerable friend
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with the forelock. It is true, he is a prodi-

gious stickler for punctuality. He waits for

neither man nor woman—but be it remem-

bered there are some individuals who will not

wait for him, ofwhom it has been already said,

" Panting Time toils after " in vain. We
allude not to those distinguished characters

who have so confidently been pronounced

" a century before their age.
n

It would be

in vain indeed, even were the veteran pedes-

trian to lighten himself of his perpetual

scythe and hour-glass, to overtake any one

having the start of him a hundred years.

Some persons have singular privileges, and

do with him very much as they like. They

are those independent domestics who put the

clock slow or fast, according to the whim

of the moment. These are writers of fiction

.

It is with them only that Time goes all

sorts of paces. He ambles withal—he trots

withal—he gallops withal—and, honesty

obliges us to add, too frequently he creeps

withal. However, so far are we from allow-
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ing him to creep with us, we mean to stretch

our privilege to an extent beyond all prece-

dent. We must, therefore, request the

gentle reader, (of course,) to understand that

no less than fifty years have elapsed since

the last meeting of the hero and heroine of

this story.

It is of no more use protesting against

such a proceeding, than for the British Go-

vernment to protest against the matrimonial

manoeuvrings of the King of the French. The

Author, however, has an excuse for his appa-

rently unwarrantable step, which Louis Phi-

lippe had not. With him it is not the result

of choice, but of necessity. As no doubt the

reader is sufficiently aware, " Truth is

strange—stranger than fiction "—and the

very strange part of Truth in this case is,

that the hero of these three volumes flou-

rished full half a century after " our last

advices."

And here let us make another justifica-

tion, for what may have seemed no less a
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singularity. The locality which gives a

name to this story, has hitherto not been

indicated in the narrative. Now, although

we could at once refer to usage, among some

of our contemporaries, whose titles it would

puzzle a greater conjuror even than M. Phi-

lippe to connect with their stories in any

way, we, more rationally, lay claim to

toleration on the broad basis of matter-of-

fact. Our excuse is identical with that of

the fair Tilburina, who " could not see the

Spanish fleet, because 'twas not in sight."

Up to the date to which we have carried the

adventures of our hero, the place to which

he has given so durable a celebrity, as far at

least as he was concerned, did not exist.

We cannot venture, in the last chapter of

the last volume of a novel, to enter upon

details. In transporting the reader fifty

years, we can only afford him as rapid a

glance at the carte du pays, as he could ob-

tain in a journey of fifty miles by an express

train on the Great Western. He must
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Having surfeited upon pictures, bronzes,

enamels, carvings, china, and every variety

of elegant curiosity, he was led into an ample

apartment, in which there appeared to be a

countless collection, or rather selection, of

books; many of which, it was well known,

had cost the owner very large sums. Xot

the least interesting part of the collection

was a considerable number which was

pointed out to him, as quite as much the

work of the proprietor, as was the house

;

for when he intermitted his labours in

building, planting, and furnishing, he had

quite as industriously taken to writing,

printing, and publishing.

It is difficult to say whether more mar-

vellous things were circulated of this ex-

traordinary building, or of its extraordinary

owner. His name became famous far and

near as an antiquary, an historian, a poet,

a virtuoso, and an architect : he was an

Admirable Crichton anions: collectors—

a

Prince in his patronage of art; and from
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the palaces of the King of England to the

cottages of the neighbouring labourers, his

name was a theme of popular gossip. No

one talked so much of anything as of Straw-

berry Hill—the name that had been given

to this new gothic castle. No building in

England was half so popular. Princely

Chatsworth, and imperial Windsor, were

overlooked as much as stately Sion, and

formal Kew. A pilgrimage to Strawberry

Hill appeared the same thing to the Christian

of taste, as one to Mecca was to the good

Mahometan; and the road through Brent-

ford, as well as that from Richmond, were

daily thronged by crowds of eager pedes-

trians and equestrians, while " the silent

highway " of the silver Thames bore an

equal freight of proselytes to the faith of the

modern gothic.

The fifty years are passed ; and the won-

derful building, though less a novelty, was

still an object of great gratification and

curiosity—indeed, in some respect, curiosity
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of the neighbouring crows -feet, wrinkles,

and other evidences of life's wear and tear.

A dressing gown of a dark yet handsome

material wrapped his person entirely, except

one leg, which projecting a little above the

other, disclosed, by its numerous wrappers

and shoeless foot, that the individual was

a martyr to that aristocratic malady, the

gout; and by an occasional twitching of

the muscles of the face, and a movement of

the thin ruffled hands toAvards the afflicted

member, it seemed quite as evident that he

still suffered paroxysms of pain.

The invalid was the Earl of Orford—
respecting whom the world he appeared to

have abandoned, after he had borne the repu-

tation of being one of its choicest spirits for

half a century, circulated such an abundance

of curious gossip. Yes, the man who had

survived the court of George I., in which he

may be said to have been born—and that of

George II., of which he was at once the

ornament and illustrator—and had been for
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an ordinary man's life one of the notabilities

of the reign of George III., was obliged to be

satisfied with one apartment in his own

house, which he could only traverse by being

wheeled in his chair from one part to another.

The apartment in which he was so " cabin-

ed, cribbed, confined," might perhaps have

reconciled almost any person to its smallness,

by the variety and richness of its decorations.

There could be no question that vast ex-

pense and very considerable taste had been

lavished in its adornment. It was called

the Blue Breakfast Room—probably from

its blue paper, and blue-and-white hangings.

A chimney-piece intended to represent the

gothic style, divided attention with the win-

dows which were in the same taste. Every

available space on the walls was covered

with paintings, drawings, enamels, and

framed prints ; and every nook and corner

elsewhere were crowded with china of the

choicest kinds, alabaster and other orna-

ments, and handsome articles of plate.
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had increased, for in consequence of the diffi-

culty there was in the way of its gratifica-

tion, very few persons could obtain a sight

of the treasures of Strawberry Hill: its

lord, who now bore the title of Earl of

Orford, had grown very fastidious, as well

as very old, and would only permit admis-

sion to his castle when the visitor was

known to him, or was recommended for

that especial favour by a mutual friend.

He was known to be an invalid—it was

notorious he disliked trouble in his intervals

of health—and when indisposed, which had

latterly become frequent, he was rarely ac-

cessible to his most intimate friends.

In proportion as the difficulty of admission

increased, grew the desire of those who knew

Strawberry Hill and its eccentric possessor

only by reputation, to obtain a nearer

acquaintance with both; and all sorts of

manoeuvres were put in practice, having this

object in view. But almost always the

curious were doomed to be satisfied with
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the marvels that were current in society-

respecting the modern castle and its

treasures; and to be provoked by the in-

numerable anecdotes in circulation illustra-

tive of the wit, the talent, and the singularity

of its venerable owner.

It was in the year 1795, that an old

gentleman was sitting, or rather reclining,

on a curious specimen of those wheeled seats,

usually called invalid chairs. He was evi-

dently not far from his eightieth year. His

face was thin and pale ; and from the drawing

in of the mouth, there could be no doubt his

jaws were toothless. His head could boast

of but little hair, which grew mostly at the

back, which was sprinkled with powder and

carefully tied with a ribbon, in the fashion

then common in the polite world towards

the close of the last century.

But though his physiognomy gave so many

traces of the foot -prints of time, there was

still a vivacity in his clear eyes which seemed

to give the he to the unequivocal antiquity
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of the neighbouring crows -feet, wrinkles,

and other evidences of life's wear and tear.

A dressing gown of a dark yet handsome

material wrapped his person entirely, except

one leg, which projecting a little above the

other, disclosed, by its numerous wrappers

and shoeless foot, that the individual was

a martyr to that aristocratic malady, the

gout; and by an occasional twitching of

the muscles of the face, and a movement of

the thin ruffled hands towards the afflicted

member, it seemed quite as evident that he

still suffered paroxysms of pain.

The invalid was the Earl of Orford—
respecting whom the world he appeared to

have abandoned, after he had borne the repu-

tation of being one of its choicest spirits for

half a century, circulated such an abundance

of curious gossip. Yes, the man who had

survived the court of George I., in which he

may be said to have been born—and that of

George II., of which he was at once the

ornament and illustrator—and had been for
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an ordinary man's life one of the notabilities

of the reign of George III., was obliged to be

satisfied with one apartment in his own

house, which he could only traverse by being

wheeled in his chair from one part to another.

The apartment in which he was so " cabin-

ed, cribbed, confined," might perhaps have

reconciled almost any person to its smallness,

by the variety and richness of its decorations.

There could be no question that vast ex-

pense and very considerable taste had been

lavished in its adornment. It was called

the Blue Breakfast Room—probably from

its blue paper, and blue-and-white hangings.

A chimney-piece intended to represent the

gothic style, divided attention with the win-

dows which were in the same taste. Every

available space on the walls was covered

with paintings, drawings, enamels, and

framed prints; and every nook and corner

elsewhere were crowded with china of the

choicest kinds, alabaster and other orna-

ments, and handsome articles of plate.
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Marqueterie secretaries, with a fair allow-

ance of chairs and tables, and all other

necessary articles of upholstery, shewed that

the apartment was not deficient in any of

those innumerable things auctioneers place

under the generic title of " Requisites," over-

abundant as was the supply of what could

not very well come under that designation.

But while we are describing this memor-

able room, we are committing the unpar-

donable rudeness of keeping an elderly

gentleman standing—who had all this time

remained at a little distance from the Earl,

apparently about to take his departure.

There was no mistaking his erect military

carriage—even if the gentleman had not

been distinguished by the uniform of an

officer of the highest distinction in the

British army. His features were extremely

pleasing, and indicated that he had been

eminently handsome in his youth ; and as

he carried the plumed hat of a General

Officer on his left arm, while his right hand
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rested on a chair, he displayed a figure

which, still commandiDg and dignified, had

doubtless at one time been the perfection of

manly symmetry. His countenance was

grave—much more so even than that of his

companion—but occasionally there seemed

to come a smile over his features, that indi-

cated a secret satisfaction either in himself

or his associate, that he did not care entirely

to conceal.

The reader will be so good as to under-

stand that these personages were his par-

ticular' acquaintances, Horace Walpole and

Henry Conway. In the fifty years that had

elapsed, the whirligig Time had made strange

revolutions with the cousins, with whom he

had brought about his revenges with a ven-

geance. The young statesman, as we have

described, had taken some strong distaste of

public life, and altogether abandoned the

dreams of his youthful ambition, for the

reputation of a restorer of gothic architec-

ture, a man of letters, and the founder of
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Strawberry Hill. By the death not only of

his elder brothers, but of all his nearest

kindred, the younger son had succeeded to

his father's earldom. He who had once so

feverishly aspired for political distinction,

was content to be an amateur printer, pub-

lisher, author, collector—anything but a

Minister.

And how, in the meantime, had fared

that more quiet spirit, that could so readily

discover the bright side of things? The

honours of his own profession had not con-

tented him, though he had risen step by

step till he had attained the highest : he

had become a Field Marshal—he had filled

the post of Commander-in-chief. Ultimately

Marshal Conway had been called to his Ma-

jesty's Councils, in the very responsible office

of Secretary of State. There was ample rea-

son for the once light-hearted soldier looking

the gravest of grave and reverend seigniors.

" I must acknowledge, my dear Marshal,"

said the Earl, addressing his cousin in a
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tone in which mirth seemed struggling with

gravity, " I cannot help acknowledging, un-

gracious and ungallant as it may seem in

one who has been so staunch a friend to her

dear sex, that I don't care to see this Prin-

cess of yours. With all due respect to our

departed friend, who says,

" Even in their ashes live their wonted fires
'*

I cannot help coming to the conclusion that

Time has long since tolled the curfew which

should have rung out my fires to the last

spark. But, as you say this exalted old

lady has travelled such a prodigious distance

to behold me and my belongings, it would

be an intolerable piece of rudeness in me to

disappoint her. She speaks English, you

say? "

The other answered, that the Princess

Castrucci spoke it with as much facility

as her own language.

"Then I '11 tell you what I will do,

Marshal," he continued. " This confounded

vol. in. o
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gout makes it quite impossible that I can

wait upon your Princess—even were I not

too old by a vast deal for playing the agree-

able to her. Your Princess may be suffi-

ciently antiquated, as you say, but of course

she requires a mighty different sort of

cavalier to what I am likely to make her.

Prometheus as I am, fixed to this rock

upon wheels, with a vulture gnawing—not

my liver, but my great toe,—I am the last

person likely to do justice or credit to Straw-

berry Hill; so, my dear Marshal, as come

she will, I determine that you shall receive

her, and escort her throughout the castle,

explaining and describing all you think

worthy of notice ; and then, if you like, you

can bring her here : only you must prepare

her for meeting the deplorable piece of mor-

tality she has taken the trouble to come so

far to look at."

Marshal Conway promised acquiescence

;

and then it was soon arranged that the ex-

pected visitor was to be received with the
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honour due to her rank, as her equipage

drove to the door; and the Blue Breakfast

Room was to be the last apartment she was

to be led into by her military escort. The

Marshal said little on the subject—indeed

he was unusually reserved: nevertheless

there was a twinkle in his eye, and a smile

playing about the corners of his mouth,

indicating that the arrangement was one in

which he felt— though he did not choose

more openly to betray—much satisfaction.

In a few minutes the Earl was left alone,

his cousin having been summoned by a no-

tice of the arrival of the Princess ; and he

had ample opportunity to reflect on the

honour he had received. But it so hap-

pened that Princesses were no novelties at

Strawberry Hill—partly from a near kins-

woman of his own having married into the

Royal Family, and partly from the extreme

favour in which the edifice and its treasures

were held at Court. The Earl of Orford,

therefore, did not bestow many thoughts

o 2
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upon his visitor—and few as these were,

they were but little to her advantage. In

his heart he could not help considering her

as an intruder.

He had taken up a costly illuminated

manuscript — which, with a variety of

other antiquarian bijoux, lay on the table

before him, and dipping his pen into a

silver stanclish, commenced writing what

appeared to be a description of the work

and its ornaments. He suddenly came to

a pause in his work. His thoughts had

wandered into another channel. The scrip-

tural scenes* and Komish ceremonies, so

delicately delineated on the vellum of the

priceless little volume in his hand, had

called up memories, entombed for half a cen-

tury, of her whose religion it illustrated.

It is extraordinary what stubborn stuff

our natures may become. In some folks a

short period will render the heart as com-

plete a fossil, as ever was created under the

operation of some three or four thousand
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years. And very old bachelors are gene-

rally fossilized out of all recollection of ten-

der sympathy. If they own such a thing

as a heart, it is in a situation wondrous

similar to that of a toad in a block of gra-

nite. There are instances, on the other

hand, where the affections of the octogena-

rian seemed to burn like an asbestos lamp

in ancient tombs. All their mortality may

be falling into that gradual decay which

no skill can avert—may be perishing utterly

and helplessly to that repulsive caput mor-

tuum, that miserable residuum of dry bones,

to which the mightiest must come at last

—

when, in the crucible which retains these

worthless compounds, some have discovered

that true elixir vitce which alone has the

power of renewing to the aged the spirit of

their youth.

The venerable Earl glanced round his

handsome apartment. But on the many

beautiful objects on which his eyes fell, they

rested without satisfaction. He could not
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help asking himself, for whom these trea-

sures had been collected? He was childless

and wifeless. The doom which had de-

prived him of the one being, for whom, like

the patriarch, his soul had wrestled as it

were with an angel, in the shape of filial

love, had filled his nature with distaste for

every thing approaching a second attach-

ment. And he was now, after long divert-

ing his mind from his fate, by cultivating

a taste for intellectual pleasures, standing

on the brink of that dread gulf to which

all are destined, unable to take with him

the slightest portion of his acquisitions, and

having no one belonging to him on whom

they could be bestowed.

A man who has no offspring is scarcely

half a man: he has lost the link which

should connect him with the future. He

may have antecedents, but no posterity. In

short, he is but an abrupt remnant of that

mortal fabric which nature has provided to

be of one piece from time to eternity. Worst
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of all, wanting them, his life is deprived

of those ministers of Almighty Love, who

in their childhood surround him like che-

rubs, and on his death-bed are the attend-

ing seraphs to usher him to the gates of

heaven.

Thoughts such as these passed through

his lordship's mind, subduing it to a femi-

nine softness, that rendered him, in his ill

state of health, and with his debilitated

frame, more than ever unfit to receive stran-

gers : but there was no relief. His sadden-

ing reveries had lasted long, and he heard

loud voices approaching him, which he soon

discovered to be those of his kinsman and

a female. With more than the customary

irritability of an invalid, he pronounced a

wish respecting " the over-curious old wo-

man," more remarkable for its earnestness

than its civility ; and if he did not resolve

to be absolutely rude to her, was far from

desiring to render himself agreeable.

Presently they entered. The visitor had
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been shewn every portion of the remarkable

edifice, the celebrity of which had reached

her in her own far distant land : she had

inspected the Tribune, the Library, the Cha-

pel, the Hall, the Armoury, the Great Clois-

ter, the Refectory, the Waiting Room, the

China Room, the Tea Room, the Little Par-

lour, the Green Closet, the Gallery, and the

Round Drawing Room—ay, her attentive

Cicerone had led her through the Yellow

Bedchamber or Beauty Room, the Green Bed

Chamber in the Round Tower, the Blue

Bedchamber, the Red Chamber, the Star

Chamber, the Holbein Chamber, and the

Great North Bedchamber ; and whether

the attentions of the handsome veteran, or

the great variety of pleasing objects she

had met with, had afforded her the most

gratification, she seemed in high spirits.

Marshal Conway, with a gallantry that

distinguished gentlemen of the old school,

led the lady towards the invalid's chair, and

with a stately gravity becoming his high
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command and the rank of his friend's guest,

introduced the Princess Castrucci to the

Earl of Orford. His Lordship was in no

humour for any particular courtesy, but his

long habits of politeness would not allow

him to neglect the rules of good breeding.

He made a courteous inclination of his head,

as he raised his eyes towards the unseason-

able intruder. He had expected to behold

an old woman, and an old woman he cer-

tainly did see—the ivory-headed staff on

which she leant, and the ear-trumpet she

held, were ample proofs that his visitor had

arrived at an advanced period of life—but

he could not help confessing to himself that

there was a sort of elegance in her ex-

tremely neat and becoming costume, and

a pleasantness in her well-preserved fea-

tures, which shewed traces of extraordinary

beauty, that rendered her in outward ap-

pearance the most agreeable old woman he

had ever seen.

He was subdued so far as to express a
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graceful welcome to his mansion ; and after

seeing her seated on a fauteuil, placed by the

gallant veteran opposite his own seat, he cour-

teeously thanked her Highness for the honour

she had done him, and hoped she had not been

disappointed by her visit, to so great an

extent as he, better knowing the deficiency

of Strawberry Hill, had reason to fear she

had been. His Lordship did not notice the

earnest scrutiny and touching interest with

which the Princess was regarding him as

he spoke. His eyesight was much im-

paired, or he would have seen that tears

were trembling on her lids, and that her

venerable head shook with an unusual

emotion. These signs, however, soon

disappeared, as her Highness began to

express the intense gratification she had ex-

perienced.

His Lordship's reserve sensibly diminished,

as he listened to the lively remarks of his

visitor. He had never heard opinions better

expressed; her knowledge of art was not
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only unusual—there was originality in every

sentence she uttered on the subject. For

such a companion he felt he could make

some efforts; and there presently ensued a

long and extremely animated gossip between

them, on a vast variety of subjects. Art,

literature, poetry, and the drama, were in

turns exhausted of their interest: from

letters they proceeded to persons ; and states-

men, diplomatists, beauties, wits, and all

the celebrities of the last half century, passed

in review, with an abundance of illustrated

anecdote, as characteristic as it was en-

tertaining.

Lord Orford had never been so agreeable,

even in his most entertaining days—his wit

appeared as exhaustless as his memory : but

he now began to hesitate, and seemed more

than once about to say something which

he scarcely liked to venture upon. The

Princess had been giving him a thousand

charming reminiscences of friends he had

known in Italy, during his early tour in
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that delightful country. His cousin had

unaccountably left the position he had taken

up near him, when he had placed the lady

in her seat ; and was in a distant part of the

room, intently examining a print he had seen

before at least a hundred times.

" I was about to ask your Highness," he

observed at last, with a somewhat unsteady

voice, " respecting a family once settled at

Rome, that, in the unhappy time of 1745,

are believed to have suffered from their

loyalty to the unfortunate Prince they

served with such admirable devotion—

I

mean the Falklands?"

It was now the lady's turn to exhibit a

little hesitation.

" I remember," he resumed, " reading an

account of my Lord Falkland's demise. But

he had a daughter—an only child, I believe.

I never could learn what became of her.

No one of my friends who visited Rome

could learn anything of Miss Falkland, sub-

sequently to her father's decease. I knew
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her once, and should have been gratified

could I have learned that she retained

any recollection of our acquaintance. There

can be little doubt that a young lady of her

singular attractions made a suitable union."

" She did not marry/' replied the Princess,

in a voice still more faltering than his own

had been. " She was faithful to an attach-

ment she had formed under circumstances

that forbade its consummation."

There ensued a silence between them of

several seconds.

" Possibly the reason of there being no

trace of her at Pome, was occasioned by

her having embraced a religious life, and

retired from the world of which she was so

graceful an ornament? " said the Earl.

" Arabella Falkland did not fly for refuge

from her troubles to the sanctity of the

convent," replied the Princess, her hands

equally tremulous with her voice. " She

was persuaded to take the name of her

mother's family, having succeeded to a con-
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siderable property in a remote part of the

Roman States, to which she retired. She

lived in the strictest seclusion; but every-

day of the long life that was granted to her

by a beneficent Deity—morning, noon, and

night—her earnest prayers mingled with

her heartfelt benedictions for him who had

purchased her happiness by the sacrifice of

his own."

Another pause ensued, equally eloquent.

The unusual moisture in the old lord's eyes,

possibly prevented him from seeing that

tears were chasing each other down the

cheeks of his venerable companion.

" Does she live? " he at last ventured to

inquire.

" She is here !
" was murmured in reply.

Marshal Conway had left the well known

print—had left the room. There was no

spectator of the simultaneous action that

locked two trembling, feeble, wasted hands

together. He had been made aware of the

feeling which had induced the venerable
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Princess to visit this country, and the

object of her affections; and readily lent-

il imself to the accomplishment of her wishes

so far as they regarded an introduction to

his kinsman.

In the fulfilment of another desire he was

equally instrumental. It was her last visit

to Strawberry Hill—her last interview with

its lord. The unusual excitement she had

experienced, was fatal to her. On returning

from her interesting visit, she was attacked

with paralysis, and in a few days her remains

were consigned to the family vault, belong-

ing to her long lost, long loved home

—

Falkland Court.

In a short time afterwards, a hatchment

made its appearance in front of Strawberry

Hill, announcing that the same fate had

attended its lord. So well had been kept

the secret of his attachment, that it was not

till the lamentable dispersion of the col-

lections the Earl of Orford had employed

his long life in forming, that the only
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evidence of it was discovered in the manner

already related in the Introduction to these

volumes. Numerous conjectures have been

made as to the cause of the abrunt abandon-

ment of Horace Walpole's political career,

and of the bitterness of spirit which sub-

sequently so prominently pervaded his

thoughts and feelings : though the Author

is not confident that the solution of the

mystery furnished in this story is the cor-

rect one, he trusts it may be received as an

apology for him, till better testimony in his

favour makes its appearance.

THE END.

HATTON & CO., PKINTEUS, KING STKEET, COVENT GAUKKX.
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MEMOIRS OF THE REIGN
OP

KING GEORGE THE SECOND;
BY HORACE WALPOLE, EARL OF ORFORD.

EDITED, WITH A PREFACE AND NOTES, BY THE LATE LORD
HOLLAND.

The manuscript of these " Memoirs of the Reign of George the
Second" was found at Strawberry Hill on the death of Horace Walpole,
along with that of the " Memoirs of the Reign of George the Third,"
lately published by Sir Denis Le Marchant, in two chests, relative to

which the author left written directions that they were not to be

opened till a considerable period after his decease. That time having
arrived, the seals were removed, and the nobleman to whom the

Memoirs had been bequeathed (the Earl of Waldegrave), decided on
giving them to the public ; and that they might possess every possible

advantage it was arranged that they should appear under the editorial

auspices of the late Lord Holland, whose intimate acquaintance with
the period illustrated, family connexion with the most celebrated indi-

viduals of the time, and distinguished scholarship, appeared to point him
out as above all men peculiarly fitted for the task of preparing them
for the press.

There can be no question that the " Memoirs of the Reign of
George II." far exceed in public interest any of the numerous
productions of the same accomplished pen. The writer was in a

position either to observe the extraordinary events then occurring, or

to command intelligence from the most secret sources. Known as the

son of the ablest minister the age produced (Sir Robert Walpole) aud
having many of his nearest friends and relatives members at different

periods either of the government or of the opposition, it is impossible

to imagine an individual more favourably circumstanced to record the

stirring scenes and great events that made the reign of George II.

so remarkable. But to these advantages must be added a talent in

portraying the characteristics of his contemporaries, and a vivacity in

describing the scenes in which they figured so conspicuously, in which
he is without a rival.

t( The intimacy which," as Lord Holland most truly observes in his
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introduction to this work, " tbe author enjoyed with many of the

chief personages of the times, and what he calls his propensity to

faction, made him acquainted with the most secret intrigues and nego-

tiations of parties," and his lordship eoes on to state that the period

of which he treats is a part of our history little known to us, yet

well deserving our curiosity, as it forms a transition from tbe expiring

struggles of Jacobitisro to the more important contests that have

since engaged and still occupy, our attention. " His account of par-

liamentary debates alone," he adds, " would be a valuable addition to

our history." On the same subject the author himself says in the

postscript to these memoirs, u For the facts, such as were not public,

I received them chiefly from my father and Mr. Fox, both men of

veracity ; and some from communication with the Duke of Bedford

at the very time they were in agitation. I am content to rest their

authenticity on the sincerity of such men. The speeches I can affirm,

nay, of every one of them, to be still more authentic, as I took

notes at the time, and have delivered the arguments just as I heard

them."

It may be as well to remind the reader that the reign of George II.

was rendered memorable by the dawning of the greatness of Pitt, and

the minority of George III.; by the struggles of the grandson of James

II., commonly called "The Young Pretender," to win back the for-

feited throne of the Stuarts ; by the opposition to the reigning king of

his son Frederick Prince of Wales ; by the remarkable trial and exe-

cution of Admiral Byng, and tbe no less celebrated court-martial on

Lord George Sackville ; by the splendid victories of Wolfe in America,

and Lord Clive in India ; the capture of Cherbourg, the acquisition of

Cape Breton, and the naval triumphs of Boscawen, Howe, Hawke,
Watson, Vernon, and Saunders. The most distinguished of contem-

porary sovereigns were Frederick the Great, Louis XV'., Augustus

King of Saxony, the Czarina Elizabeth, and the Empress Maria
Theresa ; and in consequence of the interest George II. took in his

Hanoverian dominions, the English were continually engaged in the

war then raging in Germany, in which these sovereigns were involved.

These incidents are chronicled with a masterly band by W a] pole ;

and the reader will look in vain elsewhere for the spirited sketches

that enrich the narrative of the various actors in them at home and

abroad. In no other work can he hope so thoroughly to become ac-

quainted with the features of such statesmen as Sir Robert Walpole,

Bolino-broke, Pulteney, John Duke of Bedford, the Pelhams, the Towns-
hends, the Grenvilles, Chatham, Fox, and the other great names that

adorned the cabinet and the senate—or of Chesterfield, Bubb Dodding-

ton, George Selwyn, and Hanbury Williams
;

politicians, however,

who seemed to care much more for the reputation of wits than the

fame of senators, though they possessed considerable pretensions to both

characters. But the careful chronicler omits no link in the social

scale that may serve to characterise the curious age he delineates. The
result is a history which, with the veracity of a chronicle, affords equal

entertainment with the most vivacious romance, and though sufiiciently

attractive in its own merits to all classes of readers, is essential to every

library containing auy portion of the Walpole Works and Corres-

pondence.
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DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO HER MAJESTY.

Now in course of Publication, embellished with Portraits, in Elegant

small 8vo volumes, price 10s. 6c?. each, bound; either of which may-

be had separately. Vols. I. to IX. are now ready
;

LIVES OF THE QUEENS OF ENGLAND,

FROM THE NORMAN CONQUEST,

WITH ANECDOTES OF THEIR COURTS;

Now first published from Official Records and other Authentic

Documents, private as well as public.

BY AGNES STRICKLAND.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" These volumes bave the fascination of a romance] united to the

integrity of history."—Times.

" A most valuable and entertaining work."

—

Chronicle.

"This interesting and well-written work, in which the severe truth

of history takes almost the wildness of romance, will constitute a

valuable addition to our biographical literature."

—

Morning Herald.

" A valuable contribution to historical knowledge, to young persons

especially. It contains a mass of every kind of historical matter of

interest, which industry and research could collect. We have derived

much entertainment and instruction from the work."

—

Athenceum.

" The execution of this work ' is equal to the conception. Great

pains have been taken to make it both interesting and valuable."

—

Literary Gazette.

" A charming^ work—full of interest, at once serious and pleasing."
—Monsieur Guizot.

*' This work is 'written by a lady of considerable learning, indefati-

gable industry, and careful judgment. All these qualifications for a

biographer and an historian she has brought to bear upon the subject

of her volumes, and from tliem has resulted a narrative interesting to

all, and more particularly interesting to that portion of the community
to whom the more refined researches of literature afford pleasure and
instruction. The whole work should be read, and no doubt will be

read, by all who are anxious for information. It is a lucid arrange-

ment of facts, derived from authentic sources, exhibiting a combina-
tion of industry, learning, judgment, and impartiality, not often met
with in biographers of crowned heads."

—

Times. (Third Notice.^
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MEMOIRS OF LADY HESTER STANHOPE,
AS RELATED BY HERSELF, IN CONVERSATIONS WITH HER PHYSICIAN,

Comprising her Opinions, and Anecdotes of the most remarkable

Persons of her Time.

Second Edition, 3 vols, small 8vo, with portraits, &c, price 31s. 6d-

hound.

These memoirs must interest all classes of readers. Throughout

the whole of the brilliant period of the life of her uncle, Mr. Pitt,

Lady Hester Stanhope (who was the partner of his secret counsels)

was drawn into daily intercourse with the most remarkable people of

the age— statesmen, wits, diplomatists, men of letters and science,

women of fashion and celebrity, and all the members of the royal

family, with whom she was upon terms of familiar intimacy.

Amon°r the numerous remarkable personages of whom interesting

particulars and anecdotes are given in these volumes will be found

the following:—George III., George IV., Queen Caroline, Pitt, Fox,

Canning, Sheridan, the Duke of Wellington, the Marquis of Aber-

corn, Lords Chatham, Bute, Liverpool, Hawkesbury, Hood, St Asaph,

Bridport, Brougham, Palmerston, Carrington, Ebrington, Suffolk,

Byron, and Camelford, Sir Edward Sugden, Sir Francis Burdett, Mr.

Abercrombie, Walter Scott, Thomas Moore, Beau Brummell, Lady

Charlotte Bury, Mrs. Fitzherbert, &c.
" These volumes are such as no one who takes them up can easily lay

down."

—

Quarterly Review.

SECOND SERIES OF THE STANHOPE
MEMOIRS,

COMPRISING

THE SEVEN YEARS' TRAVELS OF LADY HESTER
STANHOPE.

3 vols, small 8vo, with numerous Illustrations. 31s. 6d. bound.

" This work is intended to complete the ' Memoirs of Lady Hester

Stanhope.' As the ' Memoirs' embraced a period of about fifteen years,

in which were traced the causes which led to the ' decline and fall' of

her Ladyship's somewhat visionarv Empire in the East, the ' Travels'

take up her history from the time she quitted England, and, by
a faithful narrative of her extraordinary adventures, show the rise

and growth of her Oriental greatness. A distinct line may at once be

drawn between this and all other books of travels in the East—for it

boasts of a heroine who marches at the head of Arab tribes through

the Syrian Desert—who calls Governors of Cities to her aid while she

excavates the earth in search of hidden treasures—who sends Generals

with their troops to carry fire and sword into the fearful passes of a

mountainous country to avenge the death of a murdered traveller

—

and who then goes defenceless and unprotected to sit down a sojourner

in the midst of them."
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ALBERT.

In Seven Volumes, 8vo, price 155. each, to range with the

Wellington Dispatches.

THE LETTERS AND DISPATCHES OF

ADMIRAL LORD VISCOUNT NELSON,
EDITED BY SLR HARRIS NICOLAS, G.C.M.G.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
*' We were rejoiced at the announcement of the intended publication

of Lord Nelson's Letters, and we confess that we have not been disap-

pointed by the editor's performance of his task. This collection

promises to be the most genuine and true portrait of a great public

character which the world has ever seen."

—

Times.
" The Letters of Nelson, will hereafter be the manual of the sailor,

as the sister service has found a guide in the Dispatches of the Duke
of Wellington. All that was to be expected from the well-known talent

of the editor, united to an enthusiasm for his hero, which has carried

him triumphantly through the extraordinary labour of investigating

and ascertaining every fact in the . slightest degree bearing upon his

subject, is to be found in this volume, in which, from the beginning to

the end, by a continued series of letters, Nelson is made his own his-

torian."

—

Blackwood's Magazine.
" Sir Harris Nicolas has imposed a great obligation upon the country

by this publication. The collection is a model in its kind. The family

that shall want this book must be ungrateful to the memory of

Nelson."

—

Standard.
" This publication in its idea and execution, is very honourable to all

engaged in it. Nor will it be possible to imagine a nobler national

trophy. There is no warrior or statesman in our history, from Alfred

downwards, of whom England has so many reasons to be proud, as

Nelson. This collection is enriched with Letters hitherto unprinted, to

an extent the most sanguine could hardly have looked for."

—

JSxaminer.

"The Dispatches of Nelson will range side by side with those of Wel-
lington. Englishmen will associate their heroic deeds, and point their

sons to these kindred works as the best memorials of their services."

—

Globe.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON'S MAXIMS
AND OPINIONS;

WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION.

BY G. H. FRANCIS, ESQ.
Second Edition, in 8vo, with Portrait, 12s. bound.

" The best book that has been published respecting the Duke of

Wellington."— Times.
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MISS BURNEY'S DIARY.
Now in course of publication, in elegant small 8vo volumes, price 10s. 6d.

each. Vols. I. to VI. are now ready,

THE DIARY AND LETTERS OF

MADAME D'ARBLAY,
AUTHOR OF " EVELINA," " CECILIA," &c

Including the period of her residence at the Court of Queen Charlotte.

EDITED BY HER NIECE.

CRITICAL OPINIONS.
" Madame d'Arblay li?ed to be a classic. Time set on ber fame,

before she went hence, tbat seal which is seldom set except on the

fame of tbe departed. All those whom we have been accustomed to

revere as intellectual patriarchs seemed children when compared with

ber ; for Burke bad sat up all night to read ber writings, and Johnson

bad pronounced ber superior to Fielding, when Rogers was still a

schoolboy, and Southey still in petticoats. Her Diary is written in

her earliest and best manner ; in true woman's English, clear, natural,

and lively. It ought to be consulted by every person who wishes to

be well acquainted with tbe history of our literature and our manners.

The account which she gives of the king's illness will, we think, be

more valued by the historians of a future age than any equal portions

of Pepys' or Evelyn's Diaries."

—

Edinburgh Review.

"This publication will take its place in the libraries beside Walpole

and Boswell."

—

Literary Gazette.

"In our minds, this delightful Diary has been the most agreeable

variety of the season. Miss Burney's first volume ought to be placed

beside Boswell's • Life,' to which it forms an excellent supplement."— Times.

"A work unequalled in literary and social value by any thing else of

a similar kind in the language."

—

Naval and Military Gazette.

" This work may be considered a kind of supplement to Boswell's

Life of Johnson. It is a beautiful picture of society as it existed in

manners, taste, and literature, in the early period of the reign of George

the Third, drawn by a pencil as vivid and brilliant as that of any of

the celebrated persons who composed the circle."

—

Messenger.
" A publication of much interest and value."

—

Chronicle.

u Miss Burney's Diary, sparkling with wit, teeming with lively

anecdote, and delectable gossip, and full of sound and discreet views

of persons and things, will be perused with interest by all classes of

readers."

—

Post.

"This work presents an unrivalled combination of attraction.

That extraordinary man Johnson, is painted far better than he is by

Boswell."

—

Court Journal.

"A valuable addition to the literature of our country."

—

Age.

"We know not when we have been so delighted with a book as

with Miss Burney's Diary. Every page teems with interest."

—

Weekly Chronicle.

%* The Seventh Volume, completing the publication, will appear

immediately.
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LIFE OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR,
By THOMAS ROSCOE, Esq.

One volume, small 8vo, with Portrait, price 10s. %d. bound.

" This life of the Conqueror is the first attempt made to do full justice

to his character and talents. The narrative is very careful and precise,

and collects all that has been recorded concerning either the private or

public career of William."

—

Britannia.
" The historical reader will find this a work of peculiar interest. It

displays throughout the most painstaking research, and a style of

narrative which has all the lucidity and strength of Gibbon. It is

a work with which, shedding such a light as we are justified in saying

it will do upon English history, every library ought to be provided."

—

Sunday Times.

LETTERS OF ROYAL & ILLUSTRIOUS LADIES
OF GREAT BRITAIN,

ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND;

Now first published from the Originals, with Introductory Notices,

By MARY ANN EVERETT WOOD.

In three volumes, small 8vo, with Facsimile Autographs, &c. Price

31s. 6d. bound.

" This collection of letters is very curious and very valuable. The
general reader will derive great instruction from its pages, and the

reader of history will find it of considerable service. The editress has

accomplished well a remarkably laborious task. She has collected

together the letters of the most illustrious women of England, whose
lives extend over a period of four centuries and a half, and has

taken infinite pains to render the subject of the letters intelligible to

the reader by prefixing a note, varying in length as the occasion

requires. They are rendered from many languages, the Latin, Italian,

Spanish, Norman, French, Scotch, and antiquated English. The work
certainly deserves a wide success. Miss Wood has laboured assidu-

ously at her task, and accomplished it well. It required no ordi-

nary amount of patience and perseverance to wade through the

dusty parchments and old MSS. she must have had to consult. She

has dipped into the valuable collection of the Tower of London,

searched the British Museum, the College of Arms, the Rolls House,

the Chapter House, the Bodleian and Ashmolian Libraries, the Bib-

liotheque du Roi, and Archives du Royaume at Paris, and many other

sources too numerous to mention."

—

Sunday Times.
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THE SECOND VOLUME OF

'LORD BROUGHAM'S LIYES OF MEN OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE,

WHO FLOURISHED DURING THE REIGN OF GEORGE III.

(With Original Letters),

Comprising Dr. Joiinson, Adam Smith (with an analytical view of
his great work), Lavoisier, Gibbon, Sir J. Banks and D'Alembert.

Royal 8vo, with Portraits, 21s. bound.

THE

DIARY AND MEMOIRS OF SOPHIA
DOROTHEA,

CONSORT OF GEORGE I.

NOW FIRST PUBLISHED FROM THE ORIGINALS.

Second Edition, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Portrait, 28s. bound.
" A work abounding in the romance of real life ."

—

Messenger.
" A book of marvellous revelations, establishing beyond all doubt

the perfect innocence of the beautiful, highly gifted, and inhumanly
treated Sophia Dorothea."

—

Naval and Military Gazette.

MEMOIRS OF PRINCE CHARLES STUART,
COMMONLY CALLED THE " YOUNG PRETENDER,"

WITH NOTICES OF THE REBELLION IN 1745.

BY C. L. KLOSE, ESQ.
Second edition. 2 vols. 8vo, with portrait, 24s. bound.

"This work may justly claim the credit of being the fullest and
most authentic narrative of this great era of English history."

—

Messenger.

LETTERS OF THE KINGS OF ENGLAND.
Now first collected from the Originals in Royal archives and from

other authentic sources, private as well as public.

Edited with an Historical Introduction and Notes, by J. O.
Halliwell, Esq., F. R. S., &c. 2 vols small 8vo, with portraits, 21s.
bound.

"A valuable addition to our mass of historic materials—as valu-
able no doubt, as almost any other that has appeared in our time."

—

Atlienaum.
" We have here the sayings and doings of our sovereigns told by

themselves in a manner far more interesting than in any work we are
acquainted with."

—

Literary Gazette.
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HISTORY OF

THE CAPTIVITY OF NAPOLEON
AT ST. HELENA.

BY GENERAL COUNT MONTHOLON,
The Emperor's Companion in Exile, and Testamentary Executor.

Now first translated and published from the author's original manu-
script. Four vols. 8vo, hound in cloth.

"General Count Montholon, Napoleon's companion in exile, and tes-

tamentary executor, has determined by detailed and honest statements,

to bring every tbing connected with tbis important event before tbe
eyes of civilised Europe. We have read bis volumes with intense

interest and curiosity, and we are eager to acknowledge the general

good sense, right feeling, and strong desire for impartiality that have
signalised them. They contain innumerable passages of interest,

amusement, and information."

—

Court Journal.

THE ONLY AUTHORISED ENGLISH EDITION.
Now in course of publication, embellished with portraits, price only 5s.

each volume, in 8vo,

M. A. THIERS' HISTORY
OF

THE CONSULATE AND THE EMPIRE
OF FRANCE UNDER NAPOLEON.

A sequel to bis History of the French Revolution. Translated, with
the sanction and approval of the Author, by D. Forbes Campbell, Esq.

Having filled at different times, the high offices of Minister of the

Interior, of Finance, of Foreign Affairs, and President of the Council,

M. Thiers has enjoyed facilities beyond the reach of every other

biographer of Napoleon, for procuring, from exclusive and authentic

sources, the choicest materials for bis present work. As guardian to

the archives of the state, he had access to diplomatic papers and other

documents of the highest importance, hitherto known only to a privi-

leged few, and the publication of which cannot fail to produce a great

sensation. From private sources, M. Thiers, it appears has also de-

rived much valuahle information. Many interesting memoirs, diaries,

and letters, all hitherto unpublished and most of them destined for

political reasons to remain so, have been placed at his disposal ; while

all the leading characters of the empire, who were alive when the

author undertook the present history, have supplied him with a mass
of incidents and anecdotes, which have never before appeared in print,

and the accuracy and value of which may be inferred from the fact of

these parties having been themselves eye-witnesses of, or actors in, the

great events of the period.

%* To prevent disappointment, the public are requested to be par-

ticular in giving their orders for " Colburn's Authorised Edition,

TRANSLATED BY D. EoRBES CAMPBELL."
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MEMOIRS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS;
Comprising the Lives of the Speakers and Eminent Statesmen, and
Lawyers, from the Convention Parliament of 1688-9, to the passing of

the Reform Bill in 1832;

BY WM. CHARLES TOWNSEND, ESQ., M.A.
RECORDER OF 3IACCLESFIELD.

Dedicated by permission to Sir Robert Peel.
2 vols. 8vo, price 28*. bound.

" We have here a collection of biographical notices of all the Speakers
who have presided during the hundred and forty-four years above
defined, and of several Members of Parliament the most distinguished

in that period. Much useful and curious information is scattered

throughout the volumes."

—

Quarterly Review.

WOMAN AND HER MASTER;
OR, THE HISTORY OF THE FEMALE SEX FROM THE

EARLIEST PERIOD TO THE PRESENT DAY.
BY LADY MORGAN.

Two vols., post 8vo, price 21s.

"Lady Morgan has imparted to history the charm of romance.
We have read her series of rapid but brilliant and vigorous sketches

with an interest which many a Novel fails to excite."

—

Weekly Chronicle.

PRINCE ALBERT

;

AND THE HOUSE OE SAXONY.
BY FREDERICK SHOBERL, ESQ.

Second Edition, revised, with Additions, by Authority. In one vol.

post 8vo, with a Portrait of the Prince, 8s. 6d. bound.
" The best and most authentic Work on the subject of the Prince

Consort and his Family."

—

John Bull.

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENS OF FRANCE.
BY MRS. FORBES BUSH.

Second Edition, dedicated, by permission, to her Majesty the Queen
of the French, and including a Memoir of her Majesty. In I vols,

small 8vo, with Portraits, 21s. bound. •

" This charming Work comprises a separate Memoir of every Queen
of France from the earliest of her annals to the fall of Napoleon. The
work of Mrs. Bush cannot fail of being a desirable acquisition to every

library in the kingdom."

—

Sun.
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MEMOIRS OF THE BABYLONIAN PRINCESS,
MARIA THERESA ASMAR,

Daughter of Emir Abdallah Asmar ; from ber Birth, amid the Ruins
of Ninevah, in 1804, to her arrival in England, in 1842. Written by
Herself, and translated into English ; containing a Narrative of the

Persecutions and Destruction of her Family, on account of their ad-

herence to the Cbristian Faith ; of the Scenes sbe has witnessed and
the Trials she has experienced during her Residence in Mesopotamia,
Jerusalem, Mount Lebanon, Kurdistan, Ispahan, Teheran, and Schiraz,

&c. Dedicated, by permission, to her Majesty the Queen Dowager.
2 vols., small Svo, with Portrait. Price 21s. bound.

LETTERS OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS.
EDITED, WITH AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION AND NOTES,

By AGNES STRICKLAND;
And comprising Letters from the Imperial Library at St. Peters-

burg, the Bibliotheque du Roi at Paris, and numerous other sources,

Private as well as Public, now first published from the Originals.

New and Cheaper Edition with numerous Additions, uniform with

Miss Strickland's "Lives of the Queens of England," in 2 vols., with

Portrait, &c, 21s. bound.
** No public or private library can be considered complete without

this valuable work."

—

Morning Post.
" The best collection of authentic memorials relative to the Queen

of Scots that has ever appeared."

—

Morning Chronicle*

MEMOIRS OF THE BEAUTIES
OF THE COURT OF CHARLES II.

;

"With an introductory view of the State of Female Society, and its

influence, during that remarkable Reign.

By MRS. JAMESON.
Illustrated with Twenty-one splendid Portraits, engraved by the most

distinguished Artists. New and Cheaper Edition, with considerable

Additions, now complete in 2 vols. 8vo, price 45s. bound, or in Six

Parts, price 7s. 6d. each.

" Nothing is wanting to make this publication perfect in its kind.

We have the multum in parvo of the finest forms of female beauty in

the world—the choicest excellence of England's school of portrait

painting—the most masterly execution which modern engraving can

bestow, and an interesting memoir of each of the celebrated characters

thus brought before our eyes, by the chaste and judicious pen of one

of the most accomplished female writers of the day. The paper

and typography are of the most superior description, and the price is

moderate in the extreme."

—

Dublin Evening Mail.
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MR. BURKE'S WORKS.

BURKE'S PEERAGE AND BARONETAGE,
Corrected throughout to the Present Time, from the personal commu-
nications of the Nobility, &c, and containing all the New Creations.

In 1 vol. (comprising as much matter as twenty ordinary volumes),
with upwards of 1500 Engravings of Arms, &c, price 38s. bound.

"Mr. Burke's 'Peerage and Baronetage' is the most complete, the

most convenient, and the ch eapest work of the kind ever offered to the

public."

—

Sun,
" Mr. Burke's • Peerage and Baronetage' is certainly the most perfect

and comprehensive encyclopaedia of personal and national history ever
given to the public ; combining surprising accuracy and important in-

formation, with the greatest brevity and clearness, and exhibiting, in a

condensed and lucid form, the lives and achievements of the many
eminent men, who have shed lustre on the rolls of our nobility, from the

steel-clad barons of Cressy and Agincourt, to the heroe3 of Blenheim
and Waterloo."

—

Globe.

A Companion to the " Peerage and Baronetage,"

Complete in Two royal 8vo. volumes, beautifully printed in double
Columns, price 2l. 10s. bound.

HISTORY OF THE LANDED GENTRY;
A Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the whole of the Landed
Gentry or Untitled Aristocracy ofEngland, Scotland, and Ireland.

By JOHN BUEKE, ESQ.,
Author of " The PEERAGE and BARONETAGE," &c, and

JOHN BERNARD BURKE, ESQ.,
Of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-law.

This work relates to the Untitled Families of Rank, as the " Peerage
and Baronetage" does to the Titled, and forms, in fact, a Peerage of the

Untitled Aristocracy.

"A work which contains curious information nowhere else to be
found, and to which professional genealogists may refer with advan-
tage."— Quarterly Review.

BURKE'S DICTIONARY OF THE
EXTINCT, DORMANT, AND ABEYAM
PEERAGES OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND

IRELAND.
COMPANION TO ALL OTHER PEERAGES.

It should be particularly noticed that this work appertains nearly as

much to extant as to extinct persons of distinction; for though dignities

pass away, it rarely occurs that whole families do.

Cheaper Edition, beautifully printed, in one volume, Svo, containing
800 double column pages, price 21s. bound.
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HOCHELAGA;
OR,

ENGLAND IN THE NEW WORLD.
Idited by ELIOT WARBURTON, Esq., Author of " THE CRES

CENT AND THE CROSS."
2 Vols., small 8vo, with Illustrations, 24s. bound.

ECHOES FEOM THE BACKWOODS;
OR,

SKETCHES OF TRANSATLANTIC LIFE.
By CAPTAIN LEVINGE.

2 Vols., smaU 8vo., with Illustrations, 21s. bound.

REVELATIONS OF RUSSIA IN 1846.
By an ENGLISH RESIDENT.

Third edition, revised by the Author, with additional Notes, and

brought down to the present time. 2 vols., small 8vo, with Illustra-

tions, 21s. bound.

" Such books as the ' Revelations of Russia' are to be had only for

their weight in gold ; and I know an instance where as much as

500 roubles (about (22l.) were paid for the loan of a copy."—Letter from

St. Petersburgh, in the Athenceum.

THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS;
OK,

ROMANCE AND REALITIES OF EASTERN TRAVEL.
By ELIOT B. G. WARBURTON, Esq.

Fifth edition, in 2 vols., with numerous IUustrations, 21s. bound.

"Mr. Warburton brings to his work an accomplished mind and
well-trained and healthful faculties. As we read, we are proud to

claim him as a countryman, and are content that his book shall go
all over the world, that other countries from it may derive a just im-

pression of our national character. Our author sailed up the Nile,

beyond the second cataract, and inspected those wonders of barbarian

art in Nubia, whose origin is lost in their antiquity : visited the great

cities and monuments of Egypt, then crossed to Beyrout, made a

pilgrimage in the Holy Land, and on his homeward voyage touched at

Cyprus and Greece. His volumes are full of just perception and
spirited detail. They greatly increase our acquaintance with Eastern

scenes, and to the traveller afford a variety of information which he
could hardly elsewhere find in so interesting a shape."

—

Britannia.
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VISCT- FEUDING & CAST. KENNEDY'S

TRAVELS IN ALGERIA IN 1845.

2 Vols, with Illustrations, 21s. bound.

" Captain Kennedy and Lord Feilding appear to have visited everv
place of note in Northern Africa ; and the gallant author gives a most
graphic and picturesque account of their adventures, including those

among the wild Arabs and Bedouins of tbe desert. At the present
time, when the recent unhappy events in Africa have attracted so

much attention, we feel special pleasure in recommending this inter-

esting and entertaining work as one which throws much light on the

customs and condition of a brave but unfortunate people, and affords

much valuable information as to all that is remarkable in the country
they inhabit."

—

Hood's Magazine.

RUSSIA UNDER THE AUTOCRAT
NICHOLAS I.

By IVAN GOLOVINE, a Russian Subject.

2 Vols. smaU 8vo, with a full length Portrait of the Emperor, 21s. bound.

"These are volumes of an extremely inteiesting nature, emanating
from the pen of a Russian, noble by birth, who has escaped beyond
the reach of the Czar's power. The merits of the work are very con-

siderable. It throws a new light on the state of the empire—its

aspect, political and domestic—it manners ; the employes about the

palace, court, and capital ; its police ; its spies , its depraved society,

&c. The details on all these subjects will be found peculiarly valuable,

as the author has enjoyed ample means of observation and has

availed himself of them to the utmost."

—

Sunday Times.

REVELATIONS OF SPAIN IN 1846.

By T. M. HUGHES, Esq.

Second edition, revised and corrected. In 2 vols, post Svo, 21s.

bound.

" A very clever book—the result of considerable experience."

—

Ex-
aminer.

" As a picture of the actual state of Spain, this work is intensely

interesting. We cannot too strongly recommend it to the notice of

the reader. There is scarcely any subject of interest connected with

Spain and its inhabitants that the author has not handled in detail."

—John Bull.
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COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE CHINESE WAS, &c.

Third and Cheaper Edition, adapted for general circulation, in one

Volume, with Maps and Plates, price 12s. bound.

THE NEMESIS O CHINA;
COMPRISING

THE MOST COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE WAR IN THAT COUNTRY ;

With a Particular Account of the Colony of Hong-Kong.

From the Notes of Capt. W. H. HALL, R.N., and the Personal Obser-
vations of W. D. BERNARD, Esq., A.M., Oxon.

" This is the most important publication that has appeared respecting
our late contest with China. In all that relates to the Nemesis espe-
cially, and to the naval operations of the Expedition, it is replete
with the most lively and stirring interest."

—

Naval and Military
Gazette.

•'This [book is, in effect, a complete history of the operations and
results of the Chinese war. It is written with greater care than any
similar work we have seen. The author has produced a book of evi-

dently good authority, which clears off a quantity of misrepresentation,

and gives an altogether calmer and steadier view of the origin, progress,

and results of our warlike dealings with the false and flowery people."

—

Examiner.

" We recommend this work to all our readers who may wish to under-
stand the progress of this Chinese war, and to possess tbe clearest and
fullest narrative of the incidents which accompanied our victories. The
writer also made a long excursion into the interior of the Chinese pro-

vinces, and describes the country well. His notices of the imperial

court are also at once original and picturesque."

—

Messenger.

"This is an extremely interesting and valuable narrative. All de-

tails which might prove tedious are omitted. There are no lengthened

disquisitions, no elaborate or minute pictures, but a constantly varying

recital which, with all the satisfoctoriness of truth, has tbe charm of

fiction. If we except the old voyages of discovery, which carry the

mind over an unknown and mysterious ocean, where new regions are

every moment expected to develop their features before us, we scarcely

remember to have read any maritime relation with so much pleasure as

this. The Nemesis, it is well known, acted a distinguished part in the

war in China, but the details are now for the first time accessible.

They will be read with pleasure proportioned to their importance,

and the simplicity and ability with which they are given. What
we have said will, we trust suffice to recommend to our readers

the Voyage of the Nemesis, which we regard as, in every respect

one of the best works of the class to which it belongs."

—

Sunday
Times.
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LETTERS OF A GERMAN COUNTESS;
Written during her Travels in Turkey, Egypt, the Holy Land, Syria,

Nubia, &c, in 1843-4.

By IDA, COUNTESS HAHN-HAHN.
Translated by H. Evans Lloyd, Esq. In 3 vols., small 8vo. Price

31s. 6d. bound.
" A charming book."

—

Athenceum.
" We place this book in the very first rank of works of its class. It

is full of genius, yet softened by feminine feeling and sentiment."—

Britannia.

THREE TEAES l¥T0NSTANTBT0PLE;
OR, DOMESTIC MANNERS OF THE TURKS.

By CHARLES WHITE, Esq.

Second and Cheaper Edition, in 3 vols., with 34 Illustrations, from
Original Drawings, price 24s. bound.

" Mr. White's useful work is well worthy of the attentive study of

all who would know Turkey as it is. It may be safely taken as a text

book, with respect to Turkey, its people, and its manners. Pull,

searching, complete, it will dissipate many prejudices, dispel many
vague notions popularly entertained of the much maligned Turks."

—

Morning Chronicle.

LORD LINDSAY'S LETTERS ON THE HOLT
LAND.

Third Edition, revised and corrected, in two vols., small 8vo, with
Illustrations, 24s. bound.

" Lord Lindsay has felt and recorded what he saw with the wisdom
of a philosopher, and the faith of an enlightened Christian."

—

Quar-

terly Review.

ADYENTURES IN "GEORGIA, CIRCASSIA,

AND RUSSIA.
By Lieut.-Colonel G. POULETT CAMERON, C.B., K.T.S., &c.

Employed on a Special Service in Persia.

Two vols., small Svo, price 21s. bound.
" Colonel Cameron had many facilities afforded him while in Russia

of seeing every thing worth seeing, and his racy manner of telling

what he bas observed is sure to recommend his book to the general

reader. Personal adventures have a peculiar charm for the seekers

after amusement ; and they may seek with confidence in pages that

tell of that favoured region of beauty and gallantry that supplies the

harems of the East with the matchless beauties of Georgia, and in the

invincible tribes of Circassia furnishes an armed force that sets at

nought the gigantic resources of the greatest military power in the

world."

—

New Monthly.
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PETERSBURG!! AND MOSCOW;
A VISIT TO THE COURT OF THE CZAR.

BY RICHARD SOUTHWELL BOURKE, ESQ.

Two yoIs. small 8vo, 21s. bound.

TRAVELS AND TRAVELLERS.
BY JMRS. TROLLOPE.

Authoress of " The Barnabys," " The Robertses," &c

In Two vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

TRAVELS IN KASHMERE,
The Countries adjoining the Mountain Course of the Indus, and the

Himalaya, North of the Punjab, with Observations on the late Events

in Afghanistan.

BY G. T. VIGNE, ESQ., F.G.S.

CHEAPER EDITION.

Two vols., Svo, with a valuable Map, engraved under the sanction of

the Hon. East India Company, and Twenty-two Illustrations.

Price 28s. bound.

** These volumes place their author in the foremost rank amongst
the adventurous travellers who have explored the jealous regions con-
tiguous to the British Indian Empire, in the condition of which we have
reason to feel so deep an interest."

—

Herald.

A JOURNEY OVERLAND FROM INDIA

ACROSS THE DESERT.
BY MAJOR AND MRS. GEORGE DARBY GRIFFITH.

Two vols., post 8vo, with Twenty-one Illustrations. Price 21s. bound.

"We cordially commend this woik to the patronage and perusal of
all who desire to be informed of all that is necessary to be known of
the countries through which the traveller passes in proceeding to India
by the overland route. To ladies the instructions and cautions supplied
by this work will be really valuable."

—

Globe.
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NARRATIVE OF A TEX TEARS' VOYAGE
OF DISCOVERY ROUND THE WORLD,

OF H.M.S. ADVENTURE AND BEAGLE,
UNDER THE COMM3IAND OF CAPTAINS KING AND FITZROY.

In Two large Vols. 8vo, with Maps, Charts, and upwards of Sixty Illustrations, by
Landseer, and other eminent Artists, price 2/. 18*. bound.

" One of the most interesting narratives of voyaging that it has fallen to our
lot to notice, and which must always occupy a distinguished space in the history
of scientific agitation."

—

Quarterly Review.

These volumes detail the various incidents which occurred during the examina-
tion of the Southern Shores of South America, and the Beagle's circumnavigation
of the Globe, and add considerably to our knowledge of Hydrography, Geography,
and Natural History, and of the Habits, &c, of the Aborigines. There will be
found in them the materials of two distinct works, embracing every thing worthy
of notice in the expeditious during a period of nearly ten years. The first volume
by Captain P. P. King, F.R.S., relates to the expedition under his command, with
an Appendix by Major Sabine, R.A., F.R.S, containing discussions on the mag.
netic observations made during the voyages. The second volume is by Captain
Robert Fitzroy, and relates to the second voyage, with an Appendix, giving the
determination of many positions and measurements of meridian distances, and
other nautical information. The work is beautifully illustrated with etchiugs and
engravings on steel, by Mr. Landseer and other eminent artists, from drawings by
Mr. Martens and Mr. Earle ; and with Charts and Plans by Mr. Gardner and
Messrs. Walker : and an entirely new Map of South America, by Mr. J. Arrow-
smith, in which the position of places may be ascertained to within less than two
miles. In the volumes notices will be fond of the Cape Verd, Falkland, and other
Islands in the Atlantic Ocean—of the coasts of South America, from Pernambuco to
Guayaquil—of the Galopagos Islands—the dangerous Archipelago, or Low Islands
—Otaheite—New Zealand—Australia—The Keeling Islands—Mauritius—the Cape
of Good Hope, &c.
N.B. Mr. Darwin's Journal of the Geology and Natural History of the Voyage

may be had in a single volume, 8vo, price ISs. bound.

NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE ROUXD THE
WORLD,

PERFORMED IN H.M.S. " SULPHUR," ill 1836-42.

BY CAPTAIN SIR EDWARD BELCHER, C.B., F.R.A.S., F.G.S.,

&c, COMMANDER OF THE EXPEDITION.
Published under the authority of the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty.
Two vols. 8vo, with upwards of 40 Illustrations, price 36& bound.

" Of these volumes it is impossible to speak too highly. We can conceive no
occupation likely to afford more authentic and important knowledge, or to yield

at the same time more amusement and delight than the perusal of the work be-
fore us. We are carried over every variety of the world's surface, and in lan-
guage, elegant, terse, and comprehensive, we are made acquainted with all

habits of human life—with every phase of the species, from the rudest to the most
polished. Such are the attractions to the general reader of these most interest-

ing records. The authority under which the publication appears, is sufficient

warranty of its accuracy in science, and of its importance to the naval profes-
sion. To scientific or nautical readers, therefore, it is superfluous to recommend
it. We invite our readers to a perusal of this work, which we promise them will

amply repay any time and trouble they may bestow upon it. To the lore of the
scholar, and to the library of every house, it offers an equally necessary and
elegant edition."

—

John Bull.
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ELEGANT PRESENT FOR A LADY.

In One Volume 8vo. price 21s. handsomely bound,

THE BOOK OF COSTUME

;

OR, ANNALS OF FASHION IN ALL COUNTRIES,

FROM THE EARLIEST PERIOD TO THE PRESENT TIME.

BY A LADY OF RANK.

With between Two and Three Hundred Illustrations.
'

" This splendid book is a work of which every lady, at some period
or other has felt the want. It embraces a subject of universal interest,

and its varied and various merits, cannot fail to render it a most po-
pular and eagerly sought after acquisition."

—

Court Journal.

" This is a very curious and very picturesque book, well selected
and arranged, and profusely embellished with wood-cuts, worked into
the pages, representing to the eye of the reader the characteristic
toilette of England from the Anglo-Saxon times to the century in
which we are living. It is a work which must please and interest every
class of readers. It is written, and particularly it is embellished, in a
manner which renders it a suitable appurtenance for the drawing-room
table. Our ladies will here see, that though English beauty has worn
every possible dress through every successive century of our history, it

has never been such as to impair or overwhelm their native charms."

—

Messenqer.

"This is a happy idea, very happily realised: elegance ior those
who consider books as a species of elegant furniture—interest for such
as take interest in their literary contents—and utility for all who look
upon a taste in dress as one of the essentials of female ornament

—

which is equivalent to extending its usefulness to pretty near the whole
of the sex. The work takes a very extended view of the toilette, male
and female, not only for the present, but for all time : and has this ad-
vantage, that, inasmuch as physiognomy and figure have most to do
with the matter, the reader is here enabled to form a better estimate of
how the design would look reduced to actual wear, by the spirit and
animation of the numberless designs scattered over every page. In
relation, indeed, to the prevalent fashion of fancy dress balls, the book
seems to us to be not only invaluable, but absolutely indispensable,

since although most diffuse in relation to English costume from the
Saxon to the current time, it is sufficiently and picturesquely descrip-

tive of the rest of the British Isles, the whole of continental Europe,
ancient and modern Greece and Rome, Africa, and the great and va-
ried Empires of the East. We have derived considerable information
and amusement from turning over its pages, and recommend it as espe-
cially designed for the purposes indicated, with a wider interest inse-

parable from a subject confessedly popular, very ably treated, and most
artistically illustrated."— Weekly Chronicle.
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THE HISTORY OF MARGARET CATCHPOLE,
A SUFFOLK GIRL.

By the Kev. K. COBBOLD, of Wortham, Suffolk.

FOURTH EDITION.
Complete in one volume, with Illustrations, price only 10s. 6d. bound.

" Truth is stranger than fiction. We have here a veritable history
with incidents more startling and extraordinary than are to be found
in any romance with which we are acquainted."—-Norfolk Chronicle.

"Compressed into the compass of one volume, this biography will
probably become a standard work ; for, altogether, Margaret Catcbpole
was sufficiently remarkable in character and fortune to take her place
among the celebrated personages of times past.''

—

Britannia.

DEDICATED, BY EXPRESS PERMISSION, TO HER MAJESTY THE
QUEEN DOWAGER.

In 3 vols, small 8vo, with Illustrations,

THE HISTORY OF MARYAME WELLINGTON,
THE SOLDIER'S DAUGHTER, WIFE, & WIDOW.

By the Rev. RICHARD COBBOLD, M.A.

Another Narrative of Female Adventure, from the pen of the Author
of 'The History of Margaret Catcbpole,' will probably be received by the
public with increased interest, on account of the perfect truth of the nar-
rative being within the compass of any one's inquiry. The attention of
the Reverend Author was recently invited by Mr. Freeman, the late Mayor
of Norwich, to the peculiar circumstances in the History of Mary Anne Wel-
lington, who was the daughter of George Wellington, one of the Artillery-

men at the famous siege of Gibraltar. She married a soldier in the
gallant 48th, and accompauied him through all the Peninsular cam-
paigns. Her fortitude in the hour of danger, and her attention to the
wounded, were witnessed by many officers still living, who were also

aware of the extraordinary adventures in which she distinguished
herself.

Her husband died in 1844. The widow has since fallen into distress.

She is greatly respected by all who know her in the city of Norwich,
where she still resides.

Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, Her Majesty the Queen
Dowager, and His Grace the Duke of Wellington, have all been tem-
porary benefactors to her ; and her Majesty the Queen Dowager has
most graciously consented to accept the dedication of her History.

The price of the work will be One Guinea to Subscribers, who are
respectfully requested to send their names and addresses to the Pub-
lisher, Mr. Colburn, 13, Great Marlborough-street, London.
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CONFESSIONS OF A WATER PATIENT.
By Sir EDWARD BULWER LYTTON, Bart.

Second Edition. Price 2s. 6d.

THE ENGLISH GENTLEWOMAN

;

OR,

HINTS TO YOUNG LADIES ON THEIR ENTRANCE INTO
SOCIETY.

Small 8vo, price 8s. 6d. bound.
" Every young lady may read this volume with very great advan-

tage, so excellent, so judicious, and so discriminating is the advice as
to occupations, studies, dress, amusement, behaviour, religious duties,

&c"—John Bull.

SEVEN TEARS' CAMPAIGNING
IN THE

PENINSULA AND THE NETHERLANDS.
By Sir RICHARD HENEGAN,

Formerly head of the Field Train Department with the Allied Armies
under the command of the Duke of Wellington.

Two vols., 21s. bound.

" This is one of the best, by which we mean the most interesting,

descriptive accounts of the wild adventures and alternate scenes of
active enjoyment and severe suffering, which necessarily make up the
mingled web of the soldier's life on service."

—

Messenger.

ELEGANT LITERARY AND PICTORIAL PRESENT.

One vol. 8vo, richly bound, price 31s. 6d.

EVENHGS AT HADDOff HALL;
A SERIES OF TALES AND ROMANCES.

Edited by the Baroness DE CALABRELLA,

And superbly embellished with 24 Steel Engravings, by the first artists,

from designs by GEORGE CATTERMOLE, Esq.

" The most charming work of its kind that has been seen since the

birth of the annuals—a work uniting more original genius, artistical

skill, and consummate taste in the pictorial department, with more
variety of literary interest, vivacity of imagination, and play of fancy,

than has marked any publication of its order from the dawn of the

species to the present day."

—

Atlas.
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WORKS BY 3. DISRAELI, ESQ., M,P,

CONItfGSBY; OE, THE NEW GENERATION
Fourth Edition. 3 vols.

SYBIL; OE, THE TWO XATIOXS.
Third Edition. 3 vols.

CONTARINI FLEMING-ALROY.
2nd Edition, printed together in 3 vols., with a Portrait of the Author.

" The publication of a new edition of these two stirring romances
in three volumes , instead of six, is a rich boon to the admirers of
splendid and exciting fiction. Dissimilar as are the works in them-
selves, the philosophical reader will not fail to trace in ' Contarini
Fleming,' the germs of ' Coningsby,' and even of ' Sybil.' Wild and
impassioned, grand, magnificent, and sublime in parts, 'Contarini
Fleming' is an emanation of genius of a rare order."

—

Naval and Mili-
tary Gazette.

MARSTON;
By the Rev. G. CROLT, LL.D., Author of " SALATHLEL," &c. 3 vols.

" This work presents a singular contrast to the ' Salathiel' of the same
author. But both are marked by the same kind of ability, though ex-
ercised on such widely different themes, and are in their spirit, much
more essentially historic than fictitious. In Marston it appears to be
Dr. Croly's design to place on record his impressions and recollections

of the last half century. The whole work has the spirit of truth, and
in its notices of the French Revolution, of the war, and of the politics of
England and Ireland, presents some of the most vivid portraits of illus-

trious personages, and some of the most magnificent pictures of memo-
rable events that have yet been given to the public. The varied
qualities of the work will insure it a wide circle of readers, and we
believe a lasting popularity."

—

Britannia.

SKETCHES FROM LIFE,
By the late LAMAN BLANCHARD;

WITH A MEMOIR OF THE AUTHOR, BY. SIR EDW. BUI.WER LTTTOX, BART.

In 3 vols., with Portrait and Engravings, by G. CRTJUvSHAlsK, &c
31 s. 6d. bound.

" These ' Sketches from Life' are valuable additions to the library of

modern literature. As Addison and Steele reflected their own genera-

tions, so has Laman Blanchard in his Sketches mirrored forth the

variable and motley peculiarities of the present day; they have but to

be read to be admired. Let all lovers of our British essayists, all wor-
shippers of our Goldsmiths, our Lambs and our Hawkesworths, add
these three volumes to their previous collection. Sir Edward Bulwcr

I

Lytton's memoir wiH be read with much interest."

—

Sun.
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THE MODERN ORLANDO.
IN SEVEN CANTOS. Price 65.

" The Modem Orlando is by turns striking, picturesque, pathetic,

witty, and grand, and displays in all the true soul of genius—originality.

Every one will acknowledge here the rising of a new star, destined to

move with brilliancy in an orbit of its own."

—

Britannia.

POETICAL WORKS OF HORACE SMITH,
ONE OE THE AUTHORS OF " REJECTED ADDRESSES."

Now Eirst Collected, in 2 vols. smaU 8vo, with Portrait, 12s. bound.

THE HON. MRS. NORTON'S POETICAL
WORKS.

SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONS,

In One vol., with fine Portrait of the Authoress, after a Drawing by
E. Landseee, R.A., price 10s. 6d. bound.

" This lady is the Byron of our modern poetesses."

—

Quarterly Revieiu.

THE NEW TIM ON:
A POETICAL ROMANCE.

Eourth edition, 1 vol. post 8vo, 6s. bound.

" One of the most remarkable poems of the present generation—re-

markable in a threefold degree—its conception being strictly original

—

its language and imagery new—its tendency eminently moral. It has
beauties of no ordinary lustre ; the animus of the work is essentially

humanising, its plot ingenious, and its effect altogether bold, harmo-
nious, and original. No poem of equal length has issued from the

English press for a number of years, with any thing approaching to

the ability of 'The New Timon,'—it augurs a resuscitation of our

Bardic glories."

—

Sun.

" The New Timon will bear comparison with any one of the poetic

tales of Byron ; and we say advisedly, justice will not be done to this

noble work of genius, if lasting fame be not granted to its author. Yes
;

' The New Timon' will become a standard study beside Byron. The
author has many of the first requisites of his art. His mind is elevated

and pure ; his diction terse, vigorous, and mellifluous ; there is thought,
ideality, in his lines ; and, in addition, a quality which in these days will

be a great recommendation, his narrative is full of interest. There is

much, too, of satire, keen, caustic, and severe—witness that on O'Connell,
In a word, we think ' The New Timon' a production which will have a

wide and lasting reputation."

—

Hood's Magazine.



24 MR. COLBURN'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

CHEAP LIBRARY OF ENTERTAINMENT.
Elegantly bound in Seventeen Volumes, price only 6s. each (any of which
may be had separately), printed uniformly with Byron and Scott, and
beautifully embellished with the Portraits of the Authors, and other
Engravings, by the Findens and other eminent Artists,

COLBHRFS STANDARD NOVELS;
A Select Collection of the best Works of Fiction of the most Dis-

tinguished English Writers, which cannot be procured in any other
collection.

No composition of inferior or ephemeral character will be admitted
into this collection : but those works alone which have received the
stamp of unequivocal public approbation, and which may be read from
time to time, with still recurring pleasure and profit, will constitute

the Series.

CONTENTS.

Sir E. L. Bulwer's Pelham.
Sir E. L. Bulwer's Disowned.
Sir E. L. Bulwer's Devereux.
Mr. Ward's Tremaine.
Mr. Smith's Brambletye House.
Mr. Smith's Zillah.

Mr. Lister's Granby.
Lady Morgan's O'Dounell.
Lady Morgan's Florence Macarthy.
Lady Morgan's Wild Irish Girl.

Capt. Marryat's Frank Mildmay.
Mr. Hook's Gurney Married.
Mr. Hook's Sayings and Doings.

(First Series) ; comprising Dan-
vers, The Friend of the Family,
Merton, &c.
Mr. Hook's Sayings and Doings.

(Second Series); comprising
The Sutherlands, the Man of Many
Friends, Doubts and Fears, and Pas-
sion and Principle.
Mr. Hook's Sayings and Doings.
(Third Series) ; comprising Cousin

William, and Gervase Skinner.
Mr. James's Richelieu.
Mr. Gleig's Chelsea Pensioners.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" ' Colburn's Standard Novels' present a series of those works of

fiction that have most tended, with the writings of Sir Walter Scott,

to elevate this description of literature. This publication presents a

cencentration of imaginative genius."

—

Globe.
" This collection continues to realise the most sanguine expectations

of that large class of readers, who, with ourselves, were anxious to

have all the best modern works of fiction brought out on the plan

which Mr. Colburn has so judiciously adopted, and in which elegance

and economy are so happily combined."

—

Sunday Times.
" A truly popular undertaking. The series so got up and embel-

lished, and so cheap, must extend the fame even of the author of
' Pelham.' "

—

Literary Gazette.
" We earnestly press this cheap and elegant publication of Mr.

Colburn's on the notice of our readers, under a sincere conviction that

we are doing them a service."

—

Scotsman.
" Thousands, and tens of thousands, will patronise this under-

taking."

—

Kidd's Journal.
" What an admiral opportunity is here presented to such as are

about to form a select library of fiction !"

—

Sun.

Henry Colburn, Publisher, 13, Great Marlborough-street, London.

Agents : for Scotland, Bell and Bradfute Edinburgh ; for Ireland,

Cumming and Furguson, Dublin. Orders received by all booksellers.










